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CHRISTINE E. LYNN
ike every American and most people around the world , I remember distinctly
where I was at 8:46 a.m. on September 11 ,200 1. Eight months pregnant, I was
home from work sick with the flu. Having just rolled over to go back to sleep, I
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vaguely heard Matt Lauer say on the Today Show, "We'll be right back after commercial

(

with breaking news." If I hadn't been so tired, I would have reached for the remote con
trol and shut off the TV altogether. Instead, moments later I sat up in horror as I watched
one unspeakable act after the next change the world forever.
In retrospect, even though my baby was yet to be bom, that morning marked the
moment when I began to think and feel like a mother. In an instant my being, which had
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been so filled with joy over the anticipation of my daughter'S coming, became completely
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consumed with fear, no longer for myself, but for her... Fear that even the small space she would inhabit on the earth was
no longer safe . .. Fear that her lifetime would be defined by danger or sorrow lmlike any I've experienced thus fur in mine ...
Fear that I wou.ldn't be able to protect her in a world I no longer recognized.

It dawned on me then, that the day my child would be bom, masses of strangers would already hate her, simply
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because she was bom into freedom ; simply because she is an American. Despite her infuncy and innocence, she, like the rest of
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us, would be judged an enemy by a group of obscure, but ubiquitous funatics who have brainwashed whole nations of people
with their skewed doctrines and dubious perceptions. I can't even imagine how victims' families come to grips with that fuct.
What a senseless sacrifice of so many precious hll.1l1an lives-each someone's child or parent, spouse or friend-in the name of
u.nfounded retribution and for an agenda of blind hate.
Where, then, do we go from here? The easy way out is to hate them right back. In my weakest moments, I shouted
my own brand of hatred at the television as it aired post-attack images of yOlmg men celebrating as we suffered by dancing in
the streets. But hating makes us as wrong and as cowardly as they are; it allows the animosity between us to fester and grow
and does nothing to make our circumstances in the fUnire any better.
In the words of Oprah Wmfrey's "say-it-Iike-it-is" Dr. Phil, we either contribute to or contaminate our relationships with
people. I may be an unwilling acquaintance of those who perform and support acto; of terror, but hating contaminates, so I
choose to contribute. I can't stop terrorism or control the fighting in the Middle East, but I can raise my daughter to be open
minded and worlcUy. I can expose her to foreign pcople and places so that she will grow up respectful of other cultures and
accepting of other peoples.
It seems an insigrtificant role: to take responsibility for enlightening one child among millions of people. Then again,
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underway, Lynn University was already in the trenches, can-ying out its vision:

To be a global university J01" the 2 Jsl century, whose graduates apply etllteal I CIItWS ill a diverse,
complex and interconnected society, alld to deL'elop academic jJrograrns tbcll reflect tbe
irnportance ofglobal transjbrrnalion, multicultural awarene s and international exc:fJcmge.
How lucky for all of us.
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As I write this, Ainsley is now six months old. Even though at times it feels like the contrary, I know the world is no

more dangerous for her today tha.t1 it was before the 11 tl1 of September. We are all just more awat-e of terrorism and of the

1
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I'm not the only one acting upon that intuition. Higher education has recognized the in1portance of prepatmg students to think
and work in a global environment and is embracing a movement towat-d intemationalized learning. Long before the trend got
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once-unfamiliar people, places, principles and policies that play into it. Our awareness, though, is power, and as a mother, I plan
to equip my daughter with plenty of it.
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alcohol ,waceoess aod help bu;ld a

home ... Some dynamic donors make a difference in development... The first Anne
Gallo Scholarship recipient is named ... and Excalibur in full swing.

Lynnsights (Cover Story)
International Education: The Next Wave?
Dr. Jack Sites, executive vice president and chief operating officer, takes an in
depth look at a movement to internationalize higher learning and demonstrates
how Lynn sets the pace in international education.

Internationalizing the Curriculum ....
Lynn introduces a first-of-its-kind global field trip, a five-day cruising adventure to
Mexico enhanced by instruction onsite from Lynn professors.
"D

Global Recruiting and a New Enrollment Team
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A new global management team under the direction of recently appointed Dr.
Karla Stein leads the way as Lynn reorganizes its International Center and prepares
to launch a new global recruiting process.
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Picture this: Alumni and families take over campus for a weekend ... a soiree to celebrate the Rosses' 30 Years ... and an "Unforgettable" gala ... plus, shopping to
support scholarships ... and Russian music makes for an enjoyable evening.
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In tne limelight this issue: a look back at the Conservatory of Music over the last
10 years .

Passport
Lynn around the world and the world on Lynn's campus: an overview of expanded
options for international learning.

TheT~l~~~~f~~o~~e Zambell;

,;,tec,;--Maccy '77, Aoolynn '77, and

Danabeth-ignite the skies around the world ... Lots going on with LUAA.
and the latest Class Notes.

ough, is power, and as a mother, I plan
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Sports Stance
Senior soccer goalie Julien Fruitier hits his stride ... Fall sports final standings .. . and
the stats on our student-athletes.
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Once again, thank you for your
hospitality, and please let me know if I

nothing cou ld shake my dedication
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to it.
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I am so grateful to the con

can be of any assistance in the future.

servatory for making it possible for
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.
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs
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(See related story on page 4)
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Lynn University Productions is run by
students

"'First Word on Investing' is also a great

Brosemer. Students receive hands-on

and impressive resume builder for gradu

experience writing, taping and editing

ating seniors."

commercials, many of which also have

In December, communications stu

sophomore Sarah Daigle, and shy Ben, por

"Electric Eye," an investigative news pro

trayed by sophomore Dan Perl.

gram for Adelphia Cable in Boca Raton,

The theater group formed last year with

Delray Beach and Boynton Ilead1, Fla.

N

Aiello serving as the club's advisor and

The half-hour program airs at 1 p.m. and

Q;

E
E

director of the "Waterworks" production.

5 p.m. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and

~(J)

The Drama Club's second production,

.~

"Grave Concerns," a play written by Lynn

ics. Stories have included a feature on a

faculty member David Fleischer, featured

shelter for abandoned pets, a compari

the acting talents of history professor Dr.

son of service time at fast food restau

John Pickering and was presented during

rants, an examination of the problems

the first week of April, also in the

associated with underage drinking, and a

Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall. A col

chronicle on the dangers of technology,

lection of offbeat comedies co-directed by

which included an interview with for

Sundays, and covers a wide range of top

Prof. Fleisher and Prof. Aiello, the play

mer House Speaker Ne wt Gingrich.

explores the rather unconventional behav

Students have regular editorial meetings

ior of various quirky characters, who

to come up with story ideas, as well as

struggle to come to terms with life's trials

research,

and tribulations.

their own stories. "Electric Eye" is
also

tape,

available

write,
on

the

and
internet

edit
at

www.lynnuniversity.edu/electriceye.

SnIDENIS INmsE LocAL

program.

Brosemer, director of media services.

flict between aggl-essive Ruth, played by

CoMMuNICA1l0NS

largest scientific society, with more 1

third floor of the Lynn Library. Complete

dents premiered the first edition of

c

The outfit is Eist

Founded in 1876, the ACS is the wo

with a set, lighting and all of the equip

N

o
o

ty of their oils.

Philharmonic Orchestra to the I loliday Inn

publicity for the university," said Jim

OJ

pepper grass) to critically evaluate the q

the Florida

college's digital television center on the

"The production generates revenue and

-E

duced more than 11 sepaf"J.te commercials
for clients ranging from

Since its inception in July 2000, Lynn
University Productions has shot and pro

under

the

direction

of

original music.
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INTRODUCES
TECHNICAL
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Lynn University's College of Grad

RFsEARCHAT

Studies has formed a partnership with

NATIONAL CoNFERENCE

gence Agency (NLA) to offer a new

Pompano Beach-based National In1

I

The results of research conducted this

ter's of science in criminal justice adl

summer by Lynn undergraduate stude nts

istration, with a specialization in tech!

Astrid Blake '02 and Stephanie Stein '02

intelligence operations.

were accepted for presentation at the 53rd
Annual Confe rence

of the American

"Criminal organizations have leal

how to lise technological innovation

Chemical Society (ACS) in Savannah, Ga.,

further their illicit activities," said Dr. K

from September 23-26,2002.

Casey-Acevedo, criminal justice prOf

Blake and Stein worked under the super

director. "L1W enforcement and intellig<

vision of associate professor of chemistry, Dr.

personnel have to constantly strive to

Kl13lique Ahmed, using Lynn's new state-Df

the technological advantage to countel

the-art spectrometer, which utilizes infrared

threat. Criminal justice organizations r

and near-infrJ.red light to study the vibra

professionals who can deal with a grm

tional behavior of molecules. Stein devel

multicultural environment and know'

oped an improved optical method to esti

to use a wide variety of technologies."

mate alcohol in wines; Blake studied unusu
al seeds (Royal Poinciana, carrot wood and

Lynn issues the M.S. degree and over
the entire program. Law enforcement

ThIEvIsION MARKEr

cers who have already taken the Spe

WIlH SERIFS, ADs

credits to satisfy their specializa

ized NIA courses can gain master's I

This academic year, an abundance of

requirements by completing an additi

student-produced programming is being

16 hours of academic coursework in I

viewed on televisions across South

agement and administration taught

Florida, as students of the Lynn College

Lynn instructors. All other program

of Intu-nationa,l Communications pro

dents take 18 hours in required found.]

d uce television series and advertise

courses in management and administr8

ments for local media outlets and corpo

and 18 credits specializing in techI

rate clients.

intelligence

opel~lti()ns.

During the fall semester, student-staffed

The National Intellige.nce Academy

Lynn University Productions took over

world-renowned technical inte]1ige

production of "First Word on Investing," a

training institution for federal, state, i<

weekly television business progranl on

and international law enforcement

WPTV-Channel 5, the NBC afnliate in West

military personnel. It has 'I '5,000 stud

Palm Beach, on Sunday mornings at 10

in locations throughout the linited St;

duced more than 11 separate commercials

pepper grass) to critically evaluate the quali

for clients ranging from

ty of tl1eir oils.

the Florida

FOlll1ded in 1876, the ACS is the world's

Philharmonic Orchestra to the Holiday Inn

TAP, CPCE ADoPr
NEW NAMES

largest scientific society, with more than

111e College of ProfeSSional, Adult and

COlll

163,000 members. Its mission is to

Continuing Education has a new name and

panies that would not otherwise be able to

encourage the advancement of the chemi

some new programs to go with it. To better

produce a professional television commer

cal enterprise, providing a broad range of

reflect the college's growth and develop

cial, charging approximately $700 for a 30

opportunities for peer interaction and

ment as a resow-ce for adult learners, the col

second commercial or $800 for a 30-minute

career development.

and local restaurmus.

The outfit is fast

becoming an affordable alternative for

lege has changed its name to the College of

program.

Professional,

Lynn University Productions is run by
students

under

the

direction

of

Brosemer. Students receive hands-on

COLLEGE OF
GRADUATE

SnmIES

experience writing, taping and editing
commercials, many of which also have
original music.

INTRODUCES
TECHNICAL

Adult

and

Continuing

Education, and will be known as PACE.
PACE has enhanced its community out
reach efforts by adding non-credit and
seminar programs. The first community
oriented seminar, entitled "Wine Without
Pretense," was a six-week eveni.ng course
hosted by Randall Murray, a nationally syn

CIIEMJsrRy STUDENTS,

INTElliGENCE

FACULlY PREsENT

MAsTER'S PROGRAM
Lynn University's College of Graduate

RFsEAROIAT

Studies has formed a partnership with the
Pompano Beach-based National Intelli

NATIONAL CoNFERENCE

gence Agency (NlA) to offer a new mas

The rl:sults of research conducteci tJ1is

ter's of science in criminal justice admin

summer by l.ynn

undeq,(I~lduate

students

Astrid lllake '02 and Stephanie Stein '02

"Criminal organizations have learned

Conference of the American

how to use technological irmovations to

Chemical Society (ACS) in Savannah, Ga.,

further their illicit activities," said Dr. Karen

ii-om September 23-26, 2002.

Casey-Acevedo, criminal justice program

Blake and Stein worked lU1der the super

director. "Law enforcement and intelligence

vision of associate professor of chemistry, Dr.

personnel have to constantly strive to gain

Khalique Ahmed, using Lynn's new state-Dt:

the technological advantage to counter the

the-:Irt spectrometer, which utilizes inJi'arec\

threat. Criminal justice organizations need

and lJear-inJhrec\ light to study the vibra

professionals who can deal with a growing

tional behavior of molecules. Stein devel
oped an improved optical method to esti
matc alcohol in wines; Blake stuclied unusu
al seeels (Royal Poinciana, carrot wooc\ and

started the new year with a new name:
the Academic Center for Achievement.
The name was chosen to better reflect the
program's

mission

to

help

multicultural environment and know how
to

use a wide variety of technologies."
Lynn issues the NI.S. degree and oversees

the entire program. Law enf()rcement offi
cers \\'ho have already taken the special
ized NIA courses can gain master's level
credits

to

satisfy their specialization

requirements by completing an additional
16 hours of academic coursework in man
agem e nt and administration taught by
Lynn instructors. All other program stu
dents take 18 hours in required foundation
courses in management and administration
and 18 credits specializing in technical
intelligence operations.
The National Il ntefligence Academy is a
world-renowned technical intelligence
training institution for federal, state, local,
and international law enforccment and
military personnel. It has 15,000 students
in locations throughout the United States.

include:

"The

Consummate

ofAl't and Music" and "The Art of the Violin."
In addition, the Conservatory of Music's
preparatory program for young musicians
began offering its tlrst baby and toddler

The Advancement Program (TAP) also

students

achieve academic success.

class, entitled "Music and Movement," for
newborns through age 5.The 12-week pro
grmn is taught by a certified instructor for
Musikgarten, an early childhood music edu
cation company that provides parents and
teachers with the tools

to

help children

from birth to age 9 grow musically, emo

istration, with a specialization in technical
intelligence operations.

were accepted for presentation at the 'i5rd
Annual

dicated columnist and wi.ne expert.

courses

Keyboard," "Impressionism: The Harmony

CONSERVATORY

tionally, socially, and cognitively. The goal is

OFFERS CLASSES

and nurture their social skills by improving

to develop the artistic nature of children

•
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FOR
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During the 2001-2002 academ
ic year, the Lynn University
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Conservatory of Music rolled out
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a host of new programs for chil

c

dren and adults in the South
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o

Florida community. The conserva

N

tory's

first-ever

"Music
::y

open to the public, started in
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October and features conservato

(3

Appreciation" series, which is

vr

'3

ry artist/faculty and staff leading

rt

discussions on tl1emes relating to

rt

::y

'ru"

the orchestra and various types of
music.
Fall courses included "Suites
with the Dean," an exploration of Bach's
magnificent CeUo Suites with conservatory
clean

Dr.

Claudio

Jaffe; "Inside

self-confidence, abstract and voluntary
tl1inking and stimulate creativity.

the

For more information about future

Orchestra," a behincl-the-scenes look into an

classes, e-mail musiced@lynn.edu or go to

orchestra; "Enjoyment of Classical Music;' a
two-part overview of classical music; and
"Discovering Great Pianists," which took a
closer look into the great pianists. Spring

the

conservatory's

www.lynn.edu/music.

Web

site

at
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(B.PS.)

through the College of Professional,

For the first time, the holdings of 23

STUDIES, CRIMINAL

Adult and Continuing Education targets

Southeast Florida library systems plus an

working adults with an interest in law

additional 25 information databases can

JUSTICE
SPECIALIZATIONS

degree

in

criminal

justice

region's libraries via the Web.

enforcement and criminal justice. The

be accessed through a single search.

criminal justice major includes the fol

With MyLibraryService.org, users may

Six new full-time faculty members

tive police systems, American judiciary

education, business, health , government,

have joined Lynn University for the

system, crime and delinquency, criminol

and news resources.

2001-2002 year, while two part-time fac

In addition to the new single search
service,

courses can be taken online, as well as

a Guide to Libraries in Southeast Florida.

Dr. Polly Petcrson is the director of

The guide's library directory provides

the Academic Center for Achievement,

extremely flexible for adult students,

comprehensive

formerly

many of whom are working full time,

Southeast Florida libraries, including

Program (TAP), the specially designed

changing careers or preparing to re

links to library services. The guide's

program for students with specific

enter the workforce.

a

classroom

setting,

making

it

MyLibraryService.org features

information

about

Advancement

learning disabilities, who require adcli

ers printable , downloadabJe maps to

tionaI support services to enable them

justice B.PS. and graduate degree pro

more than 250 Southeast Florida library

to succeed at the college level. Peterson

grams.

locations.

previousl),
catalog

is

available

www.MyLibraryService.org.

at

For more

BECOMES PART

at 561-237-7058.

Peter~()n

OF NATIONAL,

was accepted as a member of the
Library

The

Lynn

University

Library,

a

announce

the

launch

of

The Lynn College of International

MyLibraryService.org, a new Web portal

Communications introduced a film stud

that connects Southeast Floridians to

ies specialization to prepare

millions of resources available in the

of

Congress'

as

director

of

Lkpartlllellt of the Virginia School for
the

REGIONAL NElWORKS

served

the Diagnostic and Therapy Services

information, call the Lynn library hotline

Network (SEFLIN) member, is pleased to

for

The

maps to SEFLIN member libraries deliv

College

students

called

Dr. Karen Casey

Southeast Florida Library Information

undergraduate

time hasis.

Acevedo coordinates both the criminal

International Communications and the
Continuing Education.

ulty are now teaching at Lynn on a full

research in criminal justice. All of the

Nationally, Lynn University'S library

and

ACADEMIC YEAR

more than 12 million library items plus

LYNNLmRARY

of Professional, Adult

2001-2002

Simultaneously search records listing

The

demic year, through the Lynn College of

FOR

lowing courses: introduction to criminal

in

Lynn University added two new major

MEMBERS ADDED

justice , issues in corrections, compara

ogy, ethics in criminal justice and

specializations for the 2001-2002 aca

NEW FACULTY

Deaf and

Blind.

Additionally,

has been a faculty member at

St. Leo University since 1997.

Collaborative

Digital Reference Service (CDRS) in
December. The CDRS provides profes
sional reference service to researchers
anywhere in the world by accessing
resources held by an international, digi
tal network of libraries. Information
about the service can be found at
www.loc.gov/rr/digiref/news.html.

careers as film critics, teach
ers , producers, writers, and
directors . In addition to the
core

curriculum

require

ments common to the B.A.
degree in communications,
film stuciies students will
take courses in areas includ
ing: film history, narrative
writing for film and televi
sion , doculllentary produc
tion and international film
history.

Students

choose

from

will

elective

courses such as film and
television editing, televi
sion

field

creative

production,
writing

and

world d ra III a .
A

Bachelor

Professional

of

Studies

Carol Clyde has been named rhe new
director of i.lltCL"nships. She previously
served as senior coordinator/director at
Florida Atlantic University 's Weppner
Volunteer Center. She has worked witll
students at a number of institutions,
including Radford University Center and
Virginia Wesleyan College .

egion's libraries via the Web .
For the first time , the holdings of 23

;outheast Florida library systems plus an

ldditional 25 information databases can

>e accessed through a single search .

x/ith MyLibraryService .o rg, users may

;imultaneously search records listing
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have joined Lynn University for the

lnd news resources.

200 1-20()2 year, while two part-time fac

Deve lopment (HCCD) sponsored a co r

ulty arc now teaching at Lynn on a full

porate lecture series of professional

timc basis.

speakers. More than 180 Lynn students

In addition to the new single search

,ervice,

MyLibraryService.o rg features

During the fall 2001 semester, the
Hannifan

Center

for

Career

(;uide to Libraries in Southeast Florida .

Dr. Polly Peterson is the director of

;U1d alumni listened to community lead

['he guide's library directory provides

the Academic Center for Acllieve mcnt ,

ers share tips with upcoming graduates,

:omprehensive

formerly

Advancement

anel tell their own personal stories of

;olltheast Florida libraries, including

Program (lAP) , the specially designcd

developing anel reinventing themselves

inks to library services. The guide's

program for 5t udents with specific

within their companies.

naps to SEFLIN member libraries deliv

learning disahilities , who require addi

~rs

printable, downloadable maps to

tional support services to enable them

lege relations for Office Depot , head

nore than 2';0 Southeast Florida library

to slIccccd at the college level. Peterson

quartered in Delray Beach , Fla ., visited
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the campus during October 200 I as a

I

information

about

ocations.
The

cat;lIog

is

available

,vww.MyLibraryService.org.

The

served

as

director

the Diagnostic and Therapy Services

For more

Department of the Virginia School for
the

Deaf and

Blind.

Additionally,

561-237-705H.

Peterson has been a faculty member at

Nationally, Lynn University's library

SI. Leo University since 1997.

,vas accepted as a member of the

Ubrary

of

Congress'

Dr. Joanne Bock is a new faculty mem
ber in humanities in the College of Arts
ancl Sciences. Bock was a professor at
Dr. David Jaffe is the newest faculty
of

the

[nternational

Digital Reference Service (CDRS) in

Lynn

College

Communications.

of
He

comes to Lynn after creating an Internet

December. The CDRS provides profes

radio news program in Tel Aviv and hav

re~earchers

ing served 25 years as a professor at the

lI1ywhcre in the world by accessing

of the Ross College of Education, Health

Ibout the service can be found at

and Human Services. Kinniburgh is a

,vww.loc. gov/rr/d igi re f/ news. h tml.

specialist in curriculum design and pre
viously taught at Athens State University.
She has nearly 20 years of leadership
and

classroom

experience

in

the

Alabama school system .
Dr. Jeannette Francis, formerly a pro
fessor of information technology for
Eastern [llinois University and American
[nterContinental University, joins the
College of Business and Management.
She holds a D.B.A. and has specialized in
managcment information systems.
In addition , two part-time instructors
Carol Clyde has been named the new
director of

intcrnship~.

She previously

served as senior coordinator/director at
Florida Atlantic University's Weppner
Voluntee r Center. She has worked with
students at" a number of institutions,
including Radford University Center and
l.lriOn '..... ~0Mr Int".

'" 'JJOJ

Virginia Wesleya n College.

have become full-time faculty members :
John Purland , College of Business and
Management , who teaches computer
management; and Sindee Kerker, J.D .,
who is the coordinator of the new
Bachelor of Professional Stuclies degree
program in criminal justice.

market, students preparing to enter the
s kills

and

knowledge,"

said

Foote

Collins. "The recruiting event at Lynn
University enabled us to meet and inter
act with a wonderful pool of talented
students and develop a rapport with
those interested in pursuing a career at

II
-0

Dr. Leah Kinniburgh is on the faculty

al network of libraries. Information

"Clearly in today's competitive job

Office Depot."

University of Oklahoma.

Tsources held by an international, digi

featured speaker.

workforce need to clemonstrate their

Fort Lewis College in Durango, Colo.
member

Collaborative

,ional reference service to

Anne Foote-Collins, manager of col

of

at

information , caU the Lynn library hotline
It

called

Among the other fall 2001 presenters
were representatives from Tyco [nterna

~

-0ro
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tional, Target Stores, the Four Seasons

B;

Resort of Palm Beach, anel Northwestern

-Q

Mutual. During the spring, the HCCD

~
c

hosteel

the

Workforce

Washington , D .C.-based
Recruitment

Program ,

HomeBanc Mortgage, the Feeleral Bureau
of Investigation and the Department of
the Treas ury, IRS (Criminal Investiga tion
Division).
[f you know of a leader in the com
munity who would like to participate in
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the 2002-2003 Corporate Lecture Series,
please call Dana Levy, director of career
development, at (561) 237-7287.
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September 11. 2001
As an immediate response to the ter
rorist attacks, the university increased
ecurity throughout campus. The Oftke
of Student Services cr<:'at<:'d a 24-hour
counseling l'enter to help students deal
with their emotions ami kelings of
shock, sadness, anger and fear. The
Student Co unseling C<:'nter also extend
ed its r<:'gular hours to meet the
in<..:rc-J.~d d<:'mand of students in need.

September 12, 2001
The lIhiversity immed iately began
establishing partnerships with area disas
ter response organizations to sponsor a
blood drive, w hich took place one week
after the attacks.

Septe",ber 13, 2001
1 0 days after the attacks, Dr. Jack Sites,
chief fi nancia l officer and executive vice
president, made an impromptu visit to
the dining hall over the lunch hour to
address studentr and iniliate campus
wide dlalogue about the devastating
events that occurred in New York City,
Washington, D.C. , and Pennsylvania.
That same day, students held a candle
light vigil on campus, as part of the
National Day of Mourning proclaimed
by President Bush. The moving service ,
attended by mme than 200 faculty and
students, provided an "open-mie" forum
for students to share their feelings of
loss and uncertainty and brought the

campus together in student-led song,
reflection and prayer.

September 24,
2001
On Sept<:'mber 24,
stude nts were en
couraged to attend
and participate in a
"sp<:,ak-out" regarding
the attack on America.
Faculty from the hist()
fY, communications
and psychology de
partm 'nts, as well as
the counseling center,
led a panel discussion
designed to help stu
dents confront their
emotions and attempt
to provide answers to
questions in the wake
of terrorist activity in
Anierica.

October ~ 2001
Only three weeks
after the attack on
America, the Offin:
of Acad<:'mic Affairs
sponsored a sym\x)
si um for faculty,
stafr and students to
promote an under
standing of the im
pact of terrorism on

America's future. Entill<:'d, "Preserving
Democracy in an Age of Global
Terrorism," the panel discussion was led
by Lynn University f,Iculty members
Richard McMonagle, criminal justice
coordinator; and Dr. Shardf Rehman, ass()
ciate dean of the l.ynn College of
International Communications; and fe-a
tured guests from the MOlley Laundering
Task Forc<:' of the State Attorney, the
National Intelligence Academy, the
Emergen<.l' Management Office of Miami-

Dade County and the Florida Chapter of
the Civill.iberties Union.

NOllember 12,2001.
The university held an on-campus
fnfum in Nove mber in hopes of demys
tifying Islamic and Muslim beliefs for
students, faculty and staff. The event
took place during International
Education W<:'<:'k , November 12-16,
2001, in ohservatjon of a joint lJ .S.
Department of Education and U.S.
Department of State dfort to lItilize the
specially designated week as an oppor
tunity to confront issues relating to
Septemb<:'r 11 .
More than 100 people filled the Henke
Wing at the de Hoernle International
Center to hear Mitra Raheb, Ph.D., an
expert on Soviet, Western and Islamic fem
inism and a gender researcher for the
United Nations; and Dr. Sharaf Rehman,
associate dean of the Lynn College of
International Communications and a prac
ticing Muslim.

,PONDS

~erica 's

future. Entitl<..otJ. "Preserving
f mocracy in an Age of Global
m )rism; the I)ane! dIscussion was led
Lynn University f.lculty members
c hard McMonligle, criminal justice
lOrdinator; and Dr. ShlirAf Rehman, as..'!<)
ate dean of the Lynn College of
.tcrnational Communications; and fea
.red guests from the Money Laundering
Force of the State Attorney, the
Inte.lligence Academy, the
h..rn..n,... , Management Oftice of Miami-

t

Dade County and the Florida Chapter of
the Civil Ubelties Union.

NOI'ember 12, 2(0),
The university held an on-campus
forum in November in hopes of demys
tifying Islamic and Muslim beliefs for
students, faculty and staff. The event
tuok place during International
Education Week, November 12-16,
2001. in observatiun of a joint {j .S.
Department of Education and U.S.
Department of State effort to utilize the
specially designated week as an oppor
tunity to confront issues relating to
September 11.
More than 100 people fiDed the Henke
Wing at the de Hoernlc International
Center to hear Mitra IClheb, Ph.D., an
expert on Soviet,Western and Islamic tem
inism and a gender researcher for the
United Nations; and Dr. Sharaf Rehman.
associate dean of the Lynn CoUege of
International Communications and a prac
ticing Muslim .

A topic at the forefront of the forum
was the treatment of women under the
Taliban regime . Raheb pointcd out that
the Koran actually gave women more
rights than any other buuk of its time
and explained that the female Afghani
population W,lS an essential part of
Afghanistan's economic structure until

Taliban ruk . "The eo;sence of Islam ," she
aid, "is fo r the ri ~ h to. treat the PQur
With bwnanily, to trea t wo men with
respect-to b ring unity. Wha t the
Taliban has do ne was applying their
own misinterpretation of the Koran."
oncerned over the Western world's
m isunderstanding of Islam, Reh man
deli\'cred a strong message about the
core teachings of the religion, saying,
"Tbe basic edicts uf Islam an: peace,
prospe.rity, humanity, justice, c ompassion
and respect-concepts that w en: vastly
contrasted by the actions of a small
group on September] 1."
His comments were suptlorted by
Raheb 's , who stated. · Osama bi n Laden
is trying to practice a form of Islam as
he interprets it, a form that has m 'ver
been practiccd ami dates back to 1,300
years agu."
These activities reflect just some of the
initial steps taken by Lynn University to
support and nurture its students during a
time of great fear, sadness and natiunal
crisis.
"While Lynn University juins the
world in mourning the staggering loss
of life ,lml the attack on American free
dom, the university has also. taken great
pride in witnessing the enduring spirit
of unity and strength seen on its cam
pus," wrote President Ross in a letter to
parents. "Lynn University is a place of
great diversity and humanity, where
people of all races, religiuns, cultures,
and nationalities live. learn and grow
together. In the face of major interna
tional conflict, we strengthen and
underscore our mission of educating
our students to embrace diversity. p rac
tice tole rance and serve as a catalyst
for peace ."
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of Islam is for the rich to
tl·eat the poor with humal1ity,
to treat women with respect
-

to bring unity."
Mitra Raheb, Ph.D
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GROUNDS
Dr. Karen Casey-Acevedo, formerly the dean of graduate studies, was named
director of criminal justice programs in January, She will oversee the undergrad
uate and graduate programs on campus, as well as newly developed programs
off-site.

Dr. Richard Cohen, dean of the Ross College of Education, Health and HUman
Services, directed a workshop at the 43rd Kappa Delta Pi Chi Rho chapter
Biennial Convocation in Orlando, Fla" in November, His presentation topic was
"Innovations for Traditiona l and Nontraditional Learners" (brain researc h)

David Schapiro, assistant professor in the Col/ege of Hospitality, Tourism and
Recreation Management, and 11 Hospitality Club students attended the
International Hotel/Motel, Restaurant Show in New York City in November. The
show is one of the largest, best-known and well-respected hospitality shows in
the world, Schapiro and the students represented Lynn University at a booth for
the four-day event, speaking to 'industry leaders and prospective students. Lynn
has been an exhibitor at the International Hotel/Motel, Restaurant Show for the
last 13 years.

Dr. Linsley T. OeVeau, dean of the College of Hospitality, Tourism and
Recreation Management, traveled to Hong Kong in August to chair an accredita
tion team visitation for the Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation.

iii

Claudio Jaffe, dean of the conservatory of music, performed in the St. Petroni lle
Chamber Music Series in the Island of Orleans, just outside Quebec City, Canada,
in August. He performed as part of Duo Cellissimo with Johanne Perron, the con
servatory's cello artist/facu lty member. The performance attracted the largest
crowd in summer series and was broadcast on CBC Radio a few days later. Jaffe
and Perron performed on two 1999 cellos rYiade by the same Quebec violinmak
er, Jean Compartino.

;;;

Dr. Graclela Helguero, assistant professor of Spanish, represented Lynn

0,

University at the Jornadas Unamunianas of the Casa-Museo Unamuno at the
Universidad de Salamanca roundtable conference in the fall, The rou ndtable dis
cussions centered on different aspects of Miguel de Unamuno's writing and phi
losophy, In December, Helguero presented Argentinean history through literature
in Spanish to the American College of Teachers of Foreign Languages
Conference. In November, Helguero and Dr. Jennifer Gerz-EsQndon, associate
professor of international relations and director of the Center for International
Programs and Services, made a comprehensive presentation in Rome, at the
International Council for Innovation in Higher Education XIX Internation al
Conference. The topic presented featured "Traditional versus Non-Traditional
Learning as Seen by Academic Program Coordinators," This presentation will
also be published.
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Dr. Deirdre Krause, associate professor of nursing, was elected to the state level
position with the Florida Nurses Association, a branch of the American Nurses
Association. Additionally, the nursing program at Lynn University recently
rece ived an award from the American Nurses Association due to 100 percent of
the nursing faculty (full-time and part-time) holding membership,

Patricia Presti, librarian, received
the Vista Award from the
Southeast
Florida
Library
Informa tion Network, Inc., a multi
type library cooperative with over
250 public, academic and school
library members in December,
Presti, who joined Lynn in 1999,
was recognized for developing
Lyn n's
Information
Literacy
Instruction Program.
Roberta Rust,
artist/faculty
pianist, had a
first-p e rson
account of her trip to Korea last spring published on the edito
rial pages of the Korea Times, one of the English daily papers
published in Seoul; and in the November/December issue of
Culture, the magazine of the Palm Beach Cultural Council.
Additionally, Rust is playing solo recita ls throughout the U.S.,
including Nevada, North Carolina and California. In March, Rust
was asked to serve as chair of the jury for the Third Community
College Southern Nevada Piano Concerts Competition in Las Vegas
and presented a master class and recital at the Idyllwild Arts
Academy in California. Rust also presented an interactive workshop
to Florida music teache rs in Gainesville, Fla " in April.

Christian Alsop '04, business administration and aviation, wc
awarded a $5,000 scholarship by The Coca-Cola Founda
Alsop is the first member of his family to graduate from colle~
an active member of Lynn's tennis team and has received aca<
ic honors. After graduation, Alsop plans to pursue a career
pilot.
The Conservatory of Music student string
quartet, comprised of Ylng Chal '02, violin;
Yang Lu '04, violin; Irena Momchllova '02,
viola; and Robin Miller '02, cello; was
declared state winner of the Florida State
Music Teache rs Association Collegiate
Chamber Music Competition, held in St.
Petersburg, Fla" th is past November. They will
represent the state of Florida at the Music
Teachers Nationa l Association Southern
Division competition,

George Churbuck '02, business administra
tion and general management, was awarded a
$3,000 scholarship from the Florida Bankers
Educational Foundation this past fall, This
"Outstanding Senior in Business and Finance
Scholar" was selected based upon academic
standing, leadership and comm unity involve
ment. This program provides a$3,000 scholar
ship to a top graduating senior planning a
career in banking, Churbuck has been active in
Helping Abused and Neglected Youth
(HANDY) at St. Paul's Church. He will be grad
uating with honors and after graduation plans
to obtain his M.BA and CPA in order to pur
sue a career in business,

Serglu Schwartz, artistlfaculty violinist, served on the jury of the 6th Pablo
Sara sate International Violin Competition in Spain in August, and also represent
ed the U.S. on an international panel of vio linists and pedagogues, Additional ly,
Schwartz performed at Hunter College and Baruch College in New York in the
fall, where his performances were enthusiastically reviewed by The New York
Times and The Strad magazine. Schwartz also performed at the Festival Miami in
October, At Festival Miami, he was joined by the Vega Quartet, all of whom are
alumni of the conservatory, in a concert featuring music by America n composer
John Alden Carpenter. Schwartz also held a violin master class at the University
of Miam i and was recently invited to serve on the JUry of the prestigious
International Tchaikovsky Violin Competition in Moscow next June.
Dr. Lorna Shaw, dean of the Col/ege of Arts
and Sciences, was the keynote speaker at the
Minority Deans' Breakfast at the 2001 Annual
Meeting of the Council of Colleges of Arts
and Sciences in Washington, D.C. last fall.
Her topic was "The New Knowledge
Frontier: The Meaning of Cultural
Competencies Across Global Parameters."
Dr. Cindy Skaruppa, dean of the College of

Professional

and

Adult

Continuing

Education, was elected secretary
of the Florida Association for
Women in Education (FAW.E.) in
October. As the state affi li
ate to the
Nationa l Association for Women in Education,
F.A.W.E. provides support for women associated
with postsecondary education in Florida through
programs, services and networking activities,

Three Lynn communications majors were
awarded two prestigious Communicator
Awards, Greg Gerosky '03, communications
and broadcasting; Stuart Henderson '02,
international communications; and Jesse
Leed '03, international communications;
wrote, taped and edited a 30-second com
mercial fo r the Florida Philharmonic and were
honored with the Award of Distinction.
Gerosky, Henderson, and Leed were also
awarded an honora ble mention for a produc
tion entitled "A Pocket Full of Stones," a five
minute documentary on homelessness in Key
West, Fla.

Ying Huang '02, piano, Simon Kovacs '02,
clarinet, Yang Lu '04, violin, and Omitry
Pogorelov 'OS, violin, won the Conservatory
of Music's 2002 Concerto Competition, held
on December 15, 2001, in the Amarnick
Goldstein Concert Hall. The four winners
earned the opportunity to perform as soloist
at the Lynn Univers ity Ph ilharmonia
Orchestra concert on February 1, at Span ish
River Church, The competition, which was
sponsored by Dr. Elizabeth E. Force, fea
tured nine conservatory students who had
been selected from the competition's pre
liminary round in early November, The win
ners of this year's Concerto Competition
were 'selected by a jury of prominent local
musicians, including: Florida Philharmonic
Orchestra Concertmaster, Igor Gruppman;
New World Symphony, Dean of Musicia ns,
Patricia Grignet Nott; Dreyfoos School of the
Arts, Music Director Wende ll Simmons; and
former Winnipeg Symphony Music Director,
Victor Feld bril l.
Ylng Chai '02, violin, won the Concerto
Competition at the 2001 Musicorda Festival
(Holyoke, Mass,), This is the seco\1d year in
a row that a student of Schwartz's studio has
won this prestigiOUS competition at the
music festiva l. Last year's winner was alumna Liana Koteva

Ameia Uzaso '04, violin, student of Sergiu Schwartz, won thE
tinguished Bizkaia Award from her native city of Bilbao, Spain
national competition featuring outstanding young musicians.

;sistant professor in the College of Hospitality, Tourism and
ement, and 11 Hospitality Club students attended the
Motel. Restaurant Show in New York City in November. The
largest, best-known and well-respected hospitality shows in
and the students represented Lynn Un iversity at a booth for
speaking to industry leaders and prospective students. Lynn
or at the International Hotel/Motel, Restaurant Show for the

~an of the

College of Arts

le keynote speaker at the
akfast at the 2001 Annua l
unci I of Colleges of Arts
ashington, D.C. last fall.
'The New Knowledge
V1ean ing of Cultura l
ISS Global Parameters."
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Adult Continuing

was elected secretary
Florida Assoc iation for
in Education (F.A.W.E.) in
:tober. As the state affiliate to the
National Association for Women in Education,
F.A.W.E. provides support for women associated
with postsecondary education in Florida throug h
programs, services and networking activities.
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The Conservatory of Music student string
qlJartet, comprised of Ylng Chai '02, violin;
Vang lu '04, violin; Irena Momchllov8 '02,
viola; and Robin Miller '02, cel/o; was
declared state winner of the Florida State
Music Teachers Association Collegiate
Chamber Music Competition, he ld In St.
Petersburg, Fla., this past November. They will
represent the state of Florida at the Music
Teachers National Association Southern
Division competition.

George Churbuck '02, business administra
tion and general management, was awarded a
$3,000 scholarship from the Florida Bankers
Educational Foundation this past fal l. This
"Outstanding Senior in Business and Finance
Scholar" was selected based upon academic
standing, leadership and community involve
ment. This program provides a $3,000 scholar
ship to a top graduating senior planning a
career in banking. Churbuck has been active in
Helping Abused and Neglected Youth
(HANDy) at St. Paul's Church. He will be grad
uating with honors and after graduation plans
to obtain his M.B.A. and CPA in order to pur
sue a career in business.

artist/faculty violinist, served on the Jury of the 6th Pablo
lal Violin Competition in Spain in August, and also represent
lternational panel of violin ists and pedagogues. Additionally,
:J at Hunter College and Baruch College in New York in the
ormances were enthusiastically reviewed by The New York
d magazine. Schwartz also performed at the Festival Miami in
I Miami, he was joined by the Vega Quartet, all of whom are
watory, in a concert featuring music by American composer
Iter. Schwartz also held a violin master class at the Un iversity
recently invited to serve on the jury of the prestigious
ovsky Violin Competition in Moscow next Ju ne.
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Christian Alsop '04, business administration and aviation, was re
awarded a $5,000 scholarship by The Coca-Cola Foundation.
Alsop is the first member of his fam ily to graduate from college, is
an active member of Lynn's tennis team and has received academ
ic honors. After graduation, Alsop plans to pursue a career as a
pilot.

Three Lynn communications majors were
awarded two prestigious Communicator
Awards. Greg GE!rosky '03, communications
and broadcasting; Swart Henderson '02,
international communications; and Jesse
Leed '03, international communications;
wrote, taped and edited a 30-second com
mercial for the Florida Philharmonic and were
honored with the Award of Distinction.
Gerosky, Henderson, and Leed were also
awarded an honorable mention for a produc
tion entitled" A Pocket Full of Stones," a five
minute documentary on homelessness in Key
West, Fla.

Ying Huang '02, piano, Simon Kovacs 'Q2,
clarinet, Yar'lg Lu '04, violin, and Dmitry
Pogoreloll 'as, violin, won the Conservatory
of Music's 2002 Concerto Competition, held
on December 15, 2001, in the Amarnick
Goldstein Concert Ha ll. The four winners
earned the opportunity to perform as soloist
at the Lynn University Phi lha rmonia
Orchestra concert on February 1, at Spanish
River Church. The competition, which was
sponsored by Dr. Elizabeth E. Force, fea
tured nine conservatory students who had
been selected from the competition's pre
liminary round In early November. The win
ners of th is year's Concerto Competition
were 'selected by a jury of prominent local
musicians, including: Florida Philharmonic
Orchestra Concertmaster, Igor Gruppman;
New Worl d Symphony, Dean of Musicians,
Patricia Grignet Nott; Dreyfoos School of the
Arts, Music Director Wendell Simmons; and
former Winnipeg Symphony Music Director,
Victor Feldbri ll.
Ving Chai '02, violin, won the Concerto
Competition at the 2001 Musicorda Festival
(Holyoke, Mass.) This is the secohd year in
a row that a student of Schwartz's studio has
won this prestigious competition at the
music festival. Last year's winner was alumna Liana Koteva '01.

Amaia UZ8S0 '04, violin, student of Sergiu Schwartz, won the dis
tingu ished Bizka ia Award from her native city of Bilbao, Spain, in a
national competition featuring outstanding you ng musicians.

Alan Pitman '02, business administration, was awarded a $3,000

Judith Siegel '0' , a two-time Lynn

scholarship from Bel lSouth in the fall. The BeliSouth "First in My
Family Scholar" was selected by President Ross and received the
award for his academic standing, grade point average and com
munity involvement. This program provides a $3,000 scholarship
to an outstanding student who is the fi rst member of the fam ily
to attend college.

graduate who recently completed
her M.B.A., and Juan Gallaraga, a
1998 hos pitality administration
grad uate, join ed th e Han nifa n
Center for Career Deve lopment
and about 40 business policy stu
dents to discuss the ir experiences
working for Target stores during
Careers in Retail Management
presentation, part of the fa ll 2001
Corporate Lecture Series.

Ross Salvosa '02, piano, placed second in the Florida State Music
Teachers Association Steinway Collegiate Artist Competition.
Salvosa is a student of artist/faculty pianist Roberta
Rust. Both the string quartet and Salvosa were
selected by the conference to perform in the closing
event of the conference, a master class for the
Amadeus Trio on the last day of the competition.
Four conservatory of music students walked away
with top honors at the National Society of Arts and
Letters, Boca Raton Chapter String Competition,
which was held January 13, in the conservatory's
recital room. Cristina VBszilcsin '02, violin, won
first prize of $1,000; Ylng Chal'02, violin, came in
second, winning $750; and Gabrielle Fink '05,
violin, was thi rd winning $500. Fourth prize and
$300 were awarded to Martin Gueorguiev '02,
cello. The winning musicians were among 11 fin al
ists selected by tape audition to perform for a
panel of distinguished judges, including violinist
Igor Gruppman, concertmaster of the Florida
Philharmonic; violist Vesna Gruppman, professor
at Brigham Young University; and Iris van Eck, cel
list from the Florida Philharmonic.

Dave Cochran '00, percussion, recently per
form ed in Shostakovich's Symphony No. 5 with
the Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra. He report
ed that the event was one of the "best and loud
est pieces " he ever played.
The Vega String Quartet (formerly the Harid
Stri ng Quartet), all of whom are alumni of the
Conservatory of Music performed at the 2001
Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center in New
York City in August. Wendy Chen '98, violin, and

Jessica S. Wu '99,
violin, Yinzi Kong
'99, viola; and
Guang Wang '98,
cello; will perform
seven of Haydn's
string
quartets
(Op. 2, No.2, 4,
6; Op. 33, No.1;
Op. 71, No.2, 3;
and Op. 76, Nol)
The quartet al
so performed in
Highlands, N.C.,
Springfield, Mass.,
Kingston, R.I. and
La Jolla, Calif.

Monica
Cheversan '99,
violin, won this
season's
Con
cer to Com peti
tion (viol in sec
tion) of the New
World Symphony, America 's prestigious
orchest ral aca demy. She appea red as
soloist wit h the orchestra in Ra vel's
Tzigane-Rhapsody on January 31, 2002, at
the Linco ln Th eater in Miami Beach, in a
showcase concert spotlighting outstanding
musicians of the New World Symphony as soloists.
Jose Duarte '98, hospitality, opened a restaurant in Boston
cal led Taranta, for wh ich he has received several awards,
including "Best New Restaurant" by Food and Wine Magazine.

Carol Tuttas '97, nursing, had an
arti cle se lected for publication in
th e Journal of Nu rsing Care Quality
(Aspe n Publi shers). Her article
re ceived "fine reviews, " and wi ll
appear in th e next quarterly issue of
this peer-reviewed schola rly journal.

The Lynn University Conservatory of
Music announced the release of a CD
recording featuring the 17-member
Lynn University String Orchestra and
conductor Sergiu Schwartz, artist/faculty
violinist. The record ings. made by pro
fessional national record ing engineer
Steve Satkowski of Stuart, Fla., were
made in November 2000. Musical works
featured on the CD are: Vaughan
Williams' Fantasia on Greensleeves,
Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No. 5,
Mozart's Symphony No. 29, and
Britten's Simple Symphony. The CD
includes the musical talents of three
South Florida residents. Lee Berger, a
2000 graduate of JP Taravella High
School in Coral Springs, Fla., is a
Conservatory of Music sophomore who
plays the oboe. Featured soloists are
Schwartz,
who
lives in Delray
Beach, Fla., and
Tao Lin of Boca
Raton, Fla., a
Conservatory of
Music graduate
who is now staff
accompanist for
the conservatory.
Artist/faculty
member, Laura
Gilbert (flute) of
New York, is a
featured soloist,
as wel l.

Please send any
Groundbreakers listings
for the next issue to

PERSPECTlVES@LYNN .EDU
or send pictures to:
Perspectives • Lynn University
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES NEWS

STUDENT

S.l:A.R. BRINGS TOGETHER LYNN COMMUNITY
FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK

Ac

porteel by music, costumes and props. The
groups were judged on the drink's taste,

By Marika Richards '02

creativity and team spirit. The winning
"mocktail" titles went to the Lynn Dancers,

tuclents . T.eaching Awareness ancl

S

ResponsIbIlity (S.T.A.R.) IS known

the psychology club, Psi Chi, and the

across campus for its subtle, yet

Knights in the Community (K.I.C.).

aningful, tactics for reaching out to Lynn

Alcohol and college students can be a

l niversity students. This year was no differ-

dangerous mixture. Increased knowledge

e nt, as the organization drove home the

anel assertiveness are necessary to put a

of drinking and

driving and

hrought attention to the issue during
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week (NCAAW).
The week of October 22-25 started off
with a staged lunch "arrest" in the cafe teria
during prime time dining at lunch. Stude nt
leader and senior Jim Huber volunteered to
be

S.T.A.R.'s

driving-under-the-influenee

(D.U.I.) example.Two Boca Raton police ofi1
cers arrived on the scene and provided
Huber with a bold D.U. I. t-shiI1. Huber was
then handcuffed and escorted out of the
crowded cafeteria before shocked and con
fused fellow students. The incident was th e n
explained to onlookers by S.T.A.R.'s presi
dent, junior Ana Segura, and vice. preSident,
sophomore Tina Nienaber, who aliso shared
In addition to the mock arrest, S.T.A.R.
hosted an information table, where students
could learn more about blood alcohol levels
and drinking responsibly via an
interactive computer program; and
a

program

called

"Another Brick in the Wall," allow
ing students to contribute their
own

personal

statements

and

experiences about how alcohol
has negatively affected th e m or
somebody close to them. The
statements were collected in the
form of paper bricks that were
then stacked to build a wall of
real-life scenarios directly out
side the cafeteria, catching the
attention of all those who
passed by. Personal accounts
ranged from silly and seeming
ly harmless stories to intense
recollections of the effects of
alcohol abuse.

combined the chore of laundry with alco
hol-free socializing, coupons, giveaways,
friends, and food. The local Spanish River
Coin Laundry was packed with students
who participated in the event.
"'Sober Suds' was an extremely successful

some startling D. UJ. statistics.

org;mized

Another program, "Sober Suds,"

event with a surprising amount of students
participating," said Nienaber. "This event will
definitely continue on as a Lynn tradition for
many years to come."
During the w eek, S.T.A.R. invi,ted Eladio
Research, to address students on the topic of

HELPING HAND~

dub drugs. This was a perfect tie-in with

By Natale Servino '04 and Marina Haake '04

Paez, vice president of Precise Protective

NCAAW, since the issue of club drugs finds a
direct crossover with the themes of alcohol
misuse. According to students, the forum
was very inic)rmative and demonstrated
true-to-life presentations that captivated
more than 500 Lynn students, including the
Freshman Seminar classes.

H

ammers, nails a~d . tool belts out,
Lynn lJnlverSlty s Kl11ghts

In

the

Community (K.I.C.) set out to

builel another home for those in need.
In October, K.I.C, a student-rUB organiza

tion that brings community service activities

The annual "Mocktails" event drew a

to the Lynn campus, participated in building

large group of students, who enjoyed a live

a home with the Habit;n for Humanity vol

ly program of music, "Say What" karaoke,

unteer organization. Students of varying

and authentic "mock" drinks. At the annual

years joined together to paint, prime, shovel

"Mocktails" competition, various campus

and build a home for those less fortunate,

organizations competed to invent the most

anel were able to make a dream come true

creative and original non-alcoholic concoc

for a Boynton Beach, Fla., family who

tion. Each table was decorated in theme to

believed they would never be able to live in

match the individual drink and was sup-

a hOLlse of their own.
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.,ER LYNN COMMUNITY

55 WEEK
By Marika Richards '02

ported by music, costumes and props .The

stop to the rising number of alcohoJ-abuse

groups were judged on the drink 's taste ,

related fatalities. S.T.A.R. continues to serve

creativity and team spirit. The winning

Lynn students , making them aware of the

"mocktail" titles went to the Lynn Dancers ,

potential dangers of alcohol through fun

the psychology club, Psi Chi, and the

an d creative events. The end result was a lot

KniglHs in the Community (K.I.C.).

of information learned about this unsafe

Alcohol and college students can be a

KNIGHTS IN A
NURSING HOME
By Natale Servino '04 and Marina Haake '04

and habit-forming practice.

dangerous mixture. Increased knowledge

K

nights in the COlllmunity (K.I.C.)
spread hoUday cheer, caroling their
way through a local nursing \lome

Another program, "Sober Suds,"

this holiday season. On December 13, Lynn

combined the chore of laundry with alco

students joined together to tift the spirits of

hol-free socializing , coupons , giveaways ,

the elderly at the Whitehall Nursing Home in

friends, and food. The local Spanish River

Boca Raton, Fla.
"Every year we visit a local nursing home

Coin Laundry was packed with students

to try and bring a little joy and holiday spirit

who participated in the event.
"'Sober Suds' was an extremely successful

to patients b y singing Christmas carols," said

-u

event with a surprising amount of students

senior DanielIeWinn. "lt is truly a heart-warm

-u

participating," said Nienaber. "Th is event will

ing experience to see the expressions on th e

definitely continue on as a Lynn tradition for

residents' faces light lip just by doing the

many years to come."

simple act of Singing to them. One resident
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During the week, S.T.A.R. invited Eladio

joined in singing 'Deck the Halls ; and we aLI

V>'

I'aez, vice president of Precise Protective

could tell at that moment sl1e had forgotten

3
3

Research , to address students on the topic of
club drugs. This was a perfect tie-in with

HELPING HANDS

her loneliness and was overwhelmed with
joy and the freedom of song. These are expe

By Natale Servino '04 and Marina Haake '04

riences that we will never forget, and hope

NCAAW, since the issue of club drugs finds a
direct crossover with the themes of alcohol
misuse. According to students, the forum
was very informative and demonstrated
true-to-life presentations that captivated
more than 500 Lynn students, including the
rreshman Seminar classes.

H

ammers, nails and tool belts Ollt,

"Habitat for Humanity is a rewarding

Lynn UniverSity's Knights in the

experience because you get to work with

Co mmunity (K.I.C.) set out to

your hands to cre

build another home for those in need.

ate something that

K.r.c., a student-run organiza

you know will be

tion that brings community service activities

enjoyed by others

In October,

The annual "Mockta ils " event drew a

to the Lynn campus, participated in building

for years to come,"

large group of students, who enjoyed a live

a home with the Habitat for Humanity vol

said Brandy Phalo

ly program of music, "Say What" karaoke,

unteer organization. Students of varying

'02,

and authentic "mock " drinks. At the annual

years joined together to paint, prime, shovel

has participated in

who

"Mocktails " competition, variolls campus

and build a home for those less fortunate ,

seve ral

organizations competed to invent the most

and were abIe to make a dre-.lin come true

for Humanity pro

creative and original non-alcoholic concoc

for a Boynton Beach , Fla., family who

jects sponsored by

tion. Each table was decorated in theme to

believed they would never be able to live in

Lynn University.

match the individual drink and was sup

a house of their own.

Habitat

fully neither will the people that we touched
at the nursing home."
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DeVELOPMENT NEWS

FIRST RECIPIENT OF AJ
SCHOLARSHIP NAMED

CUMPTON FAMILY DONATES GRAND PIANO TO CONSERVATORY

T

he sound of music is more beautiful

Conservatory of Music in the beginning of the

only concert piano we had, located in the con

than

2001 fall semester.

servatory's

ever

at

Lynn

Amarnick-Goldstein

University's

Concert

classroom

building,

to

the

Hall,

"TIlis is a dream come true for the conserva

Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall for every

thanks to James and Bette Cumpton's donation

tory," said dean Claudio Jaffe. "It was cost pro-

performance. This generous gift means we

of a Baldwin Concert Grand Piano to the

hibitive

for

us

to

move

the

now have a true concert hall grand piano that
enhances all of our student and faculty per
formances."
The piano is one of many contributions that
the Cumptons have made to Lynn University.
Last year, Jim, who is a member of Lynn
University's Board of Oversee rs, establbhed a
scholarship in memory of his first wife. The
Elizabeth Maddy Cumpton Endowment and

N

Memorial Award is given each year to a con

N

se rvatory graduate selected by the family.

o
o
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Bette Cumpton is an active community arts

E

~

patron and member of Lynn's Exca libur

~

(J)

c

Society, a wome n's organiza tion that raises

.~

scholarship money for students.
"Lynn University does an excellent job of

I

n August 2001, Lynn University created
the Anne Gallo Scholarship to aid adult
learne rs in the College of Professional,

Adult and Contin ui.ng Education.
Carol Scott, a teacher'S aide at Addison
Mizner Eleme ntary School in Boca Raton, Fla.,
was selected by the Gallo family as the first
rec ipient of thc Anne Gallo Scholarship. Scott,
who lives in Boca Raton, Fla., recently entered
Lynn University's College of Professional,
Adult and Continuing Education program,
and is taking eve nil1g courses in pursuit of a
degree in elementary education. Scott, who
plans to become a teac her, is the sole SOurc e
of supp ort fo r her family of four. Her curre nt
e mployment future is uncert a.in , as the Palm
Beach COllnty Sc.hool Distric t consicie rs phas
ing out teacher's aides. Scott

w a~

formerly the

preparing students for the work force," said Mr.
Cumpton. "Lynn goes beyond just offering a
good education, it prepares students to suc
ceed in the real world."

LYNN UNIVERSITY PHILHARMONIA CONCERT HONORS COLEMANS
vice president and chief opera
tions

ynn University's Conservatory of Music

L

officer, presented

and Ba c h's Orchestra Suite No.3. Jim

Ruth

Brosemer, director of media services for

Coleman with a commemorative

.Lynn University, hosted the event and ddiv

plaque in recognition of the

ered program notes for each of the works

Colemans' long-standing support.

on the program.

"We are grateful to Mr. and

Lynn University's Conservatory of Music is

Mrs. Coleman for their generos

one of the leading conservatories within a

ity, which represents the largest

university environment. A highly select group

gift to date that the university

of gifted music students is admitted annually

has received for the conserva

to pursue rigorous solo, chamber and orches

tory program," said Dr. Claudio

tral music training, as well as a carefully draft

Jaffe, dean. "It is people like the

ed academic program leading to a bachelor of

Colemans who brighten the

music degree.

future for our young artists as they prepare

Conservatory undergraduate students and

dedicated its November 8, 2001, con

for professional music careers throughout

alumni have earned the highest honors at

cert by its Philliarmonia Orchestra to

the world."

international competitions. More than 98 per

Boca Raton residents and outstanding human
itarians Ruth and Baron Coleman for their
generous support of the conservatory.
The concert was held at Spanish River
Church in Boca Raton. Dr. Jack Sites, executive

Philharmonia

cent of alumni remain active in music, includ

Orchestra, under the direction of conductor

ing many with well-known orchestras and

ArthurWeisherg, brought the audience to its

graduate music programs.

The

Lynn

University

feet with performances of Tchaikovsky's
Symphony No.5, Copland's EI Salon Mexico

LINDEMANN HELPS Ly
EMPLOYEE OF THE YE.

T

hanks to the generosity of re tired
businessman Charles A. Linde mann, a
longtime Lynn University benefac tor,

the llniv(:l"Sity has begun honoring the out

standing achievc ments of its employees .
Thc Charles and Margare t Lindemann
Employee of the Year Award will be aw arded
each April to an e mployee chose n by univer
sity President Donald E. Ross and a commit
tee of uoiversity leaders. Ross will announce
th e Employee of th e Year Award winner at
Lynn's annual employee recognition break

DEVELOPMENT NEWS

, CONSERVATORY

FIRST RECIPIENT OF ANNE GALLO
SCHOLARSHIP NAMED

only concert piano we had , located in th e con
servator y's

classroom

building ,

to

the

Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hail for every
performance. This generous gift means we
now have a true concert hall grand piano that
enhances all of o ur student and faculty per
formances."
The piano is one of many contributions that
the Cumptons have made to Lynn University.
Last year, Jim, who is a member of Lynn
University's Board of Overseers, established a
scholarship in memory of his first wife. The
Elizabeth Maddy Cumpton Endowment and
Memorial Award is given each year to a con
servatory graduate selected by the family.
Bette Cumpton is an active cOlllmunity arts
patron and member of Lynn's Excalibur
Soci.ery, a women's organization that raises
scholarship mon ey for students.
"Lynn University does an excellent job of

I

n August 2001, Lynn University created

fo under of her own business and lost every

the Anne Gallo Scholarship to aid ad ult

thing to pay medical bills when he r son was

learne rs in the College of ProfeSS ional,

Adult and Continuing Education .

in a severe car accident that left him requir
ing round-the-clock home health care.

Carol Scott, a teacher's aide at Addison

Scott is most grateful for the scholarship

Mizner Elementary School in Boca Raton , Fla. ,

assistance. Tn a thank-yo u letter to the

was selected by the Gallo family as the first

University she wrote:

recipient of th e Anne Gallo ScholarShip . Scott,

"With

the

help

of the Anne

Gallo

who lives in noca Raton, Fla ., recently entered

Scholarship, m)' registration and book tees a re

Lynn University's College of Professional.

taken ca re of and I can truly concentrate o n

Adult and Continuing Education program ,

my studies. Being a te acher's aide for th e past

and is taking evening courses in pursuit of a

six years, I kno\v that I can make a difJe re nce

degree in ekmentary education. Scott , who

In a child's life each and every day.Just as th e

became ill itJur years ago and passe d away in

plans to beco me a teacher, is th e sole source

Anne Gallo Scholarship has helped me

August.

of suppOrt Jt)r her t;lIl1il y of four. Her current

towards reac hing my goal, I someday ho pe to

John Gallo, who is Lynn 's vice president for

e mployme nt future is unce rtain , as the Palm

be able to clo the sallle for somcone e lse."

e ndowment, and four sons:.Io i1n,Wayne, Mark

Reach County School District considers phas

Anne Gallo was a prominent Boca Raton

i.Llg out teache r's aidcs. Scott was formerly the

realtor and community volunteer, until she

Anne is survived by h er husband

and Pe ter, who is director of the annual fund
at Lynn University.

preparing students for th e work force," said Mr.
CUlllpton. "Lynn goes beyond just offering a
good educ<1lion, it prepares st udems

Lo

suc

MARS MUSIC FOUNDATION DONATES
VIOLINS TO CONSERVATORY

ceed in the real world:'

T

rONORS COLEMANS

he Mars

MUSi~

Foundation, a

char~tabl~ Or~ani2'.1ti on

that champions music education,

donated two Ylolins to the Lynn UI1IYU-SIt)' Conservatory of MUSIC

111

November 2001.111e

donation was made on behalf of the lollLldarion 's "InTune With Kids" program, which places

restored musical instmments in the hands of children who otherwise would not have the opportu

nity to leam and play

and Bac h 's Orchestra Suite No.3. Jim

mu~ic.

5

Brosemer, director of media services for

In additio n to promoting anci enhancing mllsic education, the Mars Music I'o und at io n

Lynn Unive rsity, 110sted the eve nt and d e liv

works in concert with the Music Educators Nation al Confe re nce and othe r o rgan izations

ered program notes for each of th e works

to raise awareness o f the lifelong benefits of mll sic study. One of its goals is to support

on the program.

scholarships, mu sic education and other programs designed to rea c h ou t to young people.

LylU1 University's Co nservatory of Music is

of gifted music students is admitted an nually
to pursue rigorous solo, chamber and orches
tral music training, as well as a carefully draft
ed academic prognuTI lead ing to a bachelo r of
music degree .
Conservatory undergraduate students and
alumni have earned the highest honors at
international competitions. Mo re than 98 per
cent of alumni remain active in music , includ
ing many with well-known orchestras and
graduate music programs.

LINDEMANN HELPS LYNN ESTABLISH
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR PROGRAM

T

award, the winner will receive a $1 ,000 cash
prize .

Th e Charles and Margaret Linde mann
Employee of the Year Award will be awarded

from

Drexel

University in 1936 and held a variety of engi
neering positions for some of the largest com
panies in the Northeast, including General

each April to an em ployee chosen by univer

Electric. Lindema1Ul was awarded five patents

sity President Donald E. Ross and a commit

and received several achievement awards

tee of university kaders. Ross will announce

before retiring as manager o f manufacturing

the Employee of the Year Award winner at

engineering in 1968.

Lynn 's annual employee recognition break
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busin essman Charles A. Lindemann, a

graduated
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or
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longtime Lynn UniverSity benefactor,

Lindemann
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fast in April. In addition to an engraved

the university has beg un ho noring the out
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hanks to the generosity of retired

standing achi eveme nts o f its employees.
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one of the leading conservatories within a
university environment. A highl)' select group
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EXCAUSUR ACTIVITIeS

EXCALISUR

Nominated by Lynn University for her com

WARGO IS LYNN'S

mitment to the Excalibur Society since the

WOMAN OF

organization was founded in 1992, Wargo has

O

Excalibur Society treasurer and
scholarship committee chair, was

among the nominees for the 28th Annual
International

xcalibur,s faU luncheon mixed ane

E

matched fashion , fun and philanthrop)

to create the perfect ensemble to raise

and means chair and spbnsorsh.ip co-chair.

n October 10, 2001 , Joan Wargo,

Soroptimist

PHILANTHROPY MEEl

served as first vice president, preSident, ways

DISTINCTION

Women

of

scholarship money for Lynn students.

"Joan's passion is to help our students, and it's
not difficult to see when you witness her inter

On January 23, 2002, Sun-Sentinel colum

action with the scholarship recipients Wl10 ben

nist, Sherri Winston, presented "Charity car

efit from the Excalibur Society's fund raising

reduce

efforts;' said Elysa Elk, director of volunteer

you how."

organ.i7~ltions

Distinction Award.

unwanted

pounds :

I'll

tel

Winston shared a humorous

for Lynn."Joan is the first person to

presentation, peppered with

say that the sUldents are the priOrity."

s:
rn
s:
.s::.

Ac

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

personal anecdotes and stories
of kindness and giving, culled

~

from living and working in

Q

OJ

Q

South Florida since 1990.

o

OJ
Q

Starting as a sports reporter,

N

o
o

\,\'in5ton has written about a

N

wide range of subjects, includ

Q;
E
E

ing commentaries on hip-hop

~rn

art ists, movie reviews, hooks,

c

'§

daily coverage of breaking
news in Palm Beach County,
and Florida history.

Her column, which appears on Wednesdayt
ill LilCstyle and Fridays in Showtime,

5hare~

her insights, fe,lrs, ,Ll1gers and concerns, witt

the goal to reach the average person with,
sense of warmth and humor.
In addition to Wi.nston 's presentation, atten

dees enjoyed remarks from E'(calibur scholar

TEA

FOR

Two...

OR

Two

EXCALIBUR PRESIDEf\4
WOMAN VOLUNTEER

HUNDRED

By June Rudolph
"

T

ea for two and two for tea" was
the theme as the Excalibur

impact these funds have to actual students

Music concert manager Paula Under and

on Lynn's campus.

conservatory graduate and accompanist Tao

local businesswoman Uncia Meleer for
T

the Wachovia Woman Volunteer of the

Society kicked off its busy

In addition to tea, attendees were also tn.'3t

tea~

ed to a special performance, featuring Dr.

Year Award. Melccr, the current presiclcnt of the

fundraising seaSon. 1\vo members hip

Un entertained guests with holiday carols.

hiS fall, Lynn University nominated

were held to gather future members of the

Claudio Jaffe, dean of Lynn University'S

Excalibur Society, was among .) I women who

organization and generate ;awareness of the

Conservatory of Music, and two music stu

were nominated for the 14th annual award.

orgmi7.ation's overall mission.

dents, Martin Gueol},'I.liev '02, and Robin Miller

On October 24, 2001, in the Christine

"You have to be a winne.r just

to

have your

name nominated ," said Elizabeth Pankey

'02.

Room on Lynn's campus, Excalibur Society

On December 12, 2001, 80 women

Warren, pre.sident of the Junior League of

President Unda Melcer welcomed more

attended the society 's holiday membership

Boca Raton, Fla., which sponsored the lunch

than 75 Boca Raton women who were eager

tea, which was held at the home of Lynn

eon with Wachovia Bank.

to learn more about the Excalibur Society

First Lady Helen Ross. The gathering mem

Mclccr has contributed numerous hours

and its mission. Membership committee

bers celebrated the holidays together, while

and outstanding leadership to the Excalibur

member Julie Meyerson and life member

prospective members learned more about

Society. She has held a variety of positions

the Excalibur Society's mission.

within the SOCiety throughout her five years

ship chair Charlotte Robinson spoke about
the importance of providing Excalibur scho
larships to deserving students and the

A highlight of the afternoon tea came

as a member, havi.ng served as viec president

when Lynn University Conservatory of

of the board and three-time chair of the
Excalibur Extravaganza fundraiser. She has

EXCAUBUR ACTIVITIES

PHILANTHROPY MEETS FASHION
xcaUbllf'S faU luncheon mixed and

ship

matched fashion , fun and philanthropy

Pfefferle, Josephine Calli and

to create the perfect ensemble to raise

Sophie Cieciora.

E

scholarship mone y for LYllli students.

Ashlee

recipients

The February membership

On January 23, 2002 , Sun-Sentinel colum

luncheon featured 100 years

nist, Sherri Winston, presented "Charity can

of lifestyle and fashion histo

reduce

ry provided by Lori

unwanted

pounds:

I'll

tell

you how."

DLU~lI1t,

curator of the

Winston shared a humorous

and

Excalibur schotlfship recipients Fawzia

presentation , peppered with

Museum

Fashion History, and fashion

Nam,Therese Ann Gray and Laurel Smith , who

personal anecdotes and stories

consultant for Worth Avenue

are enrolled in tIle College of Professional,

of kindness and giving, culled

magazine.

Adult and Continuing Education, also spoke

from living and working in
South Florida since 1990.
Starting as a sports reporter,

of .Lifestyle

In addition to presenting an

about the important role that the Excalibur

interesting and informative lec

scholar!ihip has played in their pursuits of edu

ture

cational goals.

Oil

fashion, Durant show

Winston has written about a

cased several

wide range of subjects, includ

from

ing commentaries on hip-hop

museum ' s

artists, movie reviews, books,

archives.

daily coverage of breaking

As part

news in Palm Beach County,
anc! Florida history.

the

the
"Curator

to

museum's

the Classroom " pro

Her column, which appears on Wednesdays

gram , Durdnt is currently work

in Lifestyle and Fridays in Showtinle, shares

ing with Lynn University'S art and

her inSights, tears, allgers and concerns, with

design students. Students will

the goal to reach the average person witll a

have the opportunity to design an

sense of warmth and humor.
In addition to Winston 's presentation , atten
dees enjoyed remarks from Excalibur scholar

item for inclusion in the upcom

-u

ing exhibit "Hats, handbags and

-u

gloves: from past to present ."
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EXCALIBUR PRESIDENT NOMINATED FOR
WOMAN VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR
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o1usic concert manager J.>-.lUla Under and

:onservatory graduate and accompani<;t Tao
jn entertained guests with holiday carols.

T

his fall , LYllli UniverSity nominated
local businesswoman Linda Melcer for

also served on a committee to raise funds for
the university 'S Conservatory of Music.

the Wachovia Woman Volunteer of the

"Linda's commitment and loyalt)' to Lynn

Year Award. Meleer, the current president of the

UniverSity is unwavering," said Elysa Elk,

E."I::calibur Society, was among 31 women who

Lynn University director of volunteer organ

were nominated for the 14th annual award.

izations. "She has contributed time and talent

a
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"You have to be a winner just to have your

above ancl beyond expectation. Linda's sup

name nominated," said Elizabeth Pankey

port and involvement has resulted in the

Warren , president of the Junior League of

rec ruitment of new members to the SOCiety,

Boca Raton , Fla ., which sponsored the lunch

increased fundraising for scholarships and

eon with \Vachovia Uank.

increased awareness of Lynn University

Melcer has contributed numerous hours

through her role in the community."

and OUbtanding leadership to the Excalibur

Over 1,(J00 attendees applauded the

Society. She has held a variety of positions

accomplishments of Melcer and the other 31

within the society throughout her trve years

women who were nominated for the presti

as a member, having served as vice president

gious award. The Woman Volunteer of the

of the board and three-time chair of the

Year luncheon was held on November 1, at

Excalibur Extravaganza fundraiseI'. She has

the Boca Raton Resort and Club.
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By Dr. Jack Sites,
executive vice
president and
chiefoperating
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American higher euucation has be
repeatedly subjected to waves of "neW

There was

officer

~

dellts" throughout most of thi~ past cenn
tllC

posHleprcssion growth,

lowed by post-war veterans.

'l1lerC have been waves of minority ,

dents, baby-boomers, junior college gra'

ates, adult learners, and, most recently, e-lea

ers. In the midst of these waves of "new ,
dents" has been an evolving ripple caused

the gradual influx of inrernational smde.

and a smaller number of Americans vent

ing abroad. 111ere are those who are n(

looking at this movement to become a n,

wave, evolving into one of the most sigr

cant highcr euucational trends of the n,
century.

Of course there are those, both within a

r. Jack Sites joined Lynn

address the influx of interna

outside the "academy," who faillO perceive

University a year ago,

tional students studying on u.S.

potcntial of enormous proportions.Whetl

bringing with him a

campuses. Today, Dr. Sites is

global perspective on higher

helping

Lynn

embrace

and

education, as well as a vital

expand its own international

understand this phenomcnon possesse,

this wave of "internationalization " is caU

globalism , globalization , transnationalb
multiculturalism, or any other trendy appe

tion, it may well be one of the detlning attl

understanding of current edu

mission and position the institu

cational trends to international

tion as an international leader

ize American

in the field of global education.

curricula

and

utes of this century. It is the higher edu
tion application of maDY of the same fon

that are promoting economic globalization

is this movement in which Lynn Univers

desires to expand its level of participati(

ever-increasing phenome
non . Open Doors (2001),
the annual report on inter
national students in the
United States published by
the

Institute

International

of

Education,

reported that during 200(}'
2001, more than 500,000

l/

interna tionaJ studen ts stud
ied in the United States, an
increase of 6 .4 percent
over the previous year.
WIllie this nwnber repre
sents only four percent of
all student enrollments, it
constitutes a significant

By Dr. Jack Sites,
•

contribution to the enroll

•

executtve vtce
president and
chiefoperating
officer

ments of those institutions
interested in this niche
American higher education has been

not just as one of a number of "tagalong"

market.The market is espec.iaUy attractive at

repeatedly subjected to waves of "new stu

schools whose rhetorical claims about being

the grdduate level, where this enrollment

dents" tlu·oughout most of this past century.

"international" are merely marketing ploys,

constitutes more than 12 percent of the mar

There was the post-depression growth, fol

but as a signifkant player in the field and a

ket, which is expected to continue to

lowed by post-war veterans.

trencL~etter

with.in the plivate sector.

increase. At the associate level, this year's
enrollment was more than 91,000, as com

"Ihere have been waves of minority stu

In a recent conversation with a colleague,

dents, baby-boomers, junior coUege gradu

this aspiration was proudly voiced , only to

ates, adult learners, and, most recently, e-learn

generate this reply, "Why get so worked up

New York University enrolls the largest

crs. In the midst of dlese waves of "new stu

about international education; aren't you sat

number of international students (5,300),

dents'· has lx:en an evolving lipple caused by

isfied with theAmerican market and the busi

with seven Washington-Metro schools en

~ro

t.he gradual influx of internationaJ students

ness closer to home?" TIJe tlirect chaJJenge

rolling a total of 17,448 students. While the

~

and a smaller number of Americans ventur

,md lack of understanding reflected in the

major research institutions received the

ing abroad. There are tllOse who are now

comment brought home again the realiza

largest numbers, there are many smaller insti

pared to 59,830 in 1999-2000.

looking at this movement to become a new

~
til·

~

understand this phenomenon possesses a

es. Today, Dr. Sites is

globalism, globalization , transnationalism,

this wavc of "internationalization" is called
multiculntralism , or any other trendy appella
tion, it may well be one of the detlning attrib

tion dlat many Americans do not understand

nltions that signif1candy benetit from this

utes of this century. It is dle higher educa

the forces at work across the globe, nor the

trend.As rcponed by the lIE, LYllil UniverSity

and position the institu

tion application of many of the same forces

enormous opportunities presented by inter

was ranked fourteendl in the munber of

that are promoting economic globalization. It

national higller education.

an international leader

is this movement in which Lynn University

International higher education and the

fessional and specialized institutions with a

desires to expand its level of participation,

global movement in coUege students is an

reponed enrollment of 445 in 1999-2000.

its own international

ield of global education.
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This annual rate of 20 to 25 percent"

largest percentages of any instinltior
the group. The

Rcgisu,lr '~

Office rq:

approximately 300 students were

ell

/;111 term representing 69 cOllltries, v

ESI. students mntributing to the declir

From an economic standpoint, II
bring in excess of $ I 2 billion per yea

While abollt two-thircIs of this come

and personal contributions, 75 perceJ

)

,J

./

: rI
f .~

cost comes from overseas sources.Thi:
higher education America's ftfth large

tor in the export industry. I At Lynn, int
dents generate an annual revenue ba
mately $8 million.

Internationalizing the
Curriculum
Lynn introduces the first global field trip of its kind.

I

D

The top five countries
sending students to the
U.S. this year are China,
India, Japan, Korea and
German .

D

Increases were seen in
enrollments from Mexico,
Brazil, Colombia and
Venezuela. Latin
American students now
have surpassed the num·
ber of Western European
students enrolled in
America.

This annual rate of 20 to 25 percent was among the
largest percentages of any institution reporting in

....v

the group. The Registrar's Office reports this year
approximately 300 students w e re enrolled for the
fall tenn representing 69 countries, with a drop in
ESL students contributing to the decline in numbers.
From an economic standpOint, these students
bring in excess of $12 billion per year into the

u.s.

WIllie about two-thirds of this comes from family
and personal contributions, 75 percent of the total
cost comes from overseas SOlU'ces.This figure makes
higher education Ametica's fifth largest service sec
tor in the export industry.' At Lynn, intemational stu·

/

dents generate an annual revenue base of approxi

..

mately $8 million.

Lynn University recognized the value of creating a university community
that provides students with rich multicultural education and promotes
globa l awareness. Now With a new effort to further internationalize
its
curriculum,
Lynn
has launched th e first
mandato ry internationa l
ed ucationa l fie ld trip of
its kind- a weeklong
study tour req uired fo r all
freshmen .
At the heart of the
effort is a reworking of
the educational core
to be more globally
relevant and to contain
more international com
ponents. An infusion of interdisGlplfnary subject matter into the university's
educational initiatives and course content is creating added emphasis on
areas such as culture and cul tural determinism, international literature,
global history, comparative religions, global geography, comparative pol;.
tics and governmental systems, foreign languages, global economic sys
tems and anthropology. The end result-an entire curriculum focused on
the ever changing, shrinking world of the 21 st century and Lynn graduates
who are trained to provide leadersh ip within the context of that reality.
A major step in this process is a bold new initiative to provide every Lynn
student with a diverse, mul ticultural experience off campus. Beginning in
the 2002-2003 academic year, al l fi rst-year students will be required to pa r
ticipate in an intern ational educational field trip cal led the Academ ic
Adventure . The weeklong trip , which is covered by tu ition and will take
place each January, is B specialized educational tour to an international
destination, enhanced with cUrriculum developed and delivered by fa cul
ty. Created as an alternative to longer stud y abroad op,ions, the Academic
Adventure program is designed to help students expand their outlook,
learn firsthand about another culture and develop an appreciation for dif
ferent cultural con tributions to the global l:ommunity.
Lynn is the first educationa l institution to offer a freshman experience of
this kind, as well as to require a study abroad experience for all student s.
Th is year's trip will take students on an e~ploration of the Mexican coast via
a major cruiseliner. Land-based tours will visi t historic sites including the
ancient temple of EI Castllio in Cozumel and Mayan ruins In the ancient city
of Chacchobben . Classes both on t;ite and onboard the ship WIl l study
various aspects of Latin American culture, including ecotourism as a
natural resoUrce for the Mexican Caribbean , marine life, comparative
literature, architecture and history. (See related story, page 3)
The internationalization of the curriculum coincides with a reorgan ization
of Lynn UniversIty's International Center and the appointment of a new vice
president for global enrollment (see related sidebar, p. 25), a three
pronged initic1tive underway since the beginntng of the 2001-2002 aca
demic year. With a new global enrollment process in the works and an
intensified international curriculum Lynn University is poised to become
the private sector leader in the fiel d of globa l education, as well as a lead
ing proVider of services for international students.
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Why is International Education Important at this Time?
There are many reasons why
the present is an opportune time
to fo cus on international higher
education. Institutions that rec
ognize this fa ct and take appro
priate action will benefit f rom
these develop ments:

o

before. They are capable of res ea rc hing
these issues; ascertaining differing per-

the first half of this century.

indepe nd e nt notions of cause , effect and

Sometime in the third decade of thi s cen

solution ; co mmunicating their beliefs and

tury, more students will be enrolle d in co l

thoughts; and developing shared and co n

leges than have attended college in all of

se ns us-built

human history. While the United States

opinions

across

national

and Europe educate m ore th a n half of the

global interdependence in ways never

curre ntly enrolled students , two-third s of

imagined. It is anticipated that th ese devel

all college-age p o pulation live ou tsid e

Thanks to American dominance in

opments also will precede internatio nal

those boundaries. Of particular note is

the entertainmenl industry, partic

student movement.

China, where only seven percent of its col

ularly videotaped productions and the per

?:

vasiveness of American television, especially
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CNN and ;\<lTV, young people all over the

~

m
c
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pate a flood of students through

boundaries, there by demonstrating the
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There is every reason to anrici-

spectives on current events ; developing

N
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~
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lege-age population could find a seat in an
Again , because of the pervaSive-

instituti o n of higher educati on -never

ness of the above American

mind the adult learnn populatio n . By

world are intimately aware of the American

communicati on aVl:nues, English

ha s

20 10, the worldwide demand for higher

youth culture and its teenage icons. It takes

become the lingua franca of the modern

education will increase to 100 million stu

very little contact with international youth

world . While many decry this monoOn

dents ; by 2025 , 150 million will need seats.

to realize the powerful impac t and the

guistic development, it do es present this

Eve n totiay, in developing countries, the

extended reach of this aspect of Americana.

country an d its institutions with enor

ratio of qu a lifie d applicants to spaces is

Thus, in many respects, America is per

mous opportunities for making pos itive

ceived to be the trendsetter for many

contributions to th e benefit of mankind ,

aspec ts of the global you th culture includ

further advancing positive e lements of

ing higher education.

our cu lture , and making it easier fo r inter
natio nal students to prepare for colle

The development of the telecom
~

giate s tudy in the U.S .A.'

...

60:1.'

\~
~

Another factor in the timeliness of
the global 11lghe r e liucatlOn move

ment is the fact that superb inte rnatio nal
institutions have accepted "the United

A signiticant facror in this scenario

choice of the world ... '" This fact has been

instant and borderlfss contact with one

is the incredible power of the mar

evident for the last half century and it

another through the Internet. Today, young

ket economy as reflected in American-s tyle

appears as th ough it will continue for the

people around the globe interact with each

Western capitalism. While sometil11es vili

foreseeable

future . This

means

that

other in ways only dreamed of in the past.

fied by Third-World activists, no one can

American higher education will be highly

This il1formal and highly personalized glob

deny the preeminence of the Wall StlTet

sought after by students from arouncI the

al com munication link dwarfs television in

Washington as the industrialized nations

globe. Unfortunately, in the aftermath of the

terms of its potential impact as an informa

promote a global economy and advocate

Septembe r 11 tragedy, it may be necessary

tion delivery system, as well as a formal and

doctrines laced with privatization , open

for American institutio ns to develop inter

informal educational tool. It is anticipated

markets , liber.llized trade barr iers, shared

national branches or expand the e-Iearning

that these transnational interactions will

world monetary policies, a nd rd'ormed

options for its full po tential to be reaJized.

lead to the globalization of the "virtual col

emerging markets.This movement has made

However it evolves, the marke t opportuni

lege ," as well as an increase in transnational

American business education the world

ties for American education has never bee n

migration of college students.

standard and generated enormous interest

more fertile .

h

~

busiJ1(~ sS

ing and experience. A majority want to c

tinue foreign language study, a near majo l
intend to participate in study abroad, an

substantial number expect to experiel
other dimensio ns of international learn

ranging from internships to courses." Th,
notions appe ar to be supported by

Ame ri ca n adult population, as 75 pero
belie ve that American coll ege stude
should study overseas, and 80 p ercent ag
that stude nts sho uld be required to t:
c ourses covering international subjects. '

Inte rnation,d learning OpportUI

tics provide fo r differe nt expl
e nces that. qualitatively enhance the ellu
tion of participating stude nts . Enrolled,
dents are forced to confront different va

the mas tery of competencies from differ

perspectives , ancl learn to see the world

a new light. In short, this learning, ap
from the American classroom , results in

~

dents becoming much more qualified"

mobile as future membe rs of the inter
tional labor market !

~

Re fe rence

has

been

made

September 11. There are thl

who indicate that this will nega tiv
impact the movement of inte rnati \)nal

~

denbo Perhaps reality will prove that to

true; however, tile initial sun'cys from (

institutio ns involved in international edll

tion indicate that the event had very til

impact on international study by Ameril
or inte rnational students. Of the respo
dents , 91 percent indicated n o c hange
enrollment patterns . Further, 97 percent

education offered by

Because of this access to informa

American institutions via almost every con

Regarding Septe mber

tion, young people are far more

ceivable delivery system. Additionally, tllere

eve nt has created enormous inter-

11,

this

aware of global issues involving ecologi

is nothing on the horizon to suggest that

est among American students in learnil1g

cal, human rights, pOlitical, dem ographic ,

this trend will not continue.

abo ut other countries, cultures, religions,

and economic phenomena than ever

almost every element of internatio nal Ie,

addressing multipk challenges, appro,

•

citizens of the world within affordable ,

in graduate

enter college with a strong interest

systems , reso rt to inner resources

Statl:s is the educational destination of

muntcatlons II1dustry has brought

2001 ACE report, "High school stude

etc '" Even before the tragedy, according to a

the respondents indicated that internatio
stud y programs were equally or
important

1111

than prior to tile date

th e disaster."

•

nant at this Time?

~

There is every reason to antici
pate a flood of students through
the first

half of this century.

Sometime in the third decade of this cen·
wry. more students will be enrolled ill col
leges than have attended college in all of
human history. While the United Stal"
and Europe educate more than half of the
currently enrolled students , two-thirds of
all college-age population live outside
those boundaries. Of particular note is
China , where only seven percent of its col
lege-age population could find a seat in an
institution 01' higher education-never
mind the adult learner population. By
20 I 0, the worldwide demand for higher

Global Recruiting and a New
Enrollment Team
2001 ACE report, "High school students

ing and experience.A majority want to con·

University prepared to launch a new global
recrulbnent process, developed to strengthen
and streaml ine the institution's recruiting

tinue foreign language study, a near majority

efforts internationally and foster

intend to participate in smdy abroad , and a

cultural environment on campus. Under the

almost every element of international learn

Even today, in devdoping countries, the
ratio of qualified applicants to spaces is
60: I. '

f1

Another factor in the timeliness of
the glohal higher education move

ment is the fact that superb i.nternational
institutions have accepted "the United

States is the educational destination of
choice of the world ... "5 This fact has been
evident for the last half century and it

ment team, the new recruiting strategy has led

other climensions of international learning

to

ranging from inLcrnships to courses." These

International Center and the appointment of
Dr. Karla Winecoff-Stelll, vice plesident for
global enrollment management.

notions appear to be supported by the
American adult populatjon , as 75 percent

future.

This

means

that

American higher education will be highly
sought after by students from around the
globe. Unfortunately, in the aftermath of the
September 11 tragedy, it may be necessary
for American institutions to develop inter
national branches or expand the e-Iearning
options for its full potential to be realized.
However it evolves, the market opportuni
ties for American education has never been
more fertile.

that students should be required to take

ing worked in
the area of inter

courses covering international subjects. "

nationClI educa
Ion for more

International learning opportuni

than 30 years.

ties j.'Jrovide for different experi

Her

~

11,

this

event has created enormous inter

est among American students in learning
about other countries , cultures, religions,
etc 5' Even before the tragedy, according to a

extensive

ences that qualitatively enhance the educa·

experience

tion of participating students. Enrolled stu

globa l enroll-

of

the

univerSity's

in

Dr. Stein "'tiS one (~r20edllcat()r.
nt,tionwide "ccelltl)' appOinted to n U.
gOI'ernmenl taskforcE' on.?,/obal
ecluc:uI/on created bJI Ibe U.S. Departments
of Stllte, Defem.e. n"d EIlllcatirm lo.foCIIS or,
tbe {lirectiQ1I illlerrllltio"al i!(luctltimr Is
ttrk/"g slm:e September .1.1.

ment, marketing, study abroad programming and international student services will

dents are forced to confront different value
systems, resort to inner resources in

serve as vital competencies as Lynn further develops its international programs.
"The face of th e world changed greatly on September 11, " said President Donald

addressing multiple challenges, approach

Ross. "But the horrific event has pushed un iversities nationwide to look at the value

the mastery of competencies from differing

of Instilling mu lticulturalism into this country's fu ture leaders and has demonstrated

perspectives. and learn to see the world in

that we as educators have a responsibility to teach with a global perspective in order
to be active members of the 21st century."

a new light. In shorl, this learning, apart

Lynn currently ranks 14th national ly

among

similar institutions in the number of

from the American classroom , results in stu

international student enrollees The average American university of similar size has

dents becoming much more: qualWed and

approximately 150 international students, whereas Lynn University has more than

mobile as future members of the interna

400, or approximately 20 percent of Its student body of 2.000.
Stein , in conjunction with her global leadership team, Will orchestrate internation

tional labor market."

~:;

~3

al development plann ing for the university. Her main objectives are to enhance Lyn n

3

UniverSity's international studies programs for graduate, undergraduate and inten

~

sive English studies students; aid in the building of a constellation of Lyn n University

§

September 11. Thcre are those

international facilities located in strategic areas around the world; further develop

-<

who indicate that this will negatively

and recruit students who would like to become part of an organized study abroad or

1h

Reference

has

been

made to

impact tbe movement of international stu
dents. Perhaps reality will prove that to be
true; however, the initial surveys from 600
institutions involved in international educa
tion indicate that the event had very little
impact on international study by American

•

study tour program through Lynn University; and develop a network of affilia ted inst i
tutions who se students will part iCipate in the Lynn Un iverSity int ernational programs.
Stein will also serve and represent Lynn University on a U.s. government-support
ed taskforce for global education created this year. Lynn University was one of only
20 higher-education institutions from across the United States and one of five private
un iversities invi ted to serve on the taskforce, selected for its leadership In promoting
mul ticulturalism and its early commitment to intemational education . The taskfarce
is a post-September 11th initiative developed through the U,S. Department of State ,

or international students. Of the respon

u.s. Department of Defense and U.S. Department of Education .

dents, 91 percent indicated no change in

Prior to joining Lynn University, Stein served as senior vice presiden t of global
enrol lment management and opera tions for the American State College in London.

enrollment patterns. Further, 97 percent of
Regarding September

reorganization

ground to the
university, hav

should study overseas, and 80 percent agree

6d

a

Stein brings a diverse professional back

believe that American college students

appears as though it will continue for tile
foreseeable

a tru ly multi

direction of a new global enrollment manage

substantial number expect to experience

education will increase to 100 million stu
dents ; by 2()25. 150 million will need seats.

Dunnfl the 2001-2002 academic year, Lynn

enter college with a strong interest in

the respondents indicated thal international
study programs were equally or more
important
the disaster."

than prior to the date of

She was executive vice presiden t of global enroll ment management and global stud
ies for the American InterContinental University/EduTrek International. Inc., In
Atlanta. PreViously, Stein Was director of international programs at Georgia State

a

University and the University System of Georgia In At lanta for 1 years. Stein was also
director of International resear<;h and director of international trade development for
the College of Business. Stein also worked for the federa l and state government set
ting up teacher training and speCial programs fo r exceptiona l children .
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International Education at Lynn University
How does all this impact an institution like Lynn University

international mission , it must look ah ead to anticipate future

that professes to be an "inte rn a tional university' " Initially, Lynn

trends and developments, develop s ynergistic approaches to its

must come to grips with the meaning of the term in the

C011-

international activities , and position itse lf to be able to adapt to

temporary context. Fortunate ly, Lynn is a dynamic institution

a rapidly cha nging international student body population and

with a process well under way.

study abroad marketplace. Specifically, Lynn bas or wiH be engag-

In addition to addressing the meaning and application of its
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ing in the following activities:

trcngthc..n.ing the
Leadership:

InternationaliZing the
Curricula:

In.creaslng tudy
Abr ad Requirements:

This year, Lynn has mauc ~e\'"C1'a.1
new leadership appomtlllcnts.
ali of which wcn: in [lan :timed
.11 :.trength ninlt t. no a ;Ul

Already l.mc\er w:ty, rh is (rend
w ill continue nn an IlHgolng
hasis,The genemi education
con: wi ll h ' re-visc;d i'OI' th,e
nexl ncadcmk "~l r w ith an
in -rt: 'etJ fon.s o n in
ternational content.At the
same time, the co ntent of
m a jOrs :1I1d g£'i.duate p rograms
will abo he rc"kwed fur
intern atiot1al COil tent anti
application . Fun her, WiUl iJl the
c urri culum , there will be
spe ··nl opp )rt unit ies for
studcllts to (,,"Mil internatio n;1I
ccrrificales.;\s a dynamic and
'ontJ.nuulI rev iew activity,
ovcr timl' this pr()ce ~ will
• ult in t he devclo("lmcJ1L of a
I ruly ill ·lincLive SCI o f
in te.rnat i() nan~ f lcu:-ed bigher
ed ucaCion curriclI l;:L It i " t11i!i
enhanced Lylill "Internatiu na l
I..'Unicultun " that will Jill'ther
contrihute to the nalilloal
iliffcrc:tll iatlOg dlara ·teristi s
ollynl1 I 'o lver ity.

I; 'n n is

"int~aLi()na.l il,stitu l ioo." ·nlt:St,
[l()/jilioOl. are now occupied by
pcrsonnd P,)s!>c&.lng inter
national -xpcrienc(: ant! wbo
IIrl' commilled to internatio na l
educatiun or ill enabl Lynn to
<!Jl~3ge in x[l3nd d Inter
national cdu ';1lional ;\(,: ! i\iti~~ ,

air ;lcl) loo king aht:..1ll
to the day w hen all ~tuut:nts

w ill he reqlli rt'd to huve an
imemational educatinn:tl
~ perience The li.r:'l step in Ihi ·
m ve.men t wlJ1 O CCW· in
Jan uary 2003 w it h tile
Actuemi Auv 'ntUl't' invoh'ing
the eotln:. freshman class for a
mid-y e ll'roucation-at-sea
l""perience in Mexico, where
stuut:nts wUl stud} :Indent
ultl.lrcs anu civilization ,

•••

Strengthening
International
Recruiting Efforts:

yn n h:ts centrali7.ed its
ad missions offic($, lhereby
e nhancing 1!1lenmtionaJ rc
{TlIItLng with 111('l~ pcr.;OIUlcI ,
'I'taling a gn:;.\lcr sc.:o p t: of
:tcuvit} (cl!l llle~ t ic and
iDlcmatlonal fairs, schools.
consul{ant~, etc.), t:Xpanding the
timc frames to provide for year
round '1l:11\ ilies, impmving its
mn\'k<.'Iing 'it.r.uc:gl 'S anI.!
proruotion,t\ m:ncrials, :lnu
en hancin~ per!Oonal ser.kl' to
applying ~LUd.ent~ . Florim is the
fifth most popular destination
for international sludt:J1~ and
Lynn ot1crh thttc of Iht: fhe
most popu1;lr m:ljol'li . 11n.~ , Lynn
is w 'U pusillonel.! [ ) increa.
Intcmutlonal t:nrollm ' nt.

I
Enhancing E UIE
Study Opportunities:
Lym plans to t:, pa nd its

tnglish la ng uage cducatio nal
pro~r:tm~ to includc addit ional
local ivns to lake advanlagt' of
ti ll markt:'t fli )vitil' 1{)L.~ lI i ()ns
for fu tt lfC ~tUtk.n t ~ ,lIlU
ge n "ra LI: auditional rc:v -ntJe~ .

Developing Foreign
Language Skills:
Recognuing that lIlultic ult ura l
st:nsit i~ itr alll.i fo r' ign langUllg(
cap;lhil t _' arc cs~t"l1tial ill mllny
prol"t:ssinn , l.y nn U ni vt'r,i t}
will he experimenting with
various approllcbt,s h} w hich
slIIdcnts may been I.. [lfl)
Ikknt in om: o r m()rt' lan
guagt::..''' Thh is a long-Lerm g()~1 1
.1I1t! Cl ll t: tl at i ~ in k 'PllIg w it h
rdorm'; (.(kin..: plat:c in Ih..:
mort'

Incre,
Oppo
CO-Cl
Elemc

Lynn w i
in':rt':ISt
illll'rn.- t
lidp;lI it

m ."i lr
naUo llaJ
,L~ p J'O\i
lUll itit:s
~tuden t

tlte :,en
Ivt:rhi

progrc~:.ivc in~liLu1ion!>o .

As Lynn looks toward its fifth decade of I

Developing New
I nternational Locations
and Partnerships:
111e ln~ti1uLi()n will co ntinue the
Ln:nd Inilialed over a decade a~()
b) Dr,Donald E, Ru · ., pre.sidc:nt
of l) nn I Tn.jvcr.;ity, f ili:vdtlplng
nlOW Intemillional ll
tion Ii r
STudv ah ma<.i activi ti c~ , .,tuuy
lOurs ,mt! degree locations . rn aU
probability, lhese will lJC operated
hy othn c nntics and invoh'c
Lynn entering inlU COnlnlcruaJ
rdatioru;hlp with uomt:slic and
iDl~rnat i Qnal (;orpo ralc and
in!.ti1uti n:ll partner in an effort
Lo umit Lynn·s e.xposu t
IUlfo.,::secn difJil'ulti~ , in reasc
effidency and maximize
productivity and profirnbilitv,

viding

quality

grounded on a

Increasing the
International
Stndent Enrollmentl

career-oriented
Iibel~"

educar

arts foundation , il

important to equip its students for employm
in the global village-an environment tha
simultaneously shrinking and expanding. I

At pr ':,ent, ly nn Is II "player" In
Ihe international cdIJc;tlion
niche-; howc:v r, il1 o rdcr I
bec me a leadl n ' edge
provider, it m ll!>l increru.c the
n um ber an d pcrccntage of
tudents, Ine pa~ t target of 20
to 25 per elll sho uld I t
increased l ) at lea. t 33 percent
; ' r b a broade r -pcctrum of
na Liu lI~ and dlscipliJl ·s to
pro ide a truly ·· international
e nvironment."

recent address, Dr. Allan E. Goodman, presid

Providing Global
Distance Learning:

and chief executive officer of the Institute

The recent creation of a ne\\
\.o llegt' of E·l..carning Will
furtlle e xtt:.nd t he reach of
ly nn programs 10 a glnl);l1

gle thing that would be necessary for succes

audit:n e, a ' well as hc:lp
promote the inslitution in the
int rna.rio llal marketp lace .

International Education, indicated that the

the 21 st century was the ability to think ;

work on a global basis-in olher words, :

dents must develop "global competence." " I
interesting

to

note that there are numer,

executives that agree with that opinion.
It is lynn University's aspirJtion

to

not a

achieve that goal for its students, but to do

r

ity

I

,t look ahead to anticipate future
velop synergistic approaches to its
osition itself to be able

to

Enhancing ESL/IES
Study Oppo rtunities:

adapt to

onal student body population and

Lynn p lans to expand its
English Lm guage ed uc ltiona l
progm ms III include ad dition al
loc;l tio n~ to I.lkc advantage uf
the Illarkd , p rovidc locations
fo r future st ll dcnt~ and
j:!;t:llcr::I te addit io nal rCW:ll lles.

ecifieally, Lynn has or will be engag

;:

• •

,-~trengthenlng

ents:
Ih~Ad

International
Recruiting Efforts:

p in lhis

l.ynn has CCJllr.UUCU its
nffia:s, t.hcrc:b y
cnlund ng il1tcmalimml I'e
cruilmg witll more personnel,

' ohin~

en :arin.,: a gn:aler M:Op C o f
aetivitr (domestic and
intl.'rnat i"nal f.Urs.-s(" ho()b.

s for a

I.:()nslll~nts, etc.) . exp:\Iu.ling

mt
an

,hc.:n:

: fit

,.

~ull11b~i()n~

tht:

lime frnmcs (0 pn" kk for ycar

rnund aClhl1il~ , lmpn>\'ing its
markt:ling ~lr.uegie~ and
promotional malcrials, and
cnhandng personal :;Cfvkc to
appl~lng ~1. uddllS. Florida is the
f11th 11l0~L pupular ,.k!.ti n.uJon

Developing Foreign
Language Skills:
Recog nizing l hm Ill ulrkull u rnl
sdlsil ivil.y antll<lI·t:ign iangll.agl:
capa bility an: t"ssclJlial in JUanv
p ruflCssiullS, LY IlII UnivCfslt y
wi ll he expcrimel11 ing wi£ h
varioul' i1pproa<.heli hy which
stulkn ts may hn .'nOle pm
ticienl in (I"l' Ilr llH)rl.:' latl
gu:lge~ . '" Illh Is a long-rum goal
amJ o lle that i~ iJ1 keeping with
reforms taki ng p lace 111 the
more progrcssivL 1I1... .lit uUllI1S.

Incr easing
Op portun ities for
Co-Curricular
Elem.ents:
Lynn w ill he providing
increa'ot"{1 opportunities tor
internships, st udent par
t icipation p ro...r ntms , im
me rsIOn ,ll'tivities, and inter
national sill' visitations, as w ell
a:s p roviclinl-{ i ncre;l~ed o p n o r
lunitieS /()r int ernatio nal
llWt"lllS Klr placcm ent w ithin
the ~ r\'ke.' an.."11 of tll"
wl in :r:-ity

Beco ming a National
Leader in In ternational
.Ed ucation:
Over a decadc ago , Dr. ltoss
dlartt'red the e-.u-Iy cou rse aimed
at develop ing Lynn iot() a
national le:tdcr in I hb field w itJ1
the: fo unding of thcArnerican
College Dul'llln and Ka(oh-Lyrul
Colkgc .It iii now l ime for Ihe
b roader leadership of lhe
institution 10 assIst Dr, Ro ss in
this effort Lynn pt:l'liQnnd m:t:d
10 bc(,'oml' m ore p r()aclhe and
aggn'",,;vl' ill the fid ll, ~ta}'
abreL';t of g lobal dt-vdopmcnt!'i
an d p rogr.lffil11.uic Opp()111m i t ie~,
adUn.."'i.'i re'.ilisLic oPJ"lortunilil...
and opcrutional p m blems and
p mmOk thc institution :L~ :I
n:ltional le:::luer in thl: fit"lu.

Increasing Faculty
Involvement:
ly nn faculty will hc\.:onH:

m uch more inv( )l\ cd in th"
in ll:rnation:lI CUUGlti o IUl1
activi lies as leaders of study
lours, mt: OIon; for SUldy
allrnad act iv lt i~s, an d 1.:re".1I0[ S
( ) f illl ernationaJ (:d U(.'4Iiol1aj
o p('>ortuJl itles . It i~ l' lwi ~ i()ned
lhal f,l c ulty c-"Ccilangc.<; :ul d lile
emplo ying of faculLv wit h in
H:rJl a tJonal cxpu.ic:nce w ill
fu rtlK r e n lm llee the
in lt:matiof] ,I( nat ufC of tJy,
l ynn t::xpe ricll(;c

Dt.'Veloping New SoUl'Ces
of Support for
International Education:
In a iashi()n simHOIr to thl" Pe'Jn:
dt:vt'loped by Or.
Ros.... Hnd urti::rctJ by I.ynn's
affi liait: in....litution , the t\meril:lI11
Co llege Duhlin Lynn will IX"
aucmpUng to ~t:'CLUl:: aud!liuna1
fimmchl l rcsoLlrce~ for increased
internalilln;lI educati on <11>
SiNLat\Ct:, ap~ci;tlI y for ~l u deIlL~
from counLrit.'> most in 111:('U \If
tht' bcnd i tl'> offel'etl from the
Lvnn expcrk"l1<.'c .
Sdl(}l ar~hlp!'i

lilT iOl~na1j () nal Mudcnts and
tynn I)ffers three.' of the fly,
most popular majors.ll1uS, Lynn

15 wel l posifio ned [0 inert'ase
international enrollment.
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As Lynn looks toward its fifth decade of providing

quality

career-oriented

education

grounded on a liberal arts foundation, it is

within its institutional mission, and in the
process, equip its students to be action-Drient
ed citizens of the new century who are capable

important to equip its students for employment

of addressing the issues of the new millennlllffi.

in the global village-an environment that is

If Lynn is successful in accomplishing this goal,

simultaneously shrinking and expanding. In a

it can derive satisfaction from having taken fuIl

recent address, Dr. Allan E. Goodman, president

advantage of this new wave of coIlegiate appli

Providing Global
Distance Learning:

and chief executive officer of the Institute of

cants, Lynn will not only become an interna-

International Education, indicated that the sin-

tional leader in the field of global education, to

The recent I.:realion of a new
Collegc ()f E-Learning w ill
IhrLher extend tht: reach of
Lynn pro~rams to a g lobal
a u d jellc~ , ;1.') weU as help
p rom ()le t1le lO~litl1lio ll in the
inLe rnat itmal m arketplace.

gle thing that would be necessary for success in

borrow a concept from the ceremonies of the

the 21 st century was the ability to think and

2002 Winter Olympics, in this most uncertain

work on a global basis-in other words, stu-

time, Lynn's graduates may become "children of

dents mllst develop "global competence."LI It is

light," helping bring about increased under-

interesting

standing among the world's people, leading the

to

note that there are I1llffierOUS

executives that agree with that opinion,

way toward new solutions

It is Lynn University's aspiration to not only
achieve that goal for its students, but

to

do so

to

old problems and

helping establish a more peaceful world.

I

National Association of International EduCaLOrs. (OclObcr 31!

200t).
ImporLal11
data
on
im e rnat ional
education
(~.x changl: to and f ro m [he U nit ed S(;tt (;S . [Onlint:J. w\vw.IUfSa,org!cont t.nt/PuhlicPo licy/Dataon.mte..~rn3tion31tdlK3tjon;ract S h e<:: 1.hlm

Davi.-;, T. M. (2000). Opcn Doors: Rcpon on International
Education £.x changc..: New York: Institute..: of International Etiucation.
, Berry, H. A. (2001, fall). IlcarinJ.', mher glohal voice-s : Is eduGHion
Iist (; lljng~ Ac tion Rd kc..:tio n, 1·2,7.
\ G ()od.lll.an , A. E. (20(H. Fe hruary). Th(~ clos ing of th e American
mind: A progress report. Rc:--m a[ks ,ll Internalional House, University of
California, Davis; distribut ed by the Institutc of International
Educltion,Washmgton, DC.
~ Goodman, A. E. (2001, May). Jefferson was \"\'rong: International
educaLioil is good for American higher education :Ind busines.....
Keynote addrc.;s, Confen'nee on Intt:rmuional Education :IS Economic
Development, Baton l{ouge, LA.
(, Brochu, N. S. (2001, December 24). Students rethinking education.
Sun-Sentinel,5ll.
Ilcsd, R.A. & Green, M. F (2001). College-hound.<;,(udents' strong
interest in international education contLlSts with actual coJlege expe
rienCl'S. Student Poll. -10), 1-12.
. Woolf, M. (2UUI, March). English: Language, litcr.ltme, and interna
tional c-ducation.lntcrnational Educator, 2-1-27.
9 Davis, T. (2001, Novemher 13). Open Doors news conference,
Conft.Tencc remarb distributt.'d by Institute of Imernational
Education, Washington, D(:
'0) Voght, G. M. & Schaub, R. (I 992, September). Foreign languages
and international business. Digest, Washington, DC: Center for Applied
Lmguistics. (ERJC Document £DO-F1-92-(2)
II Goodman, A. E. (2001, Fcbruary). Education in a globaJ age.
Speech, American Associatio n of Sta te.: CO.lI eges and t fnin:rsiLies, New
Orieans,IA.
j
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30th Anniversary
Celebration of
President
and Mrs. Ross
at Lynn
Thursday, November 1, 2001

President and Mrs. Ross with th
who hosted a campu
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Celebrating 30 years at Lynn: Don and Helen Ross

(Back) Joe Carr"ey, Ted Toe
(Front) Suzanne Carrey, Kate

'\

~

three decades at the

P r sident Donald E. Ross

touched the lives of thollsan,

their familic::s and Boca Raton , Fla ., ,
November 1, more than 200 longtime
versity supporters gathered at the

t

)jOG

honor the couple and celebrate Ross ' :, (
stone which ranks as one of the longe
record.

A high point of the e vening was a pI
Mayor Steven Abrams naming Novemb
Helen Ross Day" in Boca Raton.
Earlier that da-y, l.y no

A beautiful South Florida day provided the perfect backdrop for
a campus barbecue celebrating the Rosses' 30 years at Lynn.

niversit}

Association (SGA) and student Ieadersh

th e Roundtable, held an outdoor barb0

th Anniversary
~elebration

of
~
President
and Mrs. Ross
at Lynn

lursday, November 1, 2001

tears at Lynn: Don and He/en Ross

President and Mrs. Ross with the Student Government Association,
who hosted a campus barbecue in their honor

Jo-An"e and Tony Nappi and Bill and D%res Woolley.
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(Back) Joe Carrey, Ted Toomey and Clem Wlnke
(Front) Suzanne Carrey, Kate Toomey and Lori Winke
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three decades at the helm of Lynn University,

community i.n honor of President and Mrs. Ross.A picture-perfect

President Donald E. Ross and his wife Helen have

South Florida day provided the backdrop for plentiful food, enter

1

touched the lives of thous,mds of students, employees,

their bmilies and Boca Raton, Fla ., community members. On

tainment anti words of gratitude from student leaders.
Senior DanieUe \Vinn spOke of being the second generation in

November 1, more than 200 longtime frientls , colleagues and uni

her family to attend Lynn University unde r the leadership of

versity supporters gathered at the Boca Raton Resort anti Club to

President Ross. Her fathe rgf'"dduated from Lynn in 1975 when the

honor the couple and celebrate Ross' 30 years as presitlent, a mile

school was known as The College of Boca Raton.

stone which ranks as one of the longest college presidencies on
reeortl.
A high point of the evening was a proclamation by Boca R;.Jton

"You have made Lynn wbat it is and served as an inspir:ltion to
us all," said \X' inn. "You 've giv('n all of us individual opportunities."
On behalf of the student body, SGA President Joseph Abruzzo and

Mayor Steven Abr.uns naming November I, 2001 , as "Donald and

member Chantal Vickers presented the ROsses with one-of-a-kind

Hden Ross Day" in Boca Raton.

gold lapel pins featuring the Lynn University seal, as well as a

Earlier that day, Lynn University's Student Government
Association (SGA) and student Ieatle rship organization , Kn.ights of
the Rountltable. held an outdoor barbeque for the campus

video highlighting their 30 years at Lynn .
"Thirty years ago, when many others would have never taken
a cbance here, you did and we are grateful to you ," said Abruzzo.
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Alumni
Homecoming,
Families Weekend
October 26 - 28, 2001
President Ross chats with Cathy Thomas of Victoria, Tex., and her
daughter Ashlie Thomas '03 during Coffee with the President.

Former LUAA Director Peter Gallo '95,
Bob Guarini '94 and Fernandc
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Michele Jacabacci '03, Jodi Cohen '04, Rob CuI/en '03, Scott Sheffield
'03, and Ashlie Thomas '04

~

. '11l1 University welcomed over 600 alumni,
familie." and

prosp~c:tive

The soccer showdown between alumni and current
student players.

Inte rnational Center, where Lynn Univerity Conservator y

students to cam

of Music alumni peri()fmedL'lter th e same even ing, Lynn

pus for c .lmamderie, ltaming and fun at a

alumn i reconnected w ith faculty ,lnd das. mUes at a hom e

. piritcdAlumni Hom "Coming and Familit:s Weekend at rh
end of Oc tober.

coming recep tion hosted by the Lynn University AlunUli
Association at Qltsby's, a popul ar Boca

The weekend kicked of f w ith Fall Honors Convocation

on Friday night, at w h i h

ton dub.

The weekend kicked ioro high gear on a pe rfen South

er 400 u ndergraduat and grad

Florida SatUJ"day with a full roster of activities anti ev nt ·.

uate snldeflt s WCj'C recognized for acade mic adlieveme nts.

"Coffee w ith th ' President" drew a standing-room-only

GUC&t

0

speaker state Senator Ron Klein sh ared his philoso

crowd; an Academic Fair show cased th

LIni 'ersit1". 30

p h of success w ith st udents, families and facu lty, urging

major programs and study abroad opporlunities; and aca

them t o reme mber "success comes before work only in the

demic breakout sessions featured Lynn 's ' tandout pr grams

dictionary."

in inte rnational communications, business, study abroad,

I

~[

encoumge

YO ll

to surround yourselves with good p eo

ple: people w ho w iU be lrlllhful with

A barbeque, Lynn 's unique student golf cart p arade, a

YOll, and people w ho are strdightforwanl, ingenious, hard

homecoming tradition voted Best Homecom ing llamde by

worke rs and resolU"ceful," said Kle in. "And alw ays remember

Florida Leader iHagaz ine, and an alumni

that yo ur fa mily is and alw ays will be your hest source of

game rounded out the day, which ended with a cocktail

stren'th ."
One of the 'veni ng's highlights took place at the new

party at the Cornell Art Museum in the historic Old School

Amamick-Goldstein Conce rt Hall in de Hoe mle

r
I

an d acade mic support.

and challenge

YOll

John and Diane Forlivio of New Canaa
talk with Pat Kowalchick, director of a
advising, during the Academic F

VS.

staff soccer

Square Cultural Arts Center in DdrdY Beach,Fla.
The weekend concluded with a bnmch buffet on Sunday.

A homecoming tradition: the Golf Car

Alumni
Homecoming,
ilies Weekend
October 26 - 28, 2001

Former LUAA Director Peter Gallo '95, Marczi Boucher '94,
Bob Guarini '94 and Fernando Castro '91

showdown between alumni and current
student players.

Ms. and Mr. University, Leury Moreno '04 and

Josh Rosenthal '04

'D

John and Diane Forlivio of New Canaan, Conn.,
talk with Pat Kowalchick, director of academic
advising, during the Academic Fair.
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there L}on University Conservatory

~:;

>rmed.wtcr tilt' same evening. I.)'nll

~
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'iili fllCulty an d classmates at a hom!;:
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Red hy the Lynn University Alumni

<0

Taylor Powell '02, James Vine '00 and Todd Percey

;, a popular Doca Rato n cl ub.

into high

ge~u'

tv

o

on a perfect South

Q.

ru
'<

a full roster of ac tivities am j c::vents.

:sident· drew a standing-room-only
Fair showcased lhe university's 30

;tudy ahroad opp ortunities; and aca

ns fealured Lyn n's standout programs

nunica lionl), business, study abroad ,
lll1iquc stu dent golf car1 p arade, a

I

vo ted Best Homecoming Parade hy

z ine, and an alumni vs. staff soccer
e day, which ended with a cocktail

1

Museum in the historic Old School

;:nter in Delray Beach, Fla.

lIded with a hrunch huffet on Sunday.

tv

a
a

A homecoming tradition: the Golf Cart Parade

Will Hearst, Dean Irving R, Levine and President Ross

20th Annual Lynn University
//

BallSaturday, November 17, 2001
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President and Mrs_Ross with Ruth Coleman, Honorary Chair Patti
Carpenter and Ball Chairs Mary and Joe Veccia '89
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Marlena Fay and and AI Thornbro
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Mayor Steven Abrams (left) helps President Ross present the
Boca Raton Award to Dick and Barbara Schmidt.

A

President Donald Ross and Chairman of the Board
of Trustees Christine Lynn at the "Unforgettable"
ball, November 2001.

One of the event's highliglus was the announce ment of this yea r's
ShOW

saluting

America

and

its
prestigious Boca Raton Award reCipients: Ricl1<lrd and llilrbara Sclll1udt

patriotic traditions made for an "Unf«Jrgcttable"
of Boca Raton, longtime community activists and benefactors.
ZOO I Lylln University Ball, hdd

TO

mlle r 17,
"Dick and Barbara have helped shape the business, cultural and t:du

Louise Glover takes a turn on
the dance floor with one of the
performers.

200 1, on Glmpus.
cationallandscapl' of South Florida,and partiClililrly of Boca Raton ," said
Ball chair, Pattj Carpenter, co-chairs Joe Vel'Cia, '89,and his wife Mary,
Prt·sidcnl. Donald E Ross, who presented t.he Schmidts with the award.

and honorary (:hair Ruth Cole man welcomed more than 3';0 gllest~ to
''They are the second genemtion of a farmly whose name has become
the de Hoernle Arts and Cultural Center for the 20th annual gala. There,
~1'nonymous

with giving back to their community"

revelers entered the world of tht· old slipper clubs, l..'ompkte with
TIle Schmiclts join some of

tht~

most prominent residents of Boca

women in feather bO~L~ , tuxedoed waiters in white gloves, and couples
Raton whose contributions to.h conumlluty have been recogrtized
dancing the rugl1t away to the sounds of a live on:hestra.
by Lynn's Boca Raton Award since it

W,L~

introduced in 1981. Past win

tn keeping with this year's theme, "Unforgettable;' the evening W;L<o;
ners have included Jolm and Margaret Mary Shuff, Countess llenrietta
tilled with memorable deliglns, including dramatic 110£:11 and neon cen
de J-loernle and her late husb;Uld Count. Adolph de Hoemle, Dr. Keith
terpieces, sumptuous American fare, and a lively patriorrc-themed song
C. and Elaine Wold, anel George and Wilma Elmore.

and dance presentation saluting America.

Joe Bastin, Helen Ross, Mar
President Ross

Lynn University

r /

~ ~

A/J//

:aturday, November 17, 2001

Boca Raton Chamber of
Commerce President Michael
Gora and his wife Bonnie

Marlena Fay and and AI Thornbrough

Last year 's Boca Raton Award recipients, John (left) and Margaret Mary Shuff
(center), the Rosses and Patti Carpenter

)onald Ross and Chairman of the Board
Christine Lynn at the "Unforgettable"
balf, November 2001 .
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ght~

was the announce ment of this year's

rd recipients: Richare! and Samara Schmidt

n munity activists and bene!;lCtors.

elped shape the bIL~incss, cultural and cc!u-
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Louise Glover takes a turn on
the dance floor with one of the
performers.
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Becky (Metallo) '95 and Jan Carlsson '94 with Dawn
(Marcus) '94 and Adam Jackson

Florida. and particularly of Boca Raton," said
10

presented the Schmidts with the award.

:Ition of a family who5C name has become
ck to their community:'
of the most prominent residents of Boca
to .he community have been recognized
I since it was introduced in 1981. Past win

d Margaret ,'vlary Shuff, Countess Henrietta

sband COlint Adolph de Hoernle, Dr. Keith

'rge and Wilma Elmore.

Joe Bastin, Helen Ross, Mary Bastin and
Pres ident Ross
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10th Annual Frank A. Robino, Jr.,
Golf Classic
M o nday, November 12, 2001

Steve '97 and Ann Louise King with A
Dean Greg Cox

::&

ynn alumni turned

force to celebra te the

se ason with for mer cI ,

and friends on De cember J 9. Revam

>.

year by the I.ynn Un iversity Alumni As,

'"

1J

8

CUJAA) Board, the annual holid ay pa rty

N

o
o

a numbe r of ne\v details, incl ud ing

N

Ii;
E

E

~en

Gloria Kaufman, Ellen Zager, Joe Veccia and Paulette and Lor; Comparato

Eleanor Zaccagnini and Barbara Fox
help register foursomes .

c

.~

ve n ue -tht.' lI e-nk' room in the de
Inte rnational Center, a

scru mptiou ~ ;J IH

ticaled new m en u an d a prize raffl e .

The holiday re ce ption , previously he ,
Christine Room ,

wa~

moved to tht

Room to allow fo r mo re people and a r

live d ecor, incl ud ing cabaret-style sea l
pillar!> an I p lant. wrappe d in w hile Ii
addition , the new location provided a
ien l opportunity for aiu mru to tour
Bnrbar<l Fox Culinary Kitchel

I

and

d ' mo l1str..ttions o f the newest e q uipnH

t he

l .yn n

College

of

Imc r

Co mm unicaLio n .
"'Ve w ant o ur alumni (() be;t\ are of
p ro ie c t ~

a nd impo rtant auv;Ulceme

Un ive rsity

President Ross with Bill Lawler and tournament
chair Joe Veccia '89

Golfers sign in at the 10th Annual Frank A. Robbino, Jr. Golf Classic.

o n tinucs t o m ake ," said

Fow les, Ll AA d irector. "Having the m
pus d u ring the holida, . was a pe rfect
imrod uce the m to s me of (he more

n November, Lynn

niversity held its 10th Annual

Union Planters Bank; USI Florida; and Waehovia.

Fr.lllk A. Robino, Jr., Golf Classic at the Deer Creek

"Each year this tournament serves as an essential part to the

c hanges on c am pus s ince they grad uat'
A varie ty of p rizes we re raffle d off al

Country Club in Deerfield Beach , Fla. With nearly 250

fundraising efforts of Lynn University," said Veccia regarding the

o f lhe evening, illclulling [wo pers l

golfers participating, [he classic raised more than $60,000 to ben

golf classic 's growing succcss."1t has provided hundreds of full and

bric ks and a gift b asket o f apparel ,

efit student scholars at Lynn University, a 42 percent increase over

partial scholarships to Lynn students throughout its 10 years

uo nated by Ch ristian Araklie an . And, fur

last year.

of existence."

o nd ye-dr in a row illu mn i donated bOI

11

Gerrits Maese! General Contractors served as the title sponsor

Frank A. Robino,Jr., was a trustee, benefactor and friend of Lynn

for the 200 I golf classic, and Joe Veccia, 'H9, returned again as tour

University until his untimely death in February 2000. President

nament chair. Other local sponsors included: Babione Funeral

Donald Ross and the Board ofTrustees named the university's golf

"It was a really w o nde rful e ve nt

Homes; Bank of America; Elk, l3ankier and Christu; Gervais and

tournament accordingly in 1997, directing all proceeds from the

very well-r('ce ivCd," summed up Fowle

Associates; Lynn Insurance; Paine Webber; R.A. Ritter Foundation;

tournament to augment Lynn University's Scholarship Fund.

end of the evening .

book drive benefi ting the Ch ildren'
Activities Cent

in Boca Ra toll

A. Robina, Jr.,
Golf Classic

LUAA Holiday Reception
Wednesday, December 19, 2001

'onday, Nov e mber 12, 200 1

Steve '91 and Ann Louise King with Academic
Dean Greg Cox

::&

ynn alumni turned out in

force to celebrate the holiday

season with former

c1as~matc

and Jr icnds on December I I) . Revamped this
'ear by the Lynn University Alumni Association

LUAA President Wayne Jarvis '96, Jan '94 and Becky (Metal/o) Carlsson '95,
Tom Heffernan, Kevin Ross, and Greg Malfltano 75

(L LJAA) Boa rd , the annual holiday party boasted
a number of new deta ils, incl uding a new
venue-the Henk e room in the de Hoernle

Eleanor Zaccagnin i and Barbara Fox
help register foursomes.

Inte rnational Center, a. scrumptious and sophis
tleared new men u and a prize raffle,
Tile holiday reception, previously held in The
Ch ristine Room , was moved to the He nke
Room to allow t()r m ore people and a more fe s
tive decor, incl uding cabaret-style seati ng

~Ul(.l

pillars :lnt.! plants wrapped in w hile lig hts. In
ddil io n. the new location provided a cOnven
ien t o pp(>rtunity fo r alumni to to ur the new

Mia Rowell '93, Unn Heaton and
Joanne Aronica

Brother and sister graduates,
Caroline '89 and Patrick
Henning '91

uem onstrations of the newest equip me nt from

ffi

Lynn

Co lle ge

of

'<'"

International
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"We w,un ou r alumni to be awarL of the new

~

proje cts an d im portant at.!vanceme nts th e
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n iversity continues to make ," said Garet h
Fow1t's. UJAA director. "Havi ng them

Oil

pus d uring the holit.!a)'s w a., a perfec t time to

L'h anges on cam pus Since they gr.lduatet.!."

A variety of

pri 7.e~

were

~l ftl ed

o

cam

introduce tbem to some of the more exciting

lent Sl:fves as an essential part to the

'"

u;
-a
::l.

C() mmuJlitatio n~.

Florida; and Wachovia.

"0

Barbara Fox Culinary Kirc.:.hc n ant.! obse rve

t he

JI Frank A. Robbino, Jr. Golf Classic.

II

off at the e nd

m University," said Veccia regarding the

of tbe evening, incl uding two perso nalized

:ess."It has provided hundreds of full and

bricks ant.! a gut b:lske t of appa.rel, which was

.ynn students throughollt its 10 years

donated by Ch ristian Arakliea n. And, for the sec
ont.! rear in a row alum ni don;tted books for a

s a trustee, benefactor and friend of l.ynn

book d rive benefitin g the Children's Youth

nely death in February 200n. President

Activities Cen ter in Boca Raton.

rd ofTrustees named the university's golf

" It was a really wonderful eve nt that was

in 1997, directing all proceeds from the

ve ry w ell-received," summed up Fowles at the

.ynn University 's Scholarship Fund .

e nd of the evening.

0.

Thomas '91 and Sara, Noa
and Cezar Hatchuel

Dan Azer '96, Jodi Slingerland '95, Kevin
Ryan '00 and Tony Martin '01
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Excalibur
Extravaganza
Wednesday, November 28, 2001

(Back) Angel Valchinov, Shayna
(Front) Lady Haskel, Doris Pearlman ar
David Stern, Katy Dew, Marie Speed and Ann Stern
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o

o
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A

ore than

:125

people

packed Lynn University's
Studcnr CenttT and out

door terrace for the ExcaJibur Society's

~(J)

Extravaganza, a day of holiday gift shop ping

"9

and camaraderie that raisn.l a record $85,000

c

fo r the Excalibur Society's Scholar ship Fund.
Saks Fifth Avenul: provided a fashio n prese nta
tion , showcasing this

~e ason ' s

best holiday

Juliette Dively, Mary Anna Fowler, Dr. \
Nancy J. Levine and Dean Irving

fashions , whilt: l.ynn l! niv rsity 's culinary
experts served a luncheon feasr for the palate.
More than 20 guests

WOIl

rafflt: prizes, includ

ing a custom-designed diamond hl'Ooch donat

Sandra Rubin, Gabrielle Gradzki and Rose Krauser do some holiday shopping at
the Excalibur Extravaganza.

ed by David Stern ./cwekrs.
Cynthia McCauley, chief financial officer of
West Boca Mcdical Center, served as luncheon
chai r. Margaret

M ~lry

Shuff, publisher of Boca

Ra/on Maga2JIU: , was honorary dlair. Barbara

D avis-Wolfson, vice president and gel1l:ral
manager of Saks Fifth Aven ue, Boca Raton , Fla .,
introduccd the Etshioll show'
In one of the day 's most poignant moments,

Dr. Elizabeth Force, Dimitry Pogorelov '0.

Excalibur schola rsh ip reci p ient EIiLabe th l oss
shared her p 'rsonal story of how schola rship
a 'sistance from the society has enabled her to

5&

pursue he r dream of receiving a college edu
cation. Ross will graduate in May 2002 and has

music performed by students

applied for cum lau de distinctio n .
All

proceeds

[rom

Extravaganza be ncfil the

the
J ~x calibu r

ynn University Conservato

the new year with a spectaLu

Excalibur

of Dr. Roberta Rust in Lynn Universiry's Aman

Society's

Hall.The concert, billed as "From Russia With I

scholarship fund. Since irs [bu ndi ng by area

$25,000 for the Conservatory of Music 's stud

women in 199.1 , the Excalibur SO'iel1 has

Music lovers enjoyed a spcl.'tacular evening

raised nearly ,<iOO,nOO, and has given mon:
than $200,000 in

fi n ~m cial

the Russian masters , including works by Ra

assis tance to under

and mher renowned Russian composers, per l

gradual " graduate and continuing education

ry students on a new concert grand piano

stude nts who othe rwise wo uld not be able to
at tend Lynn l1niversity.

James and Bette Cumpton of Boca Raron.

Caron Dockerty, Brooke Qua/k, Jon; Sheetz and Terri Kennedy

Excalibur
Extravaganza

"From Russia

esday, Novem b er 2 8, 2001

Friday, January 18, 2002

With Love"

(Back) Angel Valchinov, Shayne SchIller
(Front) Lady Haskel, Doris Pearlman and Lord Haskel

Juliette Dively, Mary Anna Fowler, Dr. William Gessler,
Nancy J. Levine and Dean Irving R. Levine

,se Krauser do some holiday shopping at
. Extravaganza.
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Jim Cumpton, Bette Cumpton, Ruth Feigl and Ken Feigl

Dr. Elizabeth Force, Dimitry Pogorelov '04 and Nancy Zack

Sally Shutt and Etta Jaeger

::&

ynn llniversity Conscrvatol1' of Music kicked off

evening included Carmody nne Wines and Spirits, Fugazy

the new year with a spectacular program of Russian

International Travel, Northern Trust Bank , aud Publix Super Market

music performed hy students from the piano studio

Charities.
A silent auction and pre-concert cocktail reception was held prior

of Dr. Roberta Rust in Lynn University's Amarnick-Goldstein COllcert
Hall.The concert, billed as "From Russia With Love," raised more than

to

the concert. There, guests bid on cxclusive, one-{)f·a-kind auction

$25,000 for the Conservatory of Music's student scholarship fund.

items, including a private musical performance and catered dinner

Music lovers enjoyed a spectacular evening of piano classics from

for 12 guests in the home of the bidder, a personal' DIIO Cellisimo! '

the Russian masters, including works by Rachmaninoff, Prokofiev

concert by cellists Claudio Jaffe, dean of the conservatory, and

and other renowned Russian composers, pert()rmcd by conservato

artist/faculty, cello, Johanne Perron, and a catered Sunday brunch

ry students on a new concert grand piano, recently donated hy

and music performance hy conservatory students at the home of

James and Berte Cumpton of Boca Raton , Fla. Sponso,'s of the

artist/faculty Roberta Rust and Philip Evans.
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Local Motion

Students take food to those in need as part of
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Knights In The Community volunteer in March 2002, so children in need
can have fun at the park.

Carey Wellington , Dr. Donald E. Ross and Imelda Wellington
pictured in the Oscar Wilde House at the
American Col/ege Dublin.

Allison Lazarus '05 passes out sunscreen
at Sunscreen Awareness Day.

Nuala McNamee, American Col/ege Dublfn Peace Scholar;
Mr. John Hume MP, MEP; and Desmond Balmer, American
Col/ege Dublin Peace Scholar, following the American
Col/ege Dublin graduation ceremony in 2001, during which
Mr. Hume gave the keynote address.

ACD Peace Scholars Nuala McNamee
from right) with George McCullagh, P

Local Motion

. take food to those in /leed as part of
I "'~ "Meals on Wheels" program.

Sigma Sigma Sigma's Jail Bail raises money for a local family.

Ross expresses
appreciation to faculty, staff and students at
the 30th anniversary barbecue.

,RICAN COLLE
DUBLIN
zarus '05 passes out sunscreen
Sunscreen Awareness Day.

Lynn students volunteer at the Our Father Soup Kitchen.
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College Dublin Peace Scholar;
MEP; and Desmond Balmer. American
ce Scholar, following the American
'H.e
atia ceremony in 2001, during which
gave the keynote address.

Marina Haake '02 and Deeps Crowgule '03
sell paper pumpkins as a fundraiser for
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
ACD Peace Scholars Nuala McNamee (second from left) and Tony Vincent (second
from right) with George McCullagh, Pat Rooney and President Ross in Ireland

The Conservatory of
Music at Lynn University
By Millie Rose nberg

Florida was away from the mainstream 11
the Northeast or West Coast, the program
their attention . Perron set out to persuade
conductors to allow her to give master cia :
section . Once she enticed the cello Stl
teaching abilities, Perron assured them ,
Florida , they would have the atlvantage (
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The Making of a Music School
The creation of the Music Division in 1992 fulfilled
the vision of an anonymous benefactor whose intent was
to provide high quality, tuition-free performance training
(equal to the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia) to gifted
young musicians and dancers. Artistic talent and ability
were then, and remain today, the primary criteria for
admission . Many who remember the early days recall the
school's desire to become "the .Juilliard of the South," or
the fond way it was sometimes referred to as "Curtis with
palm trees."
During 1989 and 1990, following the opening of the
school's Dance Division, plans for a Music Division
advanced significantly. The appointment of Kate Ransom
as the Music Division 's first director soon led to subse
quent recruitment activities , including a national audition
tour.Througholit the planning stage, prominent figures in
the music world were invited to serve on a board of advi
sors , and the first in a long, impressive list of faculty

members was appointed: Johanne Perron , artist/faculty
cello, Sergiu Schwartz, artist/faculty violin, and Anthony
Sirianni, dean of students and professor of piano.
Ransom and faculty members immediately embarked
on an aggressive course to persuade aspiring lligh school
string and piano students across the country to begin
their p[e-professional studies in a brand new, non-resi
dential, non-accredited , unheard-of music school in South
Florida that had not yet been built. Needless to say, it was
a challenge.
It fell upon the original faculty members to convince
nervous students (and their parents) that, although South

p resttglOus reputation , as well as a great
deal of well-deserved support. Today, stu·
dents come from more than a dozen coun ·
t ries around the world and represent
numerous cities across the United States .
Bu t it all took time, and Perron recalb
assuring skeptics worried about the
school's lack of accreditation that "peoplt
like you will accredit it." It was not long
before she was proven right. In 1995, the
Music Division received its accreditation

e Rosenberg

ppointed : Johanne Perron, artist/faculty
lwartz, artist/faculty violin, and Anthony
students and professor of piano.
faculty members immediately embarked
course to persuade aspiring high school
) students across the country to begin
,ional studies in a brand new, nOll-resi
'edited ,unheard-of music school in South
not yet been built. Needless to say, it was

he original faculty members to convince
s (and their parents) that, although South

Florida was away from the mainstream music schools of
the Northeast or West Coast, the program was well worth
their attention . Perron set out to persuade youth orchestra
conductors to allow ber to give master classes for the cello
section . Once she enticed the cello students with her
teaching abilities , Perron assured them , if they came to
Florida, they would have the advantage of numerous pri
vate lessons with her.
Meanwhile, Schwartz auditioned prospective violin
students backstage at Lincoln Center following one of his
performances at Alice Tully Hall , in a Quebec hotel room
following a Canadian appearance , and at other stops along
his concert trail.
Eventually these exceptional first students helped
recruit more exceptional students. Artistic performance s
by the faculty produced more and more enthusiastic pub
lic responses and ultimately influenced the conservatory 's

from the National Association of Schools of Music.
Student recruitment has taken an active and successful
course. The first Invitationall\'laster Class was held in
February 1991 with 25 students from the United States
and foreign countries attending. A second master class
was held in March 1992 and , in addition to string and
piano, wind and horn students from around the country
were invited to attend. By fall 1993 , trumpet and percus
sion were added to the program , and 52 students were
enrolled in the Music Division.

A Place on the Music Map
Maestro Arthur Weisberg joined the faculty at the start
of the 1992-93 season, and the Philharmonia, the student
orchestra , was created. It was not long before the
Philharmonia was featured on WQXR Radio in New York
on McGraw-Hili Company 's "Young Artists Showcase." [n
1994, local reviewer Tim Smith called a side-hy-side per
formance o f the Conservatory Philharmonia and the
Florida Philharmonic , conducted by James Judd," arrest
ing" and "electric."
As the Music Division's reputatioll for excellence
spread, prominent musicians around the world started to
take notice . Renowned .Iuilliard violin professor Dorothy
DeLay was the first in a long line of distinguished guest
artists to present master classes at the Conservatory. ''I'm
really surprised and delighted with the level of talent ," stat
ed DeLay following her visit. "I give master classes in a lot
of places and do not often hear something like this. I could
see immediately the excellent quality of teaching the kids
are getting."
(Le ft) Artist/faculty John De e with his wind se ctional class.
(Below) Moni ca Ch everesan '99 and sta ff accompanist Tao
Lin '96 atte ntively o b serve gu e st artist Ch o -Liang Lin during
a maste r class.
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prestigious reputation , as well as a great
deal of well-deserved support. Today, stu- ~
dents come from more than a dozen coun
tries around the world and represent
numerous cities across the United States.
But it all took time, and Perron recalls
assuring skeptics worried about the
school's lack of accreditation that "people
like you will accredit it ." It was not long
before she was prove n right. In 1995 , the
Music Division received its accreditation

serious financial challenges. Fund i
source diminished as the Music I
make itself viable , so the faculty a l
out to raise enough money to cove
keep its doors open. Although ma l
dents offered their support to t
school, the total funds raised s imp
sustain the program, and the pl'Omi :
bleak.
Then , in Dece mber 1998, Lynn I;
announced the transfer of the Hal
Lynn University, giving birth to
Music at Lynn UniverSity. Preparing
In the fa ll o f 1991 , Dr. Claud io Ja ffe co nd ucted the co nservato ry's first co ncert.
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The uniqueness of the conservatory program has
always set it apart from its competitors. With an empha
sis on performance training , the curriculum is designed
to challenge students to hone their skills and prepart'
them for the entire spectrum of possibilities in the ir pro
fessional careers .The conservatory 's small size enables it
to address some of the personal and practical concerns
neglected by larger institutions. A strong dose of reality
in the mllsic program includes a career developme nt
course designed by Dr. Roberta Rust, artist/faculty piano
and professor of music. Originally, Rust was brought on
board in 1990 as a part-time teacher of piano literature
and piano pedagogy. It wasn ' t long before she designed
a number of innovative cuurses including a career devel
opment seminar which is still offered today. In fact , next
year it will be called "Music Entre preneurship " and will
be team-taught at Lynn by Rust and a professor from
Lynn College of Bllsiness .

Drumming up Support
The first calendar of music events was presented , free
of charge , to the public during the 1991
92 season and featured performances by
faculty and students. To attract audi
ences, extensive grassroots community
outreach activities were initiated .
Students performed in residential c om
munities , cultural and civic organiza
tions , and local schools.
In response to the free concert list
ings in local newspapers, a few music
loving community members came to see
what the new school was all about. For
four couples , in particular, the love affair
was instant. So impressed with what they
heard and saw of the conservatory, they
pleaded for a chance to become
involved .
At the time , the school had no volun
teer program , and since a single donor

was financing the programs, there were no fundraising
activities either. Nevertheless , Edith amI Bob Rueger pe r
severed, and were soon enlisted along with Diana and
Stanley Feld , Voris and Mort Perlman , and Judith and Jack
Kracke to serve as a volunteer host committee for post
concert receptions . The couples shopped, met in each
other's homes , spent hours cutting up fruit and chee se,
transported the refreshments in ice chests and contain
ers , served and cleaned up . To this day, they refuse to
divulge the "secret recipe" for the gallons of punch they
mixed . They also agree that they remain as "hooked " on
the conservatory today as they w e re 10 years ago .
The list of conservatory volunteers has grown over
time from the "original eight" to more than 60 loyal sup
porters who staff the ticket office, usher at concerts , and
pe rform a myriad of necessary clerical tasks.

The Road to Lynn
Despite its success attracting and training the world 's
most talented musicians and its growing re putation as a
leading music school , the conse rvatory began to bce

A 1993 vio lin m aste r cla ss with Se rgiu Schwartz, Kim Ka loyanid e s, Frederic
Bednarz, Yun "W e ndy" Ch e n, Langston Fitzg e rald and Dorothy De Lay (center).

(Above) Form er artist/faculty member Micha ,
director of the m usic division, stand with a/u r
at Ju i/liard and has been a featured soloist p
Europe and

cal , hands-o n experience has alwa '
th e co oservatory program and is th ,
cation at Lynn University. It is no SIT
the Conservatory at Lynn has flour
pIes that have allowed the mllsic
worldwide reputation for excellenl
grow and strengthen .
With the presence of an elite m
Lynn 's campus came advantages fo
academic communities. Music stud
benefit from the college experien<
outgrowths of a campus setting,
established university, and most im
011 attention in the academic classro '
accustomed in the music studio.Tht

Th e Vega String Quartet '97: Yinzi Kong
'99 (viola), Yun Chen '97 (violin), Sergio
Schwartz, Shuang Wu '99 (violin) and
Guang Wang '98 (cello) perform at
Carnegie Hall in 1999.

serious financial challenges. Funding from the original
source diminished as the Music Division struggled to
make itself viable , so the faculty and administration set
out to raise enough money to cover operating costS and
keep its doors open. Although many South Florida resi
dents offered their support to the struggling music
school , the (otal funds raised simply weren't enough to
sustain the program , and the promise of it future seemed
bleak.
Then , in December 1998, Lynn President Donald Ross
announced the transfer of the Haricl Music Division to
Lynn University, giving birth to the Conservato ry of
Music at Lynn University. Preparing students with practi-

y's first concert.

rograms, there were no fundraising
rrthclcss, Edith and Bob Rueger per
oon enlisted along with Diana and
ld Mort Perlman , and Judith and Jack
volunteer host committee for post
The couples shopped, met in each
i hours cutting up fruit and cheese,
~shments in icc chests and contain
ned up. To this day, they refuse to
~cipe" for the gallons of punch they
'ee that they remain as "hooked" on
lay as they were 10 years ago.
:rvatory volunteers has grown over
lal eight" to more than 60 loyal sup
, ticket office , usher at concerts, and
necessary clerical tasks.
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ss attracting and training the world 's
ians and its growing reputation as a
)1, the conservatory began to face

Schwartz, Kim Kaloyanides, Fred eric
Fitzgerald and Dorothy De Lay (center).

university community,
they infuse campus life
with the presence of
music. Their achieve
ments at competitions
around the globe bring
tremendous honor and
recognition to Lynn
University.
The
conservatory
has enjoyed significant
expansion and growth
of its program through the
development of the Lynn Music
Preparatory, Pine Tree Summer Music
Camp , adult music education , and
most recently, "Music and Movement,"
a musical beginning for parents and
children ages 6 months to ., years.
FaciHties , too , have expanded on the
Lynn campus. The 220-seat, state-ot~
the-art Amarnick Goldstein Concert
Hall , opened in early 2001, is home to
conservatory students and faculty
who present more than 100 music
related events each year. The conser
vatory has traveled a distinguished
road to its own concert hall on a uni
versity campus.
By way of a number of clear ges
tures , Lynn University has articulated
its commitment to the conservatory 's
longevity. The most exciting new
assurance is being demonstrated hy
the conservatory's complete move to
. .£ I
.
.
I
the Lynn campus. The opening of a
(A b ove) Former artlstJ,acu ty m e mber Micha e l McCle lland (Viola) and Kate Ransom, former
..
.
director of the music division, stand with alumnus Ivan Ivlartin-Mateu, who went on t~ study new dormItory III September 2002
at Juilliard and has been a fea ture d soloist playing in orchestras from Ne w York throughout allows for the renovation of a portion
Europe and Latin America.
of de Hoernle I-Iall to accommodate
facult y studios, practice rooms, staff
cal, hands-on experience has always been a priority of offices, and the Music Ticket Office , all of which have
the conservatory program and is the cornerstone of edu continued to be located at the conservatory 's original
cation at Lynn University. It is no small wond e r, then, that lo cation prior to its affiliation with Lynn.The move to the
the Conservatory at Lynn has flourished and the princi campus is most significant. It is one more sign that the
ples that have allowed the music program to enjoy a music program will be positioned to expand its scope in
worldwide reputation for excellence have continued to the future, continuing to foster great musical talent while
grow and strengthen .
developing innovative new programs to enrich the cul
With the presence of an elite music conservatory on tural climate of our community.
Lynn 's campus came advantages for both the music and
It is often said that the more things change, the more
academic communities. Music students are now able to they remain the same . For the Conservatory of Music at
benefit from the college experience through the social Lynn University, the size and dimension of the program
outgrowths of a campus setting, the resources of an may be progressing, but many of its most important ele
established university, and most importantly, the person ments remain the same.The conservatory is one of
al attention in the academic classroom to which they are the only schools of its kind that offers a
accustomed in the music studio. They not only enrich the teaching
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with a great deal of individual attention to each student. It
is this nurturing atmosphere, pervasive throughout Lynn
University, that continues to attract the finest aspiring
young musicians.

lL""I'I~ Ill"ll'l

enduring effort of faculty, students , volunteers, and friends
who arc determined to preserve what was started a
decade ago: a conservatory that sets a superior standard
for music performance education worldWide and plays a
leading role in South Florida 's blossoming cultural life.

mnOUGII S'rtJl)r ABnOA
1N'l'EllNA'flONAJ. CENTEI

A Record of Success
With abundant performance opportunities as the cen
tral core of their education, it is no wonder that conser
vatory's students continue to achieve recognition on both
the national and international fronts. The Conservatory of
Music proudly boasts winners in Montreal's Prix
l! ' Europe; the Pablo de Sarasate International Violin
Competition in Spain; and a Fulbright Fellowship for con
tinued music study, as well as acceptance to master 's
degree programs in music at Juilliard , Eastman , Yale,
Peabody, Manhattan and Indiana , among others. Graduate
Langston Fitzgerald '95 was the first alumnus to receive an
orchestra pOsition with an appointment to the violin sec
tion of the New World Symphony.
Today, 98 percent of conservatory alumni remain active
in the world of music . They occupy seats with major
orchestras around the world , enjoy successful concert
careers, teach , record, and continue to acquire prizes and
artistic acclaim.
One needs to look no further than the conservatory 's
artist/faculty to understand the achievements of the stu
dents. Each a distinguished virtuoso, the faculty enjoy
extensive performance careers and worldwide recogni
tion. Of their contribution to the Lynn community,
President Ross has said, "We arc proud of our artist/facul
ty, whose discipline, dedication and talent serve as inspi
ration for their aspiring young pupils, and whose influ
ence is felt across the entire campus community.
Distinguished ambassadors for the school, they travel the
world over as soloists and guest performers. Yet , we value
them most for their passion for teaching and providence
in the practice room." Together the students, faculty and
alumni are living legacies of the conservatory 's thriving
music tradition .
Lynn University recognizes the remarkable spirit and

Albie Clary '02, Eric Shav

ynn University has long

I

learning as a key ingre<
- ' college education. With

internationalizing the cllrriculLl

Pianist Victor Asuncion '97 recently completed several recital
tours with renowned cellist Lynn Harrell, including the Aspen
Summer Music Festival and major concert halls throughout
curope. Asuncion studied with artist/faculty Roberta Rust,
pictured above.
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Dr. Karla Stein, senior vice president of
global enrollment management
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'fHROUGH SUJDt ABROAD. INTERNA'nONllL INTE1lNSBJPS AND ACOMPREHENSIVE
IN'I')~RNA'OONAL CEN'fER ON CAMPUS, LYNN UNIVERSm OFFERS ITS S'I1IDEN'fS (fIlE WORLD.

Albie Clary '02, Eric Shaw '03, Alex Witzenberger '04, Adll Avunduk '02, Kedra Kouvelis '03 on an international
business study tour in {biza, Spain, in March 2002.
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ynn University has long recognized international

scheduled for the academic year (up from only two
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a well-rounded
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'al and major concert halls throughout
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to

part in an international
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ence Lynn administrators

experience.

"We want to enhance

like Stein feel will prepare

each student 's glo-bal

them to be global leaders
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'02 , a hospitality major who has participated in three
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Argentina and more than ten faculty-led study tours

meet other students with the same interests."
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ynn students are taking flill advantage of the international
opportunities being offered to them. In

~ cruise

f~lct,

a weeklong

n addition to studying abroad or participating in study tours,

for hospitality students focusing on cruise manage

. Lynn students also have the option of gaining international

ment sold out in jllst three days. Thirty-six Lynn students were

w ork experience by interning abroad.

aboard, taking a behind-the-scenes look at a career in the cruising

Several students have already sta rted to put the skills the y've

industry, as wdl as participating in an international expc:ricnce as

learned in the Lynn classroom to work internationally. In fact, a num

the cruise visited ports of call in Mexico.

ber of students are currently interning abroad, including a number

"It was a great trip," said Dr. Linsley DeVeau, de an of the
College of Hospitality, TOllrism and Recreation Management. "The
stu.d e nts learned a lot and gained hands-on experience in an area

,

of education majors who will have the opportunity to teach English
to Japanese school children.
Through the English language immersion program at Katoh
Gakuen Gysohu Eleme ntary School located near .\'Io unt
Fuji, studcnts are not only Icarning about a culture ami
living and working inJapan, but are also obtaining a once-

t
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interning abroad, students also have the optil

local afllliated international institution. Additic
dent is reqUired to participate in an online in
ship class with other Lynn
University stude nts who are
interning

throughout
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hands-on experience of the
internship.
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Internships
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past ex perience and type of industry an
Japan and Argentina during the fall, spring

classroom.

advel1ising; art; behaviol:ll science;
biology; business administration;
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business hll-ms; communications;

- Kedra Kouvelis '01,
international business management

child/family devdopment; criminal
justice; education; fa shion design; fashion;

in-a-lifetime opportunity to experience the diffe rent
teaching techniques, styles and philosophies of another
culture. 'fhe Katoh Gakuerl Gysoh.u Eleme ntary Scbool
offers a unique experience to its students anel teache rs
alike, offering students the opportunity to learn from
native English speakers and teachers the chance to gain
insight from an international faculty.

Student teaching

internships are available at the elementary, junior and

While on a study tour in Ireland, students visited the Giant's Causeway.

high school education levels and last for approximatcly
one month.
"It is a great experience fix all those involved," said

that's of inte rest to them and essential for their future careers."
Other faculty-led tours that have already taken placc include

Toshimi J;miga, director ofAsian studies. "The English language imme r
sion progI:lm allows both the Lynn students and the Japanese chil

a trip to Spain emphasizing international studies in business (vis

dren to develop a tme relationship with people from another culture

iting Barcelona, Ibiza and Madrid) for M.B.A. and international

within the context of their education.The experie nce is invaluable."

business majors; a trip to China and Singapore focusing on
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ments in order to p;micipate in an internatil
information contact Jaime Mye rs at (')61) 2.17
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London) for liberal arts majors with an i.nterest in interna
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services t()I" Lynn studcnts. In addition to

tional studies in art and humanities. In addition, in tbe spring

providing external

and summer tnms 110 students will have participated in a

progI:lIllS

and internation;

l.ynn students seeking educational/cultural excl

study tour learning adventure.

staff equipped to assist international students,

"It was the best experience I had in my college career,"

and procedures.'i11e de IIoernk International (

said Kedra Kouvdis, who participated in the Spain study-tour

dedicated to Lynn's international services and

and is earning her M.B.A. in international business manage

supportive envirolUl1ent tor non-native

ment. Kouvelis also completed her undergraduate business

Englisl~

mote a ppreciation and respect for other culturl

degree at Lynn . "I would encourage every student to experi
ence a study tour. It's important to see how other people live
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and to learn about different cultures. Thesc are expniences
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you can't have in a classroom."
Due to her experience abroad, upon graduation Kouvelis
plans on going back to Spain to study Spanish.

ther educational institution.s, organizat

ing note of Lynn University's internati,
U.S. government. Lynn University

wa~

tion institutions and one of t1ve private unive!

Toshim i Janig, director of Asian studies, teaches English to Japanese children.

invited to serve on a taskforce due to Ieadershi
already taken in promoting multiculturalism
ment to international education.
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s who will have the opportunity to teach English
children.

English language imme rsion progr.lm at Katoh
(;ysohu Elementary School located near Mount

.tents are not only learning ahout a culture and
d working in Japan , but arc also obtaining a once-

nternational internships are customized for each student's goals,
past experience and l)'P<: of industry and arc available in Ireland,
Japan and Argentina during the tall, spring and summer terms,WIlile
interning abroau , students also have the option of taking classes at the
local affiliated international institution. Additionally, each int<:rning stu
dent is reqnired to participate in an online intern
ship dass with other Lynn
Universil)' students who arc
interning

throughout

the

world. The class incorporates
academic curriculum with the
hands-on experience of the
internship .

Course-related
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submitted to the course instruc
tor at Lynn University.
Internships

are
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biology; business administration ;

Lynn hospitality students visit the fafllous
Ashford Castle located in Cong, Ireland.

business farms; communications ;

- Kedra Kouvelis '01,
international business management

child/family development ; criminal
justice; education: fashion design; hlshion; marke ting; finance; graphic

me opportunity to experience the difterent

, techniques, styles and philosophies of another
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a great experience for all those involved ," said
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design; history; hospitality and tourism ; international business; interna
tional relations; information fechnology; journalism; liocral arts;

lite!~l

ture; marketing; muscum studies; political science; psychology; puhlic
rehllions; sports and recreation. Students must meet certain require
ments in order to participate in an international internsllip. For more
information contact Jaime Myers at (S61) 237-7078.

CEN'fEll l'OIl
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I

n addition to encouraging and
supporting students to study
abroad, the universitv is also

committed to its international
stndent body on campus in
Boca Raton . The Center lilr
Internat.ional

Programs

Services (UPS)

wa~

created to

assist, promote and coordinate
international programs and
services tClr Lynn students. In addition to
providing external progr.lms and international resources for
Lynn students sceking educational/culruntl exchanges, the center houses
staff equipped to assist international students with imnugration policies
and procedur<:s.'111e de Iloern.Je International Center, a building which is
dedicated to Lynn's international services and is home to CIPS, offers a
supportiv<: environment for non-native English speakers and helps pro
mote appreciation and respect for other cultures on campus.

.) ther
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educational institutions, organizations and agencies arc tak
ing note of Lynn University's international efforts, including the
U.S. government. Lynn Universil)' was one of 20 higher-educa

tion institutions and one of tlve private universities across the country
~f Asian

studies, teaches English to Japanese children.

invited to serve on a tasktc)rce due to leadership roles the university has
already taken in promoting multicllltur.llism and its continued commit
ment to international education.
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throughout the country on a single Fourth

spectacular pyrotechnic displays

the world. Today, three Lynn alumni are

of July and produced the largcst fireworks

in history," according to industry experts.

igniting the fil'cworks industry at the helm

display in the U.S. with its "Thunder Over

The Value of
Education

Marcy Zambelli and her sisttTS are tht

of the largest and one of the oldest fire

Louisville" exhibit in LouisviUe, Ky. , an

works companies in the U.S., Zambelli

extravaganza which takes place annually.

Fireworks International. For the Zambelli

The

sistcrs, Marcy, '77; Annlynn, '77; and

launched from a 3,200-foot bridge and

Danabeth, who attended Lynn for a year,

1,800 feet of barges in the Ohio River,

fireworks are a 108-ycar-old family tradi

using 35,000 explosives, 10,000 pyrotech

International dates back

1893 in

president of the company at age 75, valucd

tion that is their signature, making them

nic effects and 10 computers

Casserta, Italy, when Antonio Zambelli, the

education-a lesson he learned from his

family patriarch and the sisters' grandfa

own father, Antonio.

America 's "!"irst family of fireworks."

incredible

fireworks

display

to

is

entertain

the crowd for 29 minutes.

The Making of a
Tradition
The success story of Zambelli Fireworks

ther, had a vision

to

third generation of Zambelli working fOl
the company.

Even though they

;liway~

aspired to be part of the famlly business ,

their father, George Zambelli, Sr., current

paint tile sky with

"Our dad was vcry strict," remembns

create a fireworks display over the cntirc

bold colors. Antonio boarded a boat for

Marcy. "Our grandfathe r pushed him to go

Las Vegas strip , using 10 rooftops, two land

the United States and left Italy in search of

to college and get a

sites and firing from the Paris Las Vegas

the American dream, taking with him little

understood the true value of educarion."

Hotel's Eiffel Tower. The display, which

more than a small black book filled with

George began working in the family busi

The Zambelli family name is synony

took placc December 31, 2000, stretched

his own secret reCipes for making fire

ness when he was 16 years old, handcralting

mous with quality,creativity and safco'l-y, and

from the Stratosplll:re to Mandalay flay

works. Upon his arrival in the States, he

firework shells. Despite his son's olwioll:

Zambelli Fireworks was also the first to
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to

~olid

education.
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is kl10wn for producing some of the largest

hotels and was called the "The Big Bang."

ability and interest in t:he trade, Antonio was

and most renowned fireworks displays in

It has been her,dded as "one of the most

determined that George wOllld receivc a col

the world . Thc Zambcllis have produced

lege education. And so, George attendeel

firework exhibits for all of the U.S. presi

I'ittsburgh\

dents from John F KU1J1cdy to Preside.nt

earned an accollnting degree.

George lIush,Jr. They have kicked ofJ their

Duquesne

University

and

Like his father, George insisted that his

share of Super Bowls, and the company

daughters go to college.

even holds the Gl1i1uless I\ook of Records

Lynn because her parents frequently

Marcy choose

titk for launching fireworks at thc highest

went south in the winter, so it offered her

altitude (from the top of Pittsburgh's Steel

the opportunity to be close to her family.

Bl1ilding).

And coming from Pennsyl-vania, slle was

"I couldn't possibly pick onc favorite

familiar with the tben-Marymount name.

event," says Marcy, who is the vice prcsidcnt

Marcy graduated with a psychology

of marketing for the company. "We take

degree in 1977. But even after gradua

such great pride in every display. Ead1

tion from Lynn, the daughters were

exhibit is different and each one is special

expected

to

learn the buSiness from the

to us.We are continuously striving to olltdo

ground up before earning a spot in the

our last performance. We arc all very hard

company's management.

working and we truly want to make people
happy, the clients and audiences, by putting

"There wasn't a vice president title wait

and his family settled in New Castle, Penn.,

ing for me when I arrived ," Marcy explains.

where he began working at a local steel

"Dad believes that you need to work your

mill . Shortly thereafter,Antonio started put

way through the ranks and get a full under

tin).: his secret firework recipes to work in

standing and knowledge of every aspect of
the company. His philosophy was that if

a side business of his own.
"My grandfather (AntclI1io) had a love for

something were to happen, we could easi

fireworks ," says Marcy. "It was his passion.

ly till in and 'the show would go on.' So, we

That same passion was instilled into etch

all have hands-on experience in ever y

of us. We are a very close bmily and we

aspect of the business."

have a lot of fun working together, and
through the business we stay even close r
as it keeps us in contact with each other on
a daily basis. We also laugh a lot. \Ve 've been
very fortun.at e."

The Success of
Zambell i
At Zambelli, the manufacturing of fire

spectacular pyrotechnic displays
in history," according to industry experts.

The Making of a
Tradition

works has 110t deviated from the secret

The Value of
Education

reCipes containe d in the little black book
Antonio carried to America. Firework
shells are still made by hand , and the facil

Marcy Zambelli and her sisrers are the

ities s till contain practically no machinery.

third generation of Zambelli working for

Some of the intricate shells take more than

the company.

a month

aspired

to

Even though they always

be part of the family business ,

to complete. anel Zambelli

pyrotechnicians still handpick every shdl

The success story of Zambelli Fireworks

their father, (ieorge Zambelli. Sr., curre nt

International elates back to 1893 in

president of the company at age 75, valued

However, the setting off of fireworks

Casserta , Italy, when Antonio Zambelli, the

education-a lesson he learned from his

has changed dramaticaUy with the advent

family patriarcb anel tbe sisters' grandfa

own father, Antonio.

of computers and lasers, and Zambelli

for each show that is designed.

Fireworks Internatio nal has built a reputa
tion for using te chnology to develop cre
ative and e laborate indoor and outdoor
firework displays. In fact , Zambelli was
the first company

to

synchronize its

explosives to music. Incorporating music
is a very labor-inte nsive process, taking
approximately one hour to choreograph
one minute of musical score with the
appropriate pyrotechnic effects .
"With an unlimited combinatio n of
colors , sounds and pyrotechnic effects,
we c reate an extravaga nza for the eyes,
ears and soul," Cicorge h as said. "Our goal

ther, had a vision to paint the sky with

"Our dad was very strict ," remembcrs
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ability and interest in the trade,Antonio was
determined that
lege education.
Pittsburgh 's

(~eorge

would receive a col

And so, (ieorge attended

Duquesne

University

and

earned an accounting degree.
Like his father, George insisted that his
daughters go to coHege . Marcy choose
Lynn because her parents frequently
went south in the winter, so it offered her
the opportunity to be close to her famil y.
And coming from Pennsyl-vania, she was
familiar with the then-Marymount name.
Marcy graduated with a psyc hology
degree in 1977. But even after gradua
tion from Lynn, the daughters were
expected to learn the business from the
ground up before earning a spot in th e
company's management.
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is to put together a spectacular show
every time."

says Marcy with pride. "When we hear the

Zambelli is the only fireworks company

horns honking as they leave, it is just a

implement a fireworks exhibit atop Mount

great feeling.
the bright colors and the black sky that

explosives throughout the mountain for

spans across far places and different cul

the perfect lighting display. The company

tures," she continues. "We see a lot of peo

has created firework designs for places

ple and cultures and we have the oppor

and events all over the world, from South

tunity to become a part of all of it. There's

America and Canada to Switzerland and

always something going on and we like to

Saudi

say that they always 'save the best for

Arabia.

Each

site

is

carefully

designed using bridges, barges, buildings
and burrows to create emotion and touch
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"There is just something magical about

ed site via helicopter and hand carrying

researched and every show is specially
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cheers and see people smiling or hear

that has ever been able to design and
Rushmore, bringing supplies to the isolat
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"We bring a lot of joy to a lot people,"

the crowd.
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An Alum
For Alums
On September 3, 2001, Gareth Fowles, a
South African native and 1999 graduatc of
I.ynn University, was appointed director of
alumni relations. Responsible j<) r the Lynn
niversity Alumni Associatio n , Fowles
replaces Peter Gallo, who was named
director of Lynn's annual fund.
Fowles' first association with Lynn

ro

began in 1995, as a pre mier soccer playe r
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1999, Fowles graduated with a B.A. in
international business and presented the
commUKement speech on behalf of his

c

class. Fowles remained at Lynn as he con
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international management in August 2001.
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tinued his education, earning his M.B.A. in
"I am extremely excited to begin my
professional career at Lynn University in a
capacity which serves my fellow alumni,"
said Fowles. "I am looking forward to the
opportunity

to

further

develop

the

Alumni Association and to reconnect with
old friends."
If you have any suggestions or ideas

regarding the Lynn University Alumni
Association, Fowles may be contacted at

(561) 237-7984 or
gfowles@lynn.edu.

via

e-mail

at

Alumni Association News

An Alum
For Alums

War of the Ages

Alumni Chapters
Near You

On September 3, 200 I, Gareth fowles , a

With the development of regional ,

South African native and 1999 graduate of

national and international alumni chapters

Lynn University, was appointed director of

well underway, the Lynn alumni network

alumni relations. Responsible for the l.ynn

is being strengthened across the country

.University Alumni Association, Fowles

and all over the world.

replaces Peter GaIlQ, who was named

Initial alumni clubs in New York City,
Stamford, Conn., Washington , D.C., Atlanta

director of Lynn's anJ1ual fund.
Fowles' first association with Lynn

and Chicago hosted events this year with

began in 1995, as a premier soccer player

receptions planned in Stamford, Conn. , on

on scholarship as a student-athlete. In

Thursday, March 28; and Washington, D.C.,

1999, Fowles graduated with a B.A. in

on Thursday, April 4. If you reside in or

international business and presented the

near any of these locations, please contact

commencement speech on behalf of his

the alumni office fur more information on

class . Fowles remained at Lynn as he con

your local chapter and events next year.

tinued his education , earning his M.B.A. in

The goal of the burgeoning chapter net

international management in August 2001.

work is to provide alumni, parents and

"I am extremely excited to begin my

even prospective Lyl1n students with regu

professional career at Lynn University in a

lar opportunities for social and intellectual

capacity which serves my fellow alumni,"

enrichment, as well as to foster an open

said Fowles. "I am looking forward to the

dialogue between Lynn University and its

opportunity to

alumni community. Chapter gatherings

further develop

the

Alumni Association and to reconnect with

bring Lynn alumni together sociaUy., but

old friends ."

"What a game," stated the players as they

they also encourage su pport for the alma

If you have any suggestions or ideas

left the field after a riveting alumni soccer

mater through student recmitment and

regarding the Lynn University Alumni

game on Homecoming Weekend in October

career placement and o1'((:r opportunities

Association, Fowles may be contacted at

that matched veteran Lynn soccer players

for prolCssional networking and communi

(561)

against their younger cOlmterparts, who

ty service.

CJ

237-7984

gfowles@lynn.edu.

or

via

e-mail

at

recently

gl~lduated

or arc current student

athletes.
Held on Saturday, October 27, during the
homecoming barbecue, the match drew a

For more information on forming an
alumni chapter in your local area, contact
Gareth Fowles at (561) 237-7984 or via e
mail at gfowles@lynn.edu.

York, Atlanta and the West coast of florida.
TIle teams were divided into the "Old Team"
versus the "Young Tem1" - a tradition that
has been carried over from one year to the
next and separates the veterans from the
youngsters.
The elders triumphed 4-2 over the youtl1,
with goals coming from P'atrick Henning
'91; Micbael Araujo '88; and two from Lenin
Steenkamp '93. The "Young Team " saw con
solation goals from John Thomson '99, and
Morten Kristensen '00.
TIlis year, the veterans left haVing won
tl1e battle, but the war wages on. The teams
will face up again next year on Saturday,
October 26, during Homecoming 2002.
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total of 39 players (men and women),which
induded alumni who flew in from New
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Bridging the
Gap
This

fall,

a

new

Student Alumni

Association (SAA) was formed on campus
to establish, foster and promote the devel
opment of beneficial relationships among
Lynn students, alumni and the campus
community.
SAA, which currently has nine mem
bers, is engaged in a variety of activities to
involve students in the Lynn University
Alumni Association (LUAA) prior to gradu
ation and assist the Alumni Board in their
activities. The group has already begun
establishing a senior class gift program
and is currently aiding the class of 2002
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with a sign for the FamiliesWalkway to be locat
ed outside de Hoernle International Center. SAA
is instmmental in LUAA fundraising and event

planning, helping to coordinate homecoming

h,
Texas,
and
14-month-old son nar

and the holiday reception, as well as event..'i for
Lynn students, including a freshman reception
and Senior Send-Off. In addition, the organi7A

Jo-Ann Carroll is currently

Timothy Gardiner f

tion is producing marketing materials, special

teach ing
8th
grade
at
Norwood-Fontbonne
Academy in Philadelphia.

married for 18 years
his wife have four
Jennifer, Connor, K
Madison.

events and a new\X1eb site to promote itself on
campus.
Membership in SAA is open to any srudent.

Robert Giacomuzzi

The first formal SAA meeting took place on

away in March 2002.

October 5, with five participants. Since January

Julie (Bardin) Bohnsack has

2002, the association has convened once a

taught school in four states.
She has four children; three are
in or have graduated from col
lege and the youngest is a sen
ior in high schoo l.

week Lmder the direction of Matthew Slobodkin
'02, organization president, and in conjooction
~
01

"
ro

c

with alumni director Gareth Fowles.

of two, a boy and g i
living in Idaho.

In the future, SAA hopes to become more

E

active in LUAA regional events and involve alum

ro

ni in the organintion's activities on campus.
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Karen Kelnhofer is ;

Deb (Shauffer) V,
Gall Murphy graduated from
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Tennis Anyone?
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On

January

14,

2002,

the

Lynn

University men's tennis team took on
their predecessors in the second Annual

the University of Tennessee in
Knoxvi lle in 1972-Phi Beta
Kappa. She also attended
University of North Carolina in
Greensboro in the master's
program with a concentration
in sociology. Gail worked as
director of admissions for
Greensboro College.

has been married fo r
and has three child
would like to recon r
college friends.

Bonnie .stein-TrIer
lives in Devon, Penn.

Alumni Tennis Match. The aJl-star alumni
team consisted of former NCAA Division
II champion Ivan Keskinov '97; Fabio
Massetta '99; Stefano Papaleo '96; Brett
Ormandy '97; Patrick Henning '91; Obren
Milutinovic '98; and Chris Hodgson '97.

Chris (Gundlach) Cheatham is
married and has one son. Chris
currently runs an ice hockey
program.

The "old timers" appeared to be in con
trol early in the match, but the momen
tum soon shifted, enabling the current
team to outlast and outplay the alumni in
a 7-2 victory.

The Great
Gatsby's
Lynn's alums kicked off Homecoming
Weekend on Friday, October 26, with a cock
tail reception at Gatsby's, a Boca Raton, Fla.,

Carmen (Pereyra) Essaye married
Joe Essaye, '74, in 1978. She
obtained her M.BA in finance
and management from Rollins
College in 1983, and has been
emp loyed
with
Sun
Trust/Nations Bank. Carmen and
Joe have two sons, Joseph, age
15, and Albert, age 10.

Gary Gray is currently living in
Florida.

Sydney Jamieson works for the
airlines and also freelances as a
television cameraman for sports.

hot spot. The event drew rccord attendance

George Knoll moved to San

and an over-capacity crowd of morc than 180

Diego.

James Miniea is s

most of his t ime 0
investing and is largel:
the stock market.

alumni. There was music, raffle prizes, food,
smiles and laughter as old classmates caught
up with one another.
Four 1970 alumni traveled from CalU'ornia
to attend the reception.

Kathy (Cassidy) Han
Joan Chmiel taught schoo l in
a low-income house area of
Savannah, Ga. She moved to
San Diego and received a mas
ter's degree in counse lor edu
cation. Joan and her husband,
Ray, started a high-tech execu
tive search firm in Austin,

Florida and enjoying I

Kim (Worthington) W(
raising her 13-year-old
and enjoying life l

to r of t he Saugus, Ma ss.,
Chamber of Commerce.

Texas ,
and
have
a
14-month-old son named Max.

Jo-Ann Carroll is currently

Timothy Gardiner has been

grade
at
teach ing
8th
Norwood-Fontbonne
Aca demy in Ph iladelphia.

married for 18 years . He and
his wife have four children,
Jennifer, Connor, Kelly, and
Madison.

'Rich own s
and operates a real estate
office in Atlantic City, N.J She
is marri ed with two kids, Hank
and Jessica .

Janet (Gardner)

bought a hou se, t ra veled
th roughout the Caribbean and
Mexico and ha s a daughter.

Kimberly (Graf) Borden, for

Karen Kelnhofer is a mother

the past fo ur yea rs ha s been
working for Grey Global
Group, a division of Phase V
Communicati ons, which han
d les medical educatio n. She
works wi th pharmaceu t ical
companies when they come
out with new medication s.

of two, a boy and girl, and is
living in Idaho.

Dan Mathews is an attorney in

Jlias Daniel has been working

private practice and is th e
judge in the town where he, his
wife and 9- rn onth-old son,
Cole, live. In his spare time,
Dan is a volun teer fireman.

for Cel eb rity Cruises since
g raduation, For the past two
years he has been living in
France where he is wo rking on
the M illennium project for t he
company, which is pre pari ng
and launch ing four new, luxury
cruise ships.

away in March 2002.

Jutie (Bardin) Bohnsack has

Tennis Anyone?
On

January

14 ,

2002,

the

Lynn

University men 's tennis team took on
their predeces~ors in the second AnnuaJ
Alumni Tennis Match . The all-star alumni

the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville in 1972-Phi Beta
Kappa. Sh e al so attended
University of North Carolina in
Greensboro in the master's
program with a concentration
in sociology. Gail worked as
di rector of admissions for
Greensboro Co llege.

Rossana Vesco is livi ng

Massetta '99; Stefano Papaleo '96 ; Brett
Ormandy '97; Patrick Henning '91 ; Obren
Milutinovic '98; and Chris Hodgson '97.

Deb (Shauffer) Vasallnda

Karen (Vahoros) Cohen is

has be en married for 21 yea rs
and has t hree chi ldren. She
would like to reconne ct with
co llege friend s.

married and busy being a mom,
wife, prog rammer, and tutor.

Heidi Buck received her BA
Bonnie Stein-Trier currently
liv es in Devon, Penn .

Kerry (GMrett) Kushner has
been a full-time mom since
her son, Jordan, was born in
1996. In addition, Kerry and
her hu sba nd of nine years,
Bria n Kushne r '91 , have wel
comed daughter, Kendall,
born in 1999.

Todd Maxey received a mas

married and has one son. Chris
cu rrently runs an ice hockey
prog ram .

Ed Gushwa is working as a
special projects manager
and trying to find more time
for fi shing!

The "oJd timers" appeared to be in con

team to outlast and outplay the alumni in
a 7-2 victory.

in English from Florida Atlantic
University in 1992 and went on
to receive a ma ste r's degree in
education from Pal m Beach
Atlantic in 1999. He idi has
been working as a lega I assis
tant fo r Fleming, Hai.le & Shaw,
P.A ., since 1993.

Chris (Gundlach) Cheatham is

trol early in the match , but the momen
tum soon shifted, enabling the current

In

Miami with her husband, Joe,
an d daughter, Joan na.

tcam consisted of former NCAA Division
II champion Ivan Keskinov '97; Fabio

Carmen (Pereyra) Essaye married
Joe Essaye, '74, in 1978. She
obtained her M.BA in finance
and management from Rollins
College in 1983, and has been
em ployed
with
Sun
Trust/Nations Bank. Carmen and
Joe have two sons, Joseph, age
15, and Albert, age 10.

ter's degree in college student
person nel management from
the University of Tenne ssee .
Shortly thereafter he returned
to Lynn as the director of resi
dence life for thre e ye ars.
Upon leaving Lynn , Todd went
into t he field of construction.

Ellen (Bruno) Ramsey com
Richard Clufo wo rks in the
health and nutrition industry and
also nuns a very successful home
based business with his wife.
Together they have two sons.

pleted her PhD. and graduated
in May 2001. Two weeks after
graduation, Ellen and her hus
band wel com ed their baby
daughter, Megan
She IS
presen tly enjoying time with
Megan, staying at home during
these developmental years .

Gary Gray is cu rrently living in
Florida.

Adam B.ell moved around
Sydney Jamieson works for the
airl ines and also freelances as a
television cameraman for sports.

George Knoll moved to San

James Miniea is spending
most of his time on family
investing and is largely playing
th e stoc k market.

Diego.

between South Florida , Phila
delphia and the Jersey Shore.
In 1997, he found him se lf in
New Orleans and ended up
settling there, originally to
work for a studio. For the pa st
four years, Adam ha s been
successful with his indepen
dently owned Web business.

Kathy (Cassidy) Harnick is in
Joan ChmIel taught sch.ool in
a low-income house area of
Savannah, Ga . She moved to
San Di ego and recei ved a ma s
ter's degree in counselor edu
cation. Joan and her hu sband,
Ray, started a hi g h-tech execu
tive search firm in Austin ,

at

sio nally manag es money for
high net worth individu als and
institutions. He started at
Prudential and moved to Bea r
Stearns in 1996 where he is the
assoc iate d irector of private
cl ient services.

Robert Giacomuzzi passed

Galt Murphy graduated from

marine
supe rin te ndent
W illbro s Internationa l, Inc.

Michele Ferguson is married,

Christopher Tolman profes

taug ht school in four states.
She has fou r ch ildren; three are
in or have graduated from col
lege and the youngest is a sen
ior III high school.

Shane Gregg is an assistant

Florida and enjoying life.

Fernando Castro worked in

Kim (Worthington) Workman is

the cruise line Industry for 10
years and opened his own
bus iness two years ago.

raising her 13-year-old daughter
and enjoying life l

Richard DeSanctis owns a
small sign business and is
presently the exe cutive dire c-

Mike Duncan pursued his
master's d egree in management
at the University of South
Florida . He worked for Nike and
Kappa out of college do ing
product promotion s. In 1999,
Mike Joined the University of
South Florida men's soccer
coaching staff. He has been
married since February 24,
2001, to Jennifer Lynn Duncan .

Elizabeth
(Giorgianni)
Gosner is married and has a
baby boy named Kyle, who
will be two in November.

Kathleen (Ahasic) Goheen is
now living in Ill inoi s with her
hu sband
and
3-year-old
daughter, Grace.

Bob Habl has been living in
Atlanta for the past two years
and currently runs five state
d istrict s for Merri ll Lynch
Investment Managers.

Eljl Hagiwara moved to New
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Jamie Husband is working as a

<'
Bi

firefighter/ paramedic in Hallan
dal e Bea ch, FL. He is married to
the former Leigh Ross, who
worked in residence life while at
Lyn n University. Together they
have a 16-m onth-old son
named Ross.
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Norma Lora has been teach
ing in Palm Beach County ele
She is
mentary schools.
p resent ly at Orchard View
Elementary Schoo l and was
assigned to be the ESOL coor
dinator for the 2001-2002
school year.

Keith Simon moved back to
Maryland after graduation to
become vi ce pre sident and
partner for Infinity Funding
Corporation, a full service
mortg ag e brokerage. He al so
became a partner in Banner
Title Comp any.

Thomas Sutaris played three
years in the minors for the
Frontier Independent Profes
sional Baseball Leag ue. He also
coached for three seasons at
Northwood Universi ty in West
Palm Beach, Fla.
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moved home to Stockholm in
the fall of 2000. Jakob is cur
rently working for Eri csson.

Paige (Aberle) Cruise worked
at Palm Beach Polo and
Country Club unti l Apri l 1998,
then joined Tiffany & Co She
married Bill Cru ise in May
1997, and on January 27 , 2000,
th ey were blessed with a son,
Ian James. Paige left work after
the birth of her son to be a
stay-at-home mom .
Jan Carlsson and Becky
(Metallo) Carlsson '95 we l
.'!!
rn
c
ro

c
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comed their first child, daugh
ter Felicia Amanda, on March
12, 2002.

Spirit Fotopoulos-Rodriguez
was married in October 1999 .
She and her husband Just had
their first child , Dylan. Spirit is
enj oying being a mom.

D. Brian Horgan became an
ordained Cathol ic priest in
1998, and currently serves at
Saint Vincent Ferrer Catholic
Church in Delray Beach, Fla.

Gina Ottomanelll is currently
working as head fashion designer
of Izad Club men's professional
golf clothing line in New York City.
Gina keeps herself busy coaching
an all-star cheerleading squad,
playing women's softball and is
the director of her town's re
creational cheerleading program.

Brooke Johnson has been work
ing in management for many dif
ferent hotels throughout the
United States. She is currently liv
ing in Clearwater, Fla.

ro

Candace (Canfield) Kelly is

N

o
o

married and a mother of a two
yea r-o ld , Kaylin. Candace
started a chain of tannin g
salons in Chicago.
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School of Music and is current
ly working on her D.MA at the
Un iversity of Illinois Urbana
Champaign.

Sara Reitman is the new head
kindergarten teacher at St.
Vincent DePaul Center in
Chicago. Presently, she is com
pleting two classes for her
master's degree in early child
hood education at DePaul
University and will graduate in
June 2002. Sara has also been
working with Chil dren's Miracle
Network and th e Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation for th e
past three years.

Steven Klein is d irecting sales
efforts for the Renaissance
Boca Raton Hote l.

fessional soccer in Malaysia ,
Sweden , Finland , and Japan
after graduation. Neathan and
wife currently reside in Hobe
Sound, Fl a., with their son Jack
Scott, bom in Finland in 2000.

Unnea (Slvets) Ohnsorg was

Dave

married in June 2001 .

Tampa, Fl a.

Jamie Schoenfeld recently took

Abigail Boldt has been work

a corporate recruiting position
at Pratt & Whitney in East
Hartford, Conn., and is currently
recru iting mostly engineers in
the aerospace industry.

ing in the financial services
industry in Cincinnati. After
working for a sma ll financial
planning firm fo r a year and a
half, Abigail is now work ing for
the managing direct or of
Northwestern
Mutual
Financial.

Jeffrey Leff spent one yea r at
Lynn (1994-95), then transfer
red to Florida State University,
where he studied religion and
Engl ish education until 1999.

Yvone Matos-Rego is back in
the classroom after seven
years with the Massachusetts
Department of Social Services.

Andrea Shenkman obtained a
master's degree in marriage and
family therapy, working as a clini
cian in the area. She transfomned
her skills into the business arena
and recently started her own busi
ness,
Corporate Consulting
Concepts, Inc.
Vincent Vesce is ma rried and

Mark McDowell, after working
in sa les/ma nagement for many
years, decided to return to
academia to pursue a master's
of divini t y at
Princeton
Theological Sem inary. After his
ordination , Mark is co nsidering
a position as a college/ univer
sity chaplain.

Robert Nelson is president of
Ed wards-Freeman Nut Co .,
retail operation and whol esale.
Take a look at his Web site,
edwardsfreeman .com.

Mare Stoltz is currently working
with Digital Web Company pro
moting Web video cameras, pri
marily for day care centers, but
can be utilized for security pur
poses or even sales objectives.

has two ch ildren, a boy and girl.

8erger

moved

to

Jose

Bazan·Kodat

has been consu l general of
first rank Panama in New
O rl eans since 1999 with juri s
diction in Louisiana , Missis
sippi and Alabama.

recruiter for Randstad at the
Jacksonville downtown branch
for the past two years, and is
current ly pursuing a master's
degree at the Uni versity of
Pho enix .

Selene (van Bevemoudt) Bowlby
was employed at Artisian
Designs & Communications,
Inc. since graduation, a small
Web/g raphic design firm in
Deerfi eld Beach, Fla. She and
her husband, John Bowlby, cur
rently reside in Deerfield Beach,
Fla.

David Chandler recent
ed a business ca lled C
Communications.
Miriam

Farrell

mQl,

Argen tina and is workir
market research compa

Gareth

Fowles g ra
from Lynn's M.BA pro~

Nicole Guarino has successfu l

Anne Risley-Lyon is married
and has a 9-month-old girl,
Emma May Lyon .

David (Tony) Hamner is cur

Chris Sehady is currently in

rently workin g for a bank in the
South Florida area.

large animal hospital as a word
processor, crea tin g databases
for the company. She recently
created an interna l e-mail sys
tem for all of th e doctors to
organize their days and com
mun icate with each other.

David Leone worked for a year
at the MacLean and Ema law
firm in Pompano Beach, Fla .,
after graduating from Lynn. Two
years ago he moved to
Washington, D.C., and is a
graduate student at George
town University's School of
Foreign Service .

Katarlna Triska moved to
Connecticut and continuously
travels all over the Un ited
States for work.

David Mann has been living in
Wi sconsin for the past three
years. He is currently working
for American 'Family Insurance.

Monica (Kennedy) Valenzuela

Obren Mllutlnovic works in

moved to Santa Cnuz, Calif., in
February 1998. She was married
to Caleb Kennedy in April 1998,
and has a baby boy, Carlos, who
was born in June 2001 .

international sa les in Ft. Lauder
dale, Fla., for an audio/visual
company. He currently resides
in South Beach, Fla .

Christopher

Carson
is
owner/ presid ent of Louisa
Spic es, a sp ice and deh y
drated vegetable manufac
turing faCility, located in
Shandong, China, w ith a sa les
and marketing offi ce in
Nagoya, Japan and Nevada.
Tticia (Naugle) Duca was mar

Gabriel

Susan Grippi is working as a

international product p
position at Microsoft.

graduate school.

Rachel (Bounds) Kenney had
her first chi ld, Declan, over a
year ago.

Neadlan Gibson played pro

Jewish day school with 3-year
old chi ldren. Stua rt went to
Israe l for a summer and
belongs to an organization
ca lled Hillel.

ly taken over the family cate r
ing business. She is the vice
pre Sident of operations for
three faci lities.

Natacha Smith works for a

c
.~

Stuart Fried is wo rking in a

ried, bought a house and has a
job in travel.

Nathan Fischer worked with
an in vestm ent firm and is
presently wi th a staffing com
pany located in Boca Raton,
Fla.

Armel Fort works in Banco
Sudamericano in Lima, Peru.

Scott Kleckner is a M.Ed. (sec

Wayne Jarvis is currently the

ondary En glish) student at
Loyola Univers ity in Chicago.

David

Gamez

Alvarado

married Pamela Wallis and is
working for Univision Network,
the No . 1 Span ish language
television station, as an associ
ate line producer for two game
shows, " EI Blablazo" and "A
Million. "

December 2001.

Jakob Lorentzon lived in

Kimberly

Prague from 1997 to 2000,
with Petra Stankova, '96. They

received her M .M. in bassoon
performance at the Eastman

A1yson Paster was married in

(Buchar)

Persia

Albert Solares moved back to
Miami and sta rted Soltch
Group, an industrial equip
ment company with domestic
and overseas sales.

Mlreala de Andrage-Pelucarte

Josefin Stalvant played golf

was married on January 6,
2001 , and is currently expecting
the couple's first chi ld .

professionally on th e Ladies
European Tour and is currently
working in the accounting field
in Sweden .

Caroline Bowers worked at St.
Jude Children's
Research
Hospital and then became a
full-time mom to her son,
Willi am James O'Dell.

Byron Warner and his wife,
Erin, had a daughter, Malia, in
February 2002 .

Heather West is working for
Darcy Faeenda teaches 3rd

alumni association's president
and enjoyi ng traveling the
world .

Jason Morgan was employed
for two years with International
Pharmaceutical Research and
is currently employed as a con
sultant
for
MasterCard
International.

grade at Pagels Elementary
School in West Haven, Conn .,
her old elementary school and
where she comp leted her year
long internship.

an
all -boys
independent
school in Greenwich, Conn.
She has been busy with wed
ding plans and moving into a
new home .

Jay Brandt ma rried Mayra
Rodriguez on August 11, 2001.
He is presently working at
VoiceStream Wireless Corp
orate in Boca Raton, Fla.,
where he is a senior account
executive. Jay is also on the
alumni board at Lynn.

Martha Burbano works at the
Boca Raton Resort and Club.

Ricardo Coluno continued
working at M icrosoft Latin
Anlerican headquarters afte r
earn ing hi s M.BA from Lynn.
In December 2000, Ricardo
returned to Bu enos Aires for an

international managemE
is now the directo r of
relations for Lynn Unive i

Katla

Gonzalez

CL

attends Columbia Uni
Teachers College finish
doctorate degree.

Jason laudlek went t
school in Carlsbad, C
GIA to become a gem
and is now work ing t
family business .

Lindsay Schieffelin is ,
fied personal trainer.

I of Music and is current
King on her D.MA at the
'si ty of Illinois Urbana
paign.

teitman is the new head
'garten teacher at St.
lt DePaul Center in
~o. Presently, she is com
g two classes for her
r's degree in early childeduca tion at DePau l
'sity and will graduate in
1002. Sara has also been
Ig with Chi ld ren's Miracle
)rk and the Juvenile
tes Foundation for the
lree years.

Stuart Fried is working in a
Jewish day school with 3-year
old children. Stuart went to
Israel for a summer and
belongs to an organization
called Hillel.

Susan Grippi is working as a
rec ru iter for Randstad at the
Jacksonville downtown branch
for the past two years, and is
cu rren tl y pursuing a master's
deg ree at the University of
Ph oenix.

international product planning
position at Microsoft.

Se/en& (van Beverhoodt) Bowfby
was employed at Artisian
Designs & Communications,
Inc. since graduation, a small
Web/g ra phic design firm in
Deerfield Beach, Fla. She and
her husband, John Bowlby, cur
rently reside in Deerfeld Beach,
Fla.

David ChandJer recen tly start
ed a business cal led Chandler
Communications.

soccer in Raleigh and in Dallas.
He is now playing in Cha rl eston,
S.c. He and his wife have a
daughter, Cloe, who was born in
November 1999.

Miriam Farrell moved t o
Argentina and is worki ng for a
market research company.

L, Ronise Herbert is teach ing

Gareth

Fowles g raduated

from Lynn's M.BA program in

ly taken over the family cater
ing business. She is the vice
president of operations for
three facilities.

David (Tony) Hamner is cur

Schady is currentl y in

rently working for a bank in the
South Fl orida area.

Martha Ortiz is president of
Creare, Inc., in Boca Raton, Fla.

ate school.

Stacy (Silverstein) Safer grad

David Leone worked for a year

:ha Smith works for a

3nimal hospital as a word
5sor, creating databases
2 company. She recently
,d an internal e-mail sys
or all of the doctors to
ize thei r days and com
ate with each other.

ina Triska moved to
~ct i cut and continuously

5 all over the Un ited
for work.

j to Santa Cruz, Calif., in
lry 1998. She was married
?b Kennedy in April 1998,
IS a baby boy, Carlos, who
)rn in June 2001.

international sales in Ft. Lauder
dale, Fla ., for an audio/visual
company. He currently resides
in South Bea ch, Fla.

Jason Morgan was employed

Alvarado

d Pamela Wallis and is
Ig for Univision Network,
o. 1 Spanish language
ion station, as an associ
e producer for two game
, " EI Blablazo" and "A

"

Elizabeth "Ibby" Roberts was recently hired as the bas
soon

for two years with International
Pharmaceutica l Resea rch and
is currently employed as a con
MasterCard
sultant
for
International.

Albert Solares moved back to
Mi am i and started Soltch
Group, an industrial equip
ment co mpany with domestic
and overseas sales.

professor

at

the

Uni vers ity

of

Virginia

in

Ch arlottesville . Her duties there include teaching bassoon,

Sonia Allaga mOlJed back to

David Mann has been li vi ng in
Wisconsin for the past three
yea rs. He is cu rrently wo rking
for American·Famil y Insu ran ce.
Obren Milutinovic wo rks in

Gamez

uated from University of South
Florida in December 2000. She
was married in January and
b ough t a house in Wesley
Chapel.

at the MacLean and Ema law
firm in Pompano Beach, Fla.,
after graduating from Lynn. Two
years ago he moved to
Washington, D.C., and is a
graduate student at George
town University's School of
Foreign Service.

a (Kennedy) Valenzuela

1st grade at Dr. Mary Mcl ead
Bethune Elem entary in Riviera
Be ac h, Fla.

Colleen Lynch returned to
New York after graduation to
get an M .S. ED . in special edu
ca tion form Long Island
University, c.w. Post in January
2001.

Nicole Guarino has successful

Risley-Lyon is married
las a 9-month-old girl,
May Lyon.

Darren Warham played pro

Montreal in the summer of 2001.

Jay Brandt married Mayra

inte rna tional managemen t and
is now the director of alumni
relation s for Lyn n Uni ve rsity.

Rodriguez on August 11 , 2001.
He is present ly work ing at
VoiceSt re am W ireless Corp
orate in Boca Raton, Fla.,
where he is a senior account
executive. Jay is also on th e
alu mni board at Lynn.

Gonzalez currently
attends Columbia University
Teac hers College finishing her
doctorate degree.

Martha Burbano wo rks at the

Jason Laudick went back to

Boca Rato n Resort and Club.

school in Carlsbad, Calif., at
GIA to become a gemologist
and is now working for th e
fam ily business.

Ricardo Colusso continued
working at Microsoft Latin
Ame rican headquarters after
earning his M. B A from Lynn .
In December 2000, Rica rdo
returned to Buenos Aires for an

Katla

Lindsay Schieffelin is a certi
fied perso nal trainer.

Pierre Edstrom is currently
working at Saks Fifth Avenue in
Town Center Mall, Boca Ra ton,
Fl a. He started his own co mpa
ny, Pea f Design, Inc., where he
does interior design , st ore
design and decorations.
Ronald Harrar is attending
New York University for gradu
ate school, majoring in food
management.

coaching chamber music, performing with the faculty
woodwind

quintet,

which

is

ca lled

the

Albemarle

Ensemble, and playing principal in the Charlottesville and
University Symphony Orchestra. She is also the coord inator
fo r the symphony's outreach program, CUSO Preludes.
In the spring of 2002, Ibby will be teaching a music appre
ciation course through Mary Baldwin College's Adult Degree
Program . She teaches bassoon and gives reedmaking lessons
to students in the Charlottesville community.
Ibby received a master's of music performance from
the University of Southern California (USC) in May 2001.
During her second year at USC, Ibby was cho sen for

Abigail Suazo is working fo r a

the Presidential Fellows Prog ram , a unique leadersh ip

co mpany
cal led
Devtech
Studios, Inc., as a producer
and writer.

training program sponsored by the president of the uni
versity. T he program is based on the prem ise that, "the
Consequently, Ibby and the other Fellows were chal
lenged to make a difference in the world. As part of her

a de Andrage-Pelucarte

Josefin Stalvant playe d golf

narried on January 6,
and is cu rrentl y expecting
uple's first child.

professionally on the Ladies
European Tour and is currently
working in the accounting field
in Sweden.

Presidential Fe llows Program created a non-profit organ

Children's
Research
:al and then became a
ne mom to her son,
n James O'Dell.

Facenda teaches 3rd
at Pagels Elementary
I in West Haven, Conn.,
:! elementary school and
she com pleted her year
lternship.
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bigger person you are, the bigger leader you can be."

work w ith the program, she and six other members of th e
ization called Catalyst for Care to create enriching oppor
tunities for youth in the USC neighborhoods. The group
deve loped thre e seed proj ects, including: a monthly per

ne Bowers worked at St.

--

Byron Warner and his wife,

fo rmance series at the loca l Shrin er 's Hospital, a monthly

Erin, ha d a daughter, Malia, in
February 2002.

career exposition in several local elementary and middle

Heather West is working for

which invol ved loca l artists and members of the commu

an
al l-boys
independent
school in Greenwich , Conn .
She has been busy with wed
ding plans and moving into a
new home.

was awarded the Dean's Special Commendation, which

schools, and a mura l painting project on a freewa y wall,
nity where the mural is painted. Upon graduating, Ibby
is occasionally given to a graduate student who "furthers
the mission and programs of USC's Thornton School of
Music."
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No. 18 in the nation but did not receive a postsea
son invitation.
"I learned that to play here you have to work
hard or sit," sa id Fru itier. "Sitting on the bench

A LONG WAY FROM HOME
Senior goalie Julien Fruitier leaves his
mark in the Lynn soccer record books.
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ized that if I worked to my potential , I could def
initely play at thi s level. So I swa llowed my pride
and anger and kept at it. "
Banas left school and Kozlowski graduated after
the 2000 season, so the goalkeeper's Job was once
again open, but this time only to a pair of players,
Fruitier and sophomore Casey Beatty. Beatty, a 6

(NJCM) All -American, and led th e Herkim er

two-year starter in net collecting a record of 24-6-5,

Genera ls to a 1999 nationa l cham pionship.

14 shutouts, and a 0.84 goals against average, two

However, Herkimer was a two-year school and

trips to postseason, and the fifth lowest GM for

~Q)

Fruitier wanted to continue his education, as well

any goalie in the histo ry of the progra m. Pendleton

"§

as play soccer. All set to go to Bowling Green

thought he could tap into that well once again.
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th at year was a good thing for me because I real

University in Ohio to be th e new Falcons goalie,

"We had a need for a goalkeepe r two years

Lynn University head men's soccer coach Shaun

ago and he had what we needed," said

Pendleton placed a call.

Pendleton. "He won a national championship,

A teenager fro m Saint-Tropez, France, Ju lien

"I didn't know much about Lynn," Fru itier

he was an All-American, and he had maturity at

Fruitier drove 600 miles to the Paris airport,

said . " I called (former Herkim er CC and Lynn

college. So we fe lt it would be a good fit for us.

boarded a plane and flew several time zones to

player) Ma rlon Calderon to ask what it was like

All th ose pieces fell together for us."

New York City. From there, he was off to mid

and he said it was great. I came down to wa tch

sta te New York to settle in a little town called

the team practice, but what impressed me th e

Herk imer at a school called Herkim er County

most was coach Gwynne Will iams and the fact

Community College. After 4,500 miles of travel

that Lynn had its own goalkeeper coach. I came

ing, Fruitier was about to start his life in America

because I liked everything about Lynn and I was

as one of the most promising young goalkeepers

very interested in working with coach Williams."

in the nation.

Pendleton was no stranger to Herkimer as he

A long way from home, Fruitier fit ri ght into

already recruited a pair of Generals, Calderon and

American life by becoming a model studen t, a

goalie John Murray. Calderon did not step onto the

Nationa l Junior College Ath letic Association

field in two injury-plagued years, but Murray was a

with Major League Soccer (MLS) teams, Pendleton
knew that Fruitier was his man."When Jul ien first
came to Lynn he didn't realize how much was
expected of him at the NCAA level," Pendleton
said. "It was a bit of a cu lture shock. But he had
coach Williams, so that helped him out. The injury
in the fal l of 2000 set him back and he hadn't pre
pared himself as best as he could for this level of
Credit to the boy, he played super in the

teams. Basica lly, he set himself up for this fall. "

After 4,500 miles of
traveling, Fruitier was
about to start his life
in America as one of
the most promising
young goalkeepers in
the nation.

Fla. He found Boca nice, but he also found the
bench. The Fighting Knights were about to part
ways with senior Matt Nelson after the 1999 sea
son and three players were up for the highly cov
eted spot: Fruitier, junior transfer Jake Banas, and
senior Stuart Kozlowski. Fruitier got hurt, Banas
won the starting job, and Fruitier sawall of 95 min

the season's playoffs

that much more. After a few spring scrimmages

springtime and got lots of experience against MLS

So Fruitier packed up his belongings and trav

In

meant Fruitier had to impress the coaching staff

play

eled another 1,400 miles to get to Boca Raton,

With Julien FrUitier at the heim, the Flghtmg Knrghts played

foot-7 warrior who is difficult to score against,

utes and allowed one goal. The team fin ished

The fall of 200 1 started off slow and pain ful. In

No. 18 in the nation but did not receive a postsea
son invitation.
"I learned that to play here you have to work
hard or sit," said Fruitier. "Sitting on the bench

~HOME
Fruitier leaves his
~ccer record books.
by Seth Polansky
two-year starter in net collecting a record of 24-6-5,
14 shutouts, and a 0.84 goals against average, two
trips to postseason, and the fifth lowest GAA for
any goalie in the history of the program. Pendleton
thought he could tap into that well once again .
"We had a need fo r a goalkeeper two years
ago and he had what we needed ," said
Pendleton. " He won a national championsh ip,
he was an All-American, and he had maturity at

,

college. So we felt it would be a good fit for us.
All those pieces fell together for us."

After 4,500 miles of
traveling, Fruitier was
about to start his life
in America as one of
the most promising
young goalkeepers in
the nation.

that year was a good thing for me because I real
ized that if I worked to my potential, I could def
initely play at th is level. So I swallowed my pride
and anger and kept at it. "

the first game of the season at Harding University

shut out Florida Tech, second-ranked Barry,

Banas left school and Kozlowski graduated after

in Arkansas, Fru itier gave up an easy goal just 44

Division III and tenth-ranked Rowan, 15th-ranked

the 2000 season, so the goalkeeper's job was once

seconds into the game. Then, he gave up anoth

West Texas A&M, Florida Southern, Eckerd, NAIA

again open, but this time on ly to a pair of players,

er goal 16 minutes later, leaving the team down 2

ninth-ranked Nova Southeastern, Saint Leo, and

Fruitier and sophomore Casey Beatty. Beatty, a 6

1. Lynn came back and won that game 5-2. After a

Northwood-all in a row-and totaling nine con

foot-7 warrior who is difficult to score against,

convincing 4-0 win at Ouch ita Baptist two days

secutive shutouts and 877 consecutive shutout

meant Fruitier had to impress the coaching staff

later, Lynn was able to hold off Indianapolis 3-2

minutes. The nine consecutive shutouts ties the

that much more. After a few spring scrimmages

wi th a Fighting Kn ight goa l in the 80th minute.

school record and the 877 minutes is second all

with Major League Soccer (MLS) teams, Pendleton

After another shu tout, Fruitier found himself in

time. Those achievements also went along with

knew that Fruitier was his man. "When Julien first

trouble again, giving up three first-ha lf goals to

three Sunshin e State Conference Defensive

came to Lynn he didn't realize how much was

Morehouse and was staring at a 3- 1 halftime

Player of the Week honors and the distinction of

expected of him at the NCAA level," Pendleton

deficit. Once again, the offense bailed him ou t

being the conference's Male Ath lete of the

said. "It was a bit of a culture shock. But he had

scoring three times in the second half, including

Month for September.

coach Williams, so that helped him out. The injury

the game-winner with 29 seconds left, for a 4-3

in the fall of 2000 set him back and he hadn't pre

victory. Despite allowing seven goals, Fru itier was

Fruitier. "When we kept winning, my confid ence

pared himself as best as he could for this level of

5-0 between the pipes.

got higher. I felt really good about making some

"It was a real boost to my confidence," sa id

Tha t is when the season changed. As if some

big saves against Ch ri stian Brothers and then

springtime and got lots of experience against MLS

thing was triggered in Fruitier's mind and body,

even better the next game against Florida Tech.

teams. Basically, he set himself up for this fall."

he proceeded to shut out Lincoln Memorial and

My tea mmates had confidence in me and I had

The fall of 2001 started off slow and pa inful. In

Rollins, beat 15th-ranked Christian Brothers, then

confidence in them"
None of the first 17 games mattered as a date
with sixth-ranked Tampa loomed at the end of
the schedule. The winner of that game would be
the conference champion and ultimately host the

bench. The Fighting Knights were about to part
ways with senior Matt Nelson after the 1999 sea
son and three players were up for the highly cov
eted spot: Fruitier, junior transfer Jake Banas, and
senior Stuart Kozlowski. Fruitier got hurt, Banas
won the starting job, and Fruitier sawall of 95 min
utes and allowed one goal. The team fini shed
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tournament. With a 1-0 lead at halftime, the

i1

Spartans tied the score in the 48th minute, spoi l
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ing the shutout streak; and then they scored

national ranking were all gone. The only thing to

Fla. He found Boca nice, but he also found the
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same opponent for the first round of the NCAA

shutout streak, the perfect season, and the No.1

eled another 1,400 miles to get to Boca Raton,

CD
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again less than three minutes into overtime. The

So Fruitier packed up his belongings and trav

Ell
-0

play. Credit to the boy, he played super in the

do was prepare for the rematch six days later.
"1 was really upset with myself and th e way
we played," said Fru itier. "We missed some
opportunities and could have had the home
field advan tage fo r the playoffs"
Fruitier and the rest of the Fighting Knights
received good news during the week as seven
members of th e squad were selected as fi rst
team Al l-Sunshine State Conference players and

o
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Pendleton said, "So we lost the playoff game.

an eighth was named to the second team. To put

pated night arrived and Lynn shot ahead to a 1-

that in perspective, conference champion Tampa

olead in the first half. However, this game mir

Was it his fault? Not really. It's a team game and

had one player selected to the first team, and

rored the first, as UT scored in the second half

he has kept us in the games all season to get us

three to the second team. Heading the list as

on a rebound after Fruitier made a brilliant

to that level. He had an outstanding year and his

first team All-Conference goalie was Fruitier.

stop, and then scored the second goal with just

awards speak for themselves. He turned out to

four minutes remaining. The season was over,

be a bright spark and a bonus for us. He also

were fully rewarded, as he was named the

but the final horn actually started the rest of

turned out to be a great student-athlete and a

men's soccer Defensive Player of the Year. The

Fruitier's life.

fantastic young man, who is going to graduate

The next day was when Fruitier's efforts

title of Defensive Player of the Year was an

"It was really disappointing because my goal

early with nearly a 4.0 grade point average.

honor that Lynn had not yet experienced. This

in the preseason was to win the national champi

What we were looking for in a student-athlete,

was only the school's fourth season in the

onship," said Fruitier.

he exemplifies it"

"I also felt a little

Sunshine State Conference, but it speaks vol

guilty about what had happened in both games

Unlike many college students, Fruitier has a

umes for the quality of the program Lynn has

against Tampa. But I look back and realize that

plan for his future. After graduation, he will

brought to the table and the quality of the

we had a great team. I look back at all the

return to his hometown of Saint-Tropez and be

shutouts and I feel proud. Most of this is because

a manager in the family business, a bakery

Fruitier and the rest of the team put their

of my teammates. Yes, I made some saves, but

style restaurant. Fruitier also plans on playing

accolades aside and focused on the team's first

we couldn't have had the 13 shutouts without

with his club team, SC Saint-Tropez La Baie,

postseason appearance since 1999. The antici-

the rest of the team."

and coaching the youth team in the area.

players at Lynn.
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Michele Newman '03 had an impressive year
on and off the court. Newman was not only
the basketball team's second-leading scorer

ajan Smith '01 capped an impressive

with 12.6 points per game and the team's lead

two-year basketball eareer by being

ing reboumler at 7.2 boards pcr game, but she

D

named se cond team All-SSe, averaging

has also earned a pair of academic awards.

12.6 points and H.5 rebounds pe r game in
2()OI-02. This season's rebounding average is

After be ing a go-to player ttlr the volleyball

sophomore Beau McMillan '04. As of
March 20, the two were both hitting over

AnO with McMillan leading the way at .4 32.
As o f the mention e d date, Branch was ti e d
IClr the conference le ad in doubles (15) and
ilkMillan was tied for the conference lead in
home rUllS (eight) while leading all of the

a new school rt cord, breaking Demetrius
J'¥\ontgomcry's H. I average back in 1996 -97.
Ikboumling w as Smith 's specialty as he le ft
Lynn third in career defensive rebounds
(240), llflh in total rebounds 07H), and sev
e nth in o fil:nsive rebounds (15H). f1 is 17re bound
p e rformance
against
Hampshire in 2()()() is a school record,

New

James Taylor '05 be came the basketball
team's le ader in conference play and ended
up

being

named

the

Sunshine

State

Beau McMillan '04

Confere nc e Freshman of the Ye ar. Ilis 12.H

••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
••••••••
•••••••
•• ••
••••••••
•••••
••••
••••••••••••••••••
"This season was a tremendous success
despite some bumps we hit along the way, "
said Nicole Evans, head coach, "It showed
everyone that Lynn volleyball Is now an estab
lished program, These players had more heart
and Intensity than any team that I have been
around before, "
The most notable single-season effort came
from Castro. The Brazilian native came to Lynn
for a single season only and left the school with
five single-season records and the all -time
leader In kills per game, digs per game and hit
ting percentage . Castro led the team with 11115
kills, a 5.06 kills per game average, a .3119 hil
ting percentage , 4118 digs, and a 5.09 digs per
game average-all school records .
Campos came on strong in the final two
weeks of the season setting a handful of single
match records and tying Castro with 1145 kills in
a season . Campos, another Brazilian native,
capped off an impressive three-year career
leaving as the all-time leader in kills 19391. total
attempts 12,6371. service aces 1761. digs 18761.
and block assists (63).
Newman, a star basketball player for Lynn
who hadn't played volleyball since high school.
quietly had one of the best seasons In school
history as well. Newman led the team In blacks
solos 1271. finished second in black assists (35)
and total blocks (62). and finished third In kills
(377). kills per game 13.1161. attempts (942). and
hitting percentage 1.238).
"We were young this year and we are going
to be young again next year," said Evans. ' Now
we just need to build on the athletic talent that
we have and produce a bright future. "

p o ints p e r game average led the team and
Sunshine State Conference with 27 stolen

his 4. I rebounds per game was fourth
among regulars. 'Elylor was not afraid to

bases. Both players were named sse Hitters
of the \Veek in consecutive weeks after

shoot from the outside, leading the team
with ,14 three-pointers made and 129

McMillan's

l5 -game hitting stre ak and

Branch's 17-game hilling streak.

attemp red, placing him tenth all-time in
school hisrory in both categories. He

Sophomore transfer Kelly Gardner '04 has

be comes rhe se cond consecutive Knight to

sh o wn the ability

earn" Freshman of th e Ye ar" honors.

batters. Over a 55-inning stretch in Marc h,

Kerri Rulison '02 ended her ICHlr-year

(~ardner

team last lilll, Newman earned tbird team

wome n's baske tball career on a high note.

Academic All-American honors with her 4.0

Rulison left Lynn ranked in the LOp 10 in

GPA in biology. She IClllowed that up with a

every career statistical category except telr

llrst team Academic All-District sclection from

Held goal percentage .She is the

~ chool's

third

basketball and is lip for Academic AU-American

leading scorer of all time, just 50 points

honors. She needs only I'; points next season

be hind second placc. Rulison also holds the

to become the tlfth player in school history

records for games started (90), three-pointers

to

reach 1,000 points.

shut down all opposing

did not allow a single rlln to score,

recording five straight victories in the
process and being named Sunshine State
Conference Pitcher of the Week. This includ
ed three straight 1-0 wins with a one-hitte r
against Nova Southeastern, a win over
ICHlrth-ranked 'nlmpa , and an eight-inning
affair against Eckerd, Gardner allowed o nly

Baseball has its own version of the bash

tlve earned runs in the tll'st H5 innings
pitched, placing her ncar the top of thc con

brothers in junior George Branch '03 and

ference standings,

l1lade (153), ami three-pointers attempted
(4H7) with nine other top-three rankings.

to

Men's Soccer:
Knights Among
Nation's Best
The Lynn University men's soccer leam
enjoyed an undefeated season until their last reg
ular season game against the University of
Tampa. Spending the previous four weeks ranked
a top the nation at No. 1. the Knights fell to their
conference foe Tampa 2-1 to finish the year.
The Knights met up again with the
Spartans six days later in the opening round
of regional play. For the second stra ight
game, Lynn lost 2-1 and ended its season
with a record of 17-2-0 overall.
"The last game of the regular season was a
huge loss for us to finish 17-1 and letting Tampa

Sports New-s

'endleton said, "So we lost the playoff game.
s it his fault? Not really. It's a team game an d
has kept us in the games al l season to get us
:hat level. He had an outstanding year and his
3rds speak for themselves. He turned out to
a bright spark and a bonus for us. He also
led out to be a great student-athlete and a

Women's Tennis Has
a Good Ring to It
17Je Blue & lfIb i te Clu b honors
th e Ly nn ten nis team at a spe

tastic young man, who is going to graduate
Iy with nearly a 4.0 grade point average.

ci al ring ceremo11Y IUl1cbeol1 to

tbe team's sixtb

lat we were looking fo r in a student-athlete,

C011'l m e'n7m 'a te

exempl ifies it."

N CAA championship tiLle,

Jn like many college students, Fru itie r has a

O

n Tuesday, January 50, the Blue &
White Club hosted a special Ilillch
eon honoring the Lady Knights
women's tennis team. At the banquet,
which was held in the Christine Room on
campus, all coaches and players were pre
sented their gold 2001 Division II national
championship rings.
Dr. Jack Sites, executive vice president and
chief opcl"Jting officer, made a hC'drtleit speedl,
congmtulating the athletic department on ito; 16
national titles and head coach Mike Perez for

winning six of those championships. SitL'S also
presented the rings to each player and coach.
"It was reaUy nice to see the recognition from
the sch(x)1 and the community," said tC'dll1 cap·
tain, Maria Alves, the only senior of this year's
team. "After we won tue title and came back,
school W,LO; empty because the semester was
overAnd then we all kind of forgot alxlUt it. So,
this was very special to us. It was special that
everyone remembered our win this way."
Bob Gittlin, president of JKG Printing,
sponsmnl the event.

In for his future. After graduation, he wi ll
urn to his hometown of Saint-Tropez and be

nanager in the family business, a bakery
Ie restaurant. Fru itier also plans on playing
h his club team , SC Saint-Tropez La Baie,

:I coaching the youth team in the area.

,homore Beau McMillan '04 . As of
I'ch 20 , the two were both hitting over
() \o\1ith Mcivlillan leading the way at .4)2.
of the melll ioned date , Branch was tied
the conference lead in doubles (1:)) and
MiJl;1Il was tied for the conference lead in
l1e run~ (eight) while leading all of the

Taking All Bids
h e auctioneer \vas going about it
mile a minute as more than 175
people participated in bidding to
benefit Lynn University's men's bas
ketball program at the 2001 Men's
Basketball Auction on October 4 at the
Delray Beach Marriott.
Participants bid on more than 75 items
in a live and silent auction, which was

T

sponsored hy the Lynl1 IJniversity Blue &
White Club and generated approximately
S IH ,OOO for Lynn's baskethall program.
"This auction is a huge success and a lot
of I'un ," said Blue and White Director John
McCarthy. "Everyone had a good time rais
ing money for a very good eaw;c ." Next
year's auction is slated li)r October :"', 2002,
at the Delray Beach Marrioll , and will hen
el1t the entire athletic department through
the Blue & White Club.
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Beau McMillan '04

Ishine State Conference with 27 stolen
es. Both players were named sse Hillers
the Week in consecutive weeks after
Millan 's IS-game hilting streak and
nch's 17-game hitting streak.

)homorc transfer Kelly Gardner '04 has
,\\'n the ability to shut down all opposing
tcrs. Over a .'IS-inning stretch in March ,
'dner did not allow a single run to score,
ording five straight victories in the
'cess and being named Sunshine State
lference Pitehcr of the Week .This includ
tJlree straight 1-0 wins with a one-hitter
inst Nova Southeastern. a win ovt:r
rth-ranked 'Eullpa , and an eight-inning
lir against Eckerd. Gardner allowecl only
, earned runs in the first H3 innings

:hed, placing her ncar the top of the con
:nce standings.
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'endleton said, "So we lost the playoff game
s it his fault? Not really. It's a team game and
has kept us in th e games all sea son to get us
hat level. He had an outstanding, year and his

lfds speak for them selves. He turned out to
a bright spark and a bonus for us. He also

led out to be a great student-ath lete and a

tastic young man , who is going, to graduate
Iy with nea rly a 4.0 grade point average.
at we were looking for in a student-athlete,

exemplifies it."

Jnlike many college students, Fru itier has a
n for hi s future. After graduation, he will

Jrn to his hometown of Sa int-Tropez and be

nanager in the family business, a bakery

Ie restaurant. Fruitier also plans on playing

h his club team, SC Saint-Tropez La Baie,

J coaching the youth tea m in the area.

homore Beau McMillan '04. As of
ch 20, the two were both hitting over
) with McMillan leading the way at .432.
)f the mentioned date, Branch was tied
the confercnce lead in doubles (13) and
~Iillan was tied Il.l I·the conference lead in
1e runs (eight) while leading all of the

shine State Conference with 27 stolen
Both players wcre named SSC Hitters
th e Week in consecutive weeks afte.r
I'lillan 's 1'i-game hitting streak and
1eh's 17-game hitting streak.
~s .

homore transfer Kelly Gardner '04 has
\Vn the ability to shut down all opposing
ers. Over a 5'i-inning stn:tch in March,
dner Jid not allow a Single run to score,
:lrding five straight victories in th e
cess and being named Sunshine State
ltCrcnce Pitcher of the Week.This includ
three straight 1-0 wins with a one-hitler
inst Nova Southeastern, a win over
rth-ranked Tampa , and an eight-inning
ir against Eekcrd. Gardner allowed only
earned runs in the first 83 innings
:hcd, placing her near the top of the con

:nce standings .
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